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BUILDING RESEARCH CAPACITY IN INDONESIA THROUGH 

COLLABORATION WITH AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

Dr Mike Rimmer 
 

University of the Sunshine Coast Queensland, Australia 

General Introduction 

The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) is an 

Australian Government Statutory Authority that operates within the portfolio of 

Foreign Affairs and Trade. It was established in June 1982 under the ACIAR Act 

to assist and encourage Australia‘s agricultural scientists to use their skills for the 

benefit of developing countries, and at the same time work to resolve Australia‘s 

own agricultural problems. 

ACIAR‘s aims to enhance rural household incomes and broader economic 

growth by investing in international research partnerships that encourage 

agricultural development, sustainable use of natural resources and capacity- 

building of benefit to partner countries and Australia. Research funded by ACIAR 

is mutually beneficial to Australian and developing country rural industries by 

harnessing Australia‘s outstanding strengths in agricultural research to develop 

partnerships with developing country research institutions. 

ACIAR is based in Canberra, with offices in China, India, Indonesia, Papua 

New Guinea, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Australia is in a particularly 

strong position to provide such assistance because it has a broad range of climates 

– cool and warm temperate, subtropical and tropical – that are typical of the 

developing world. Australia‘s scientists work within a very strong network of 

institutions, such as the CSIRO, Federal and state government organisations and 

universities. 

The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) 

carries out research in the Asia-Pacific region, and currently has projects in the 

following regions: 

1. South-East Asia (Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Indonesia, 

Philippines: >45% bilateral expenditure), 

2. Papua New Guinea and the Pacific islands (>20% of bilateral 

expenditure). 

3. North Asia (China: <15% of bilateral expenditure) 

4. South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Afghanistan, Iraq: <15% 

of bilateral expenditure) 

ACIAR is also responsible for Australia‘s relationship with the International 

Agricultural Research Centres—the Consultative Group on International 

Agricultural Research (CGIAR) centres. ACIAR‘s annual outlay to the CGIAR 
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centres is around $11 million. These funds are used to facilitate CG engagement  

in the Asia-Pacific and to commission projects that are consistent with ACIAR‘s 

country program strategies. 

 

Literature Review 
 

Country Portfolio 
 

ACIAR has supported a program of collaborative agricultural research with 

Indonesia since 1983. Most of the program consists of bilateral projects, in which 

an Australian research organisation is commissioned to undertake a specified 

research activity in collaboration with a partner organisation in Indonesia. 

Indonesia is also targeted in ACIARs multilateral program delivered in 

conjunction with the international agricultural research centres. ACIAR's program 

with Indonesia as at 30 June 2007. 

Table 1: Bilateral Program 

Active projects 52 with a value over their lifetime of 

approximately $31,270,684 

Projects under development 42 

Share of South East Asia program $8,825,565 which represents 45.5% of 

the 

total 2006-2007 South East Asia 

program. 

Completed projects 157 

 

Table 2: Multilateral Program 

Active projects 9 with a value over their lifetime of 

approximately $5,032,293 

Projects under development 4 

Completed projects 22 

 

Achievements 

Collaborative research on crop and livestock diseases is a major emphasis of 

the ACIARIndonesia collaboration, both because of direct impacts on production 

but also because of the need to contain biosecurity threats. Huanglongbing (also 

known as citrus greening) is a severe problem for growers throughout Asia. In 

Indonesia, scientists have confirmed that a psyllid insect transmits the causative 

proteobacterium from plant to plant, and they have made progress in 

understanding how to control greening, especially through the application of 

mineral oil sprays. 
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Rapid expansion of cocoa production in the outer eastern provinces of 

Indonesia has led to the involvement of 400,000 smallholders. Indonesia is now 

the world‘s third largest exporter of cocoa, but the industry in South and East 

Sulawesi is afflicted by conditions such as cocoa pod borer, phytophthora pod rot 

and vascular streak dieback. A second phase of a 

major project, in collaboration with Indonesian industry, provincial and national 

government and other donors is helping to build capability to collect, maintain  

and identify pest and disease resistance in different lines of cocoa, and also how to 

determine which have the best quality characteristics. 

In northern Sulawesi, cloves, vanilla, sago and maize (all important domestic 

or export crops) suffer from what appear to be soilborne fungal diseases. 

Progress had been made in understanding disease management strategies for 

vanilla stem and root rot, along with the epidemiology of clove decline, by 

studying the dissemination of the fungus pathogen in the soil and the insects 

associated with plants affected by clove decline. 

Work on disease and pest management is closely integrated with other efforts 

to improve crop production, quality and marketability. With other horticultural 

crops, major collaborative efforts are underway with bananas in West Sulawesi 

and Java and chilli in Java. In another project, potato and brassica crops grown in 

rotation are under study. The Indonesian provinces of West and Central Java 

account for half of the total Indonesian production of both vegetables, but their 

yields are well below international standards, while quality of potatoes for high 

value uses is variable. A project is introducing Integrated Crop Management 

practices, proven in Australia and Indonesia, which will substantially lift yields. 

An improved seed supply system for potatoes is also helping lift productivity and 

quality. 

With livestock biosecurity, the ongoing concern about highly pathogenic 

avian influenza (HPAI) and classical swine fever has reinforced the need for 

effective diagnosis, surveillance and sustainable control options. Studies are 

monitoring the change in the structure of the Avian Influenza virus to support the 

selection of appropriate vaccines for control programs. The role of ducks in the 

spread of the disease is also being investigated so as to develop effective means of 

managing the disease in that species. The economic importance of the disease will 

be defined to assist policy makers in resource allocation. The effectiveness of 

vaccination for Classical Swine fever is also being evaluated. This work will also 

enhance disease surveillance capacity through a pilot program in East Nusa 

Tenggara. 

Infectious bursal disease in commercial poultry is an ongoing cause of deaths, 

reduced productivity and immunodeficiency. Current vaccines provide inadequate 

protection against the more virulent strains found in Indonesia. A vaccine derived 
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from local isolates of the virus has been shown to provide effective immunity and 

are in the process of transfer to commercial partners. 

Sustainable utilisation and management of forestry resources is a significant 

areas of ACIAR involvement. In a project studying community partnerships for 

plantation forestry a survey of current and potential marketing channels for sawn 

logs revealed a wide variety of partnership arrangements for commercial forestry, 

generating a mix of outcomes for growers, companies and government agencies. 

The project found that a high level of social cohesion in farmer forest groups was 

a critical requirement for improving their returns from forestry. 

There is much concern about fungal heart rots, which threaten future 

establishment of acacia plantations in Indonesia. Root rot fungi pose another 

problem. A project has assessed the incidence of root and heart rots in different 

Indonesian environments. Australian researchers assisted collaborators in 

Yogyakarta in establishing DNA sequencing methodology as a means of 

identifying fungal isolates. 

The program strives to promote profitable agribusiness systems for eastern 

Indonesia. ACIAR implemented a new agribusiness program in Indonesia,  in 

close association with the Smallholder Agribusiness Development Initiative. 

Priorities for research investment were identified, with institutional development 

and market assessments continuing throughout the year. Over 20 technical and 

market assessments have been designed to identify researchable issues and impact 

pathways with over a dozen completed. The first group of collaborative R&D 

projects have been designed and implemented. One project that has been running 

for 4 years in eastern Indonesia is studying better use of cassava. This hardy root 

is an important crop in Indonesia, supplying food for humans and livestock, but in 

the past decade the country has moved from net exporter to net importer. 

A collaboration involving the International Center for Tropical Agriculture 

(CIAT) is testing high-yielding varieties of cassava for their suitability in different 

regions of Indonesia as well as in East Timor. Many farmers have welcomed the 

opportunity to trial some of the high-yielding lines on their own farms. Other 

project work is helping smallholder farmers in eastern Indonesia to develop, test 

and apply tools and knowledge-sharing techniques to improve Bali cattle 

production. The work has involved a multidisciplinary team comprising forage, 

livestock, farming systems scientists, social scientists and economists from both 

Indonesia and Australia. They have sourced benchmarking information from a 

combination of historical village records, interviews with both farmer groups and 

individual farmers, and the ‗expertknowledge‘ of staff from the collaborating 

extension and development agencies. All this information has been supplied at 

farmer workshops, giving participants access to better options for their livestock 

production. 
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Efforts are under way to increase growth of weaned Bali calves. Researchers 

undertook feeding experiments at several study sites, and local farmers had the 

opportunity to visit and view the experimental activities. During the visits they 

were interviewed to determine their current practices and their perceptions of the 

experimental treatments and results. On completion of the feeding studies the  

team will conduct an economic analysis and also demonstrate best-bet options on- 

farm that will lead to optimal growth rates of the weaned calves. 

Cost effective vaccines against Jembrana disease in Bali cattle are being 

developed with a commercial partner and in partnership with the Government of 

Indonesia. ACIAR‘s Indonesia program has addressed policy options for 

Indonesian agribusiness. In one project, officers in the Indonesian Ministry of 

Agriculture (MOA) are receiving training in detailed trade analysis of global 

markets. Their training has implications for Indonesian agribusiness companies, 

who will benefit with help from the MOA officers to analyse export markets and 

develop new export strategies. 

Longstanding   joint research efforts to better understand the fishery 

characteristics and related resource status of commercially important shared fish 

stocks between Indonesia and Australia continued, with the study on sharks and 

rays drawing to a close and amongst its many achievements has been the 

publication of a well received illustrated guide to the commercially important 

shark and ray species in Indonesian waters. Research on tuna is now in its third 

year, with the tuna long-line fishery observer program functioning well and the 

country fishery status report in draft form. In a focus on better planning for more 

productive smallholder aquaculture, a project involving the Australian Institute of 

Marine Sciences and partner laboratories in Bali and South Sulawesi is studying 

water quality parameters and chemical composition of the sediments in the 

vicinity of experimental sea cages, which are part of a lucrative industry providing 

income for coastal communities throughout the tropics of Asia. 

A parallel project with the same partner agency in South Sulawesi, the 

Research Institute for Coastal Aquaculture and involving the University of New 

South Wales is developing simple mapping and planning tools to guide land use 

decision making regarding aquaculture developments in coastal areas, by farmers 

themselves, and at local and National policy levels. The geographical coverage of 

both projects has recently been extended to include more intensive aquaculture 

sites in Lampung, South Sumatra. 

ACIAR has an ongoing commitment to help restore agriculture and fisheries 

in the regions affected by the Boxing Day 2004 tsunami. The tsunami destroyed  

or severely damaged more than half of the province‘s brackishwater aquaculture 

ponds (‗tambaks‘). A project to build technical capacity and support research for 

the reconstruction of tsunami-affected, tambaks in Aceh has delivered regular 
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technical training workshops covering soil assessment, soil remediation, pond and 

canal engineering and pond management. ACIAR and the AusAID-funded 

Australia-Indonesia Partnership (AIP) are also cooperating on the reconstruction 

and rehabilitation of the Regional Brackishwater Aquaculture Development 

Centre at Ujung Batee, the technology development and extension centre for 

aquaculture in northern Sumatra that suffered extensive damage in the tsunami. 

Another fisheries project, collaborating with the WorldFish Centre, has 

undertaken a community needs assessment and surveyed the fisheries resource 

status in Aceh. Evidence of unsustainable fishing practices and over-fishing were 

already threatening fisheries pre-tsunami, and this is an opportunity to introduce 

the concepts of long-term sustainability to coastal communities. 

During the year projects also commenced to lift productivity of tsunami- 

affected soils. One project confirmed that high salinity of water in the root zone or 

rice bay is a widespread and persistent production problem. Timely assessments  

of soil salinity using methods tested in this project can prevent waste of effort and 

inputs by avoiding establishment of crops in areas which are still too saline, and 

indicate when it is appropriate to introduce specific practices to alleviate salinity. 

The project has trained research and extension staff in a rapid field method to 

assess soil salinity in relation to crop performance. 

Soil mapping has identified acid sulfate soils and sandy textured soils as the 

principal limiting factors for reconstruction. The mapping work in Aceh revealed 

that approximately 470,000 ha of coastal sediments could be classed as acid 

sulfate soils. Tidal conditions are also an important factor and require site-specific 

assessment. Soil remediation methods developed under an earlier project can be 

applied to the acid sulfate soil problems in Aceh, but there are no easy solutions 

for the sandy soils. 

 
Smallholder Agribusiness Development Initiative (SADI): ACIAR’s role 

 
SADI, a 10-year program with an initial funding commitment from the 

Australian Government of $38 m, aims to improve rural sector productivity and 

growth in four eastern provinces. It will improve incomes and productivity for 

farmers and agribusiness in response to market opportunities, through a process 

that is underpinned by improved adaptive R&D capacity. It comprises three 

subprograms, each of which also build on existing activities in Indonesia: 

1. Enhanced smallholder production and marketing (implemented by the 

Kecamatan Development Program Secretariat of the Ministry of Home 

Affairs, supported by the World Bank), 

2. Strengthened private sector agribusiness and small to medium enterprise 

development (implemented by the International Finance Corporation), 
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3. Support for market-driven adaptive research (implemented by ACIAR). 

The purpose of the ACIAR-SADI subprogram is to develop strengthened 

province-based agricultural R&D capacity that is market- and client-driven and to 

effectively transfer knowledge to end users. A feature of this subprogram is its 

integration with other subprograms on enhanced smallholder production and 

marketing and strengthened private sector agribusiness development. In its first 

year, significant progress was made. Project offices were established in Makassar 

and Bogor, and international and Indonesian research and support staff appointed. 

Priorities for research investment were identified through workshops of 

industry, farmer groups, government and researchers held in each of the four 

partner provinces, and through institutional and market assessments. ACIAR- 

SADI is focussing on areas that build on provincial experience in a product but 

allow the development of profitable and sustainable supply chains. Over 20 

technical and market analyses have been designed to identify researchable issues 

and impact pathways, and over a dozen, focussing on fruit, vegetables, estate and 

field crops and some aquaculture products have been completed. The first group 

of collaborative R&D projects have been designed and implemented. 

Initial field consultation was completed for a second ACIAR-SADI 

component, which aims to establish improved linkages and more effective 

knowledge transfer processes between R&D providers and extension providers. 

New extension media and methods to assist in dissemination of R&D outcomes 

will be piloted in the field. A final component, focuses on institutional 

development, and will assist with the development of optimal R&D planning and 

budget allocation policies and procedures, assist in human resources development 

and upgrade infrastructure and equipment. Indepth institutional and information 

technology assessments were conducted centrally and the Assessment Institutes 

for Agricultural Technology in each of the four partner provinces. 

A number of training activities were conducted, including a two week study 

tour of Australia for senior managers. This exposed the group to current 

Australian best practice in research priority setting and funding, and the role of 

industry, farmers and inter-institutional collaboration in delivering targeted and 

relevant research outputs. 

 
Surprising diversity revealed in shark and ray survey 

 
During the past 50 years, Indonesia‘s extraordinary shark and ray diversity 

has developed into a critical commercial commodity for many millions of people 

throughout the archipelago. One key factor has driven the massive growth in the 

exploitation of sharks in this region, as it has elsewhere in the world-escalating 
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demand from China for shark fins. Almost all species are targets and large dried 

fins can attract as much as US$1500 each in Hong Kong. 

Before Australian fisheries biologist Dr William White visited Indonesia, he 

thought that gathering information about the sharks and rays caught by local 

fishermen would be a reasonably straightforward task. But in his first forays into 

Indonesia‘s fish markets he quickly realised that here was an array of species that 

didn‘t fit with current knowledge. At the time he was working on an ACIAR 

project, exploring artisanal shark and ray fisheries—traditional operations run 

along subsistence line-in eastern Indonesia. The project recorded sharks and rays 

of sizes and in locations that were not expected, and found species that turned out 

to be new to science. The work has grown into the most extensive biological and 

taxonomic investigation of Indonesian sharks and rays ever undertaken, a 

collaborative effort that ultimately involved scientists from CSIRO, Murdoch 

University and Indonesia‘s Institute of Sciences and Research Centre for Capture 

Fisheries. 

Dr White and his Indonesian colleagues trained local people in rudimentary 

aspects of shark and ray biology and taxonomy and, with their help, documented 

more than 40,000 individual sharks and rays from 14 fish landing sites and 

markets across Indonesia‘s east. Basic biological data, such as size and sex, were 

recorded for almost half of these. 

At least 20 new shark and ray species were discovered, and in late 2006 

ACIAR released a bilingual book, Economically important sharks and rays of 

Indonesia, based on the project‘s findings. It will radically expand global 

awareness of Indonesia‘s sharks and rays, and is seen as a critical tool for further 

research into commercial fish stocks of interest to Indonesia and Australia. As  

well as Dr White‘s study, Professor Malcolm Tull from Murdoch University has 

led a team to gain a better understanding of the socioeconomic issues surrounding 

eastern Indonesia‘s artisanal shark and ray fisheries. The work so far has enabled 

Professor Tull and his colleagues to prepare advice on policy and management 

strategies to support more sustainable economic activity for the region‘s small 

fishermen. 

 
Medium-term strategy 

 
ACIAR's Indonesia program emphasises the application of agricultural policy 

and technical research and development to support economic growth from 

agriculture, forestry and fisheries in Java and parts of Sumatra and eastern 

Indonesia. The program will assist in increasing farmers‘ incomes  through 

shifting emphasis from factor-driven production agriculture to the development of 

integrated agribusinesses. It will maintain a focus on high-value commodities (for 
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which there is strong market demand) that are identified as priorities by the 

Indonesian Government and for which major constraints require attention through 

research. 

In addition to supporting research on production and productivity 

enhancement, ACIAR will also address related pest and disease management 

(including shared biosecurity concerns), postharvest processing and market 

development issues. Protection of the resource base for agriculture will be assisted 

by research collaboration on aspects of crop and livestock bio-security and 

sustainable forestry and fisheries management and through policy research on 

effective engagement in markets. 

ACIAR and Indonesian partners will involve end users such as extension 

groups, the private sector and non-government organisations during the 

development and implementation of projects. ACIAR will encourage linkages 

between research agencies in agriculture, forestry and fisheries and 

policy/implementation directorate-generals, and will support cooperation between 

central institutes and provincially based adaptive research agencies and planning 

authorities. 

The emphasis of capacity building activities is to support the Indonesian 

Government‘s efforts to develop a demand-driven agricultural research system, 

through training on research management (including research prioritisation, 

project evaluation and impact assessment); experimental design and analysis; 

economics/social science for biophysical scientists; participatory agricultural 

research and extension skills training and agribusiness, including supply chain 

management. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The country‘s proximity and strategic importance to Australia, and a large 

proportion of its population in poverty, mean that Indonesia‘s prominence in 

ACIAR‘s program will continue. A key challenge for ACIAR and its partner 

agencies in Indonesia is to secure practical outcomes for farming communities 

from the considerable research investment. Several current projects focus on the 

extension of results from ACIAR projects, while the Smallholder Agribusiness 

Development Initiative provides additional avenues for greater market and 

community inputs to the planning and utilisation of research results. 

Another opportunity for cooperation with AusAID is through the Australia – 

Nusa Tenggara Assistance for Regional Autonomy (ANTARA) program in 

eastern Indonesia, in line with the increased emphasis on regional economic 

development in Indonesia across the broader Australian aid program. We will 

work with our Indonesian partners to involve end users, such as extension groups 
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and the private sector, during the development of projects to more closely 

integrate project personnel in project activities at the farming community level, 

and to integrate researchers and policymakers where appropriate. We will increase 

our emphasis on communicating the outcomes of ACIAR projects and linkage 

with major Indonesian government, donor and industry programs. Formal  

linkages with at least two major World Bank programs have been established. 

The regional balance of investments is influenced by Australian expertise and 

alignment 

with the Australian aid program. Continued collaboration with research and 

development providers and policymakers in Java and western Sumatra is 

important. This is especially the case for agricultural policy research, bio-security 

collaboration, and horticultural and aquaculture research. Indonesia has a strategic 

position for Australia in trans-boundary plant and animal diseases given its close 

proximity. Eastern Indonesia also remains a high priority for ACIAR. The 

program includes activities in Nusa Tenggara Timur, Nusa Tenggara Barat, south 

and south-east Sulawesi under both SADI–SMAR and the main ACIAR program. 

ACIAR will encourage linkages between the research agencies in agriculture, 

forestry and fisheries and the policy/implementation directorate-generals in the 

same ministries, where appropriate, as well as with other Ministries such as the 

Ministry of Trade. ACIAR will support linkages between the research capacity in 

Java and Sumatra and eastern Indonesian adaptive research agencies and planning 

authorities. In addition, there will be a greater involvement of private sector and 

other non-government partners in the program. 
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DEVELOPING PEOPLE THROUGH EMPOWERMENT OF ECONOMIC 

INSTITUTIONS 

Tanri Abeng 
 

University of Tanri Abeng 

 
 

Introduction 
 

Human resource development in Indonesia can be done  through 

economic empowerment. This means that in order to increase global 

competitiveness, economic aspects need to be improved in supporting the 

improvement of the quality of human resources. So that it is very much 

needed the concept of a people's business entity that can accelerate the 

acceleration of people's prosperity. BUMR is a solution to increase 

community prosperity and this concept has been approved by the 

president and has been practiced in Sukabumi. Indonesia is very rich in 

natural resources but many people are still poor,because the management 

of Bumi Nusantara's wealth resources has not been carried out properly. 

In the case of paragraph 4 article 33 of the 1945 Constitution mandates 

that Indonesia's natural wealth must be used for the greatest prosperity of 

the people. To support this, the government has formed BUMN and 

BUMD, which are currently rapidly advancing, private companies are 

already advancing rapidly, foreign companies are very advanced. But 

domestic cooperatives are still far behind.To catch up, the BUMR which is 

a corporatization of small and micro businesses is needed.This approach 

is called inclusive economic politics in which small business units in 

various regions in Indonesia will be able to merge in the form of BUMR in 

the form of cooperatives with a corporate pattern to increase  their 

business scale and ability to survive amid increasingly fierce free market 

competition. 

Prior to the birth of the concept of BUMN, it was developed and the 

concept of a BUMN road map was established where the state-owned 

companies should be directed to pay off the increasingly accumulated 

state debt. Repayment of state debt by BUMN can be formulated through 

three steps, namely restructuring, profit-making and privatization. BUMN 

should be restructured so that they can carry out corporate culture and not 

bureaucratic culture when restructuring, BUMN will be able to generate 

large profits and only then will a portion of their shares be sold to repay 
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state debt. So instead of privatizing BUMN without restructuring and 

profitability. 

Inclusive Economic Politics 
 

Inclusive economic politics is a solution in advancing the Indonesian 

economy. So this concept is supported by the role of government and 

siding with the people, not foreign parties. Inclusive economic politics 

emphasizes equitable economic development in managing leading sectors 

in Indonesia such as the agriculture sector, the food sector, the marine 

sector, and the tourism sector. In the concept of inclusive economic  

politics need to be managed by people who have the spirit of 

entrepreneurship, professionalism and expertise in the field of developing 

economic institutions. 

The concept of inclusive economic politics needs to be socialized more 

intensely especially to the millennial generation because this concept is 

not something that is difficult and very easy to implement. if that is done, a 

massive economy will grow. The concept of inclusive economic 

development requires regulation and the role of government through the 

development of business entities as described in the following figure: 
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Inclusive economic politics will be very advanced if it is supported by the 

role of the government and is in favor of the people, not evenly distributed 
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to foreigners. What it means, if equitable economic development is very 

important. Therefore we introduce inclusive economic politics. 

Based on data from the Ministry of Cooperatives and small and medium 

enterprises of the Republic of Indonesia concerning the development of 

data on micro, small, medium enterprises (UMKM) and large businesses 

(UB). The total UMKM in Indonesia in 2017 amounted to 62,922,617 

business units,while UB is only 5,460 business units. This shows that how 

big the contribution of UMKM to development and growth in Indonesia. 

With a percentage of 99.9% of the total 62,908.077 business units in 

Indonesia. 

One way to grow UMKM at the same time as increasing their productivity 

is to establish a community-owned enterprise (BUMR). "BUMR is  

expected to be able to overcome the problems that have been faced by 

UMKM". "BUMR will establish small and micro businesses, organize 

themselves systematically by combining their cooperatives and 

collaborating with BUMN as economic actors." 

Conclusion 
 

Economic growth will be better if UMKM can be developed, so to maximize 

the function of UMKM, economic politics must be changed into inclusive 

economic politics, which means not only the conglomerates are advanced, 

but people's efforts must also advance, because these people's efforts are 

the most many of which reached 56 million people's businesses.people's 

businesses must not advance because economic politics does not provide 

special attention on developing small businesses. These small businesses 

will be empowered if they collaborate and form a publicly-owned  

enterprise (BUMR), because this is the body considered to be the most 

able to increase state revenue. More importantly from the existence of 

BUMR, later the income process will occur and not be enjoyed by a 

handful of Indonesian people, but evenly throughout the Indonesian 

people. 

In this regard, an organization is needed to gather people's efforts through 

BUMR. so, if the state has a state-owned business entity, then the people 

have a business owned by the people, but this also needs support from 

the government. 
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WITH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 4.0 
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Background 

Nowdays people are stand at the edge of a technological revolution that will 

change the way of their live and work with one another. In scale, scope, and 

complexity, the transformation will not be as what humans have experienced 

before. We do not yet know what will happen in the future, but the most impotant 

thing is very clear, the response of this transformation must be integrated and 

comprehensive, involving all stakeholders from global government, public and 

private sectors to academics and civil society. 

The First Industrial Revolution uses water and steam to mechanize 

production. The second uses electricity to create mass production. Third is using 

electronics and information technology to automate production. Now the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution is the development of a digital revolution since the middle 

of the last century. This is characterized by a combination of technologies that 

blur the lines between physical, digital and biological fields. 

Fourth Industrial Revolution has potentially increasing the global income 

levels and improve the quality of life throughout the  world. This is obtained by 

the consumers who are able to pay and access the digital world; technology has 

enabled new products and services increasing the efficiency and pleasure of 

personal lives, ie ; ordering a taxi, booking airline tickets, buying and selling 

products, making payments, listen to music, watch movies, or play games - now 

can be done directly and remotely. 

Technological innovation will lead to the miracle of supply with long-term 

benefits in efficiency and productivity. Transportation and communication costs 

will decrease, global logistics and supply will be more effective, and trade costs 

decrease, these will raise up new markets and encourage economic growth. The 

other side at the same time, as economists Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee 

said, the revolutions will effect to greater inequality, especially in terms of the 

potential to disrupt the labor market or human capital. 

Klaus Schawab ““The Fourth Industrial Revolution, finally, will change not 

only what we do but also who we are. It will affect our identity and all the issues 

associated with it: our sense of privacy, our notions of ownership, our 

consumption patterns, the time we devote to work and leisure, and how we 

develop our careers, cultivate our skills, meet people, and nurture relationships.” 
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THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

 
The Changes due to The Industrial Revolution 4.0 

a. Positive Changes 

New technology can be a powerful agent of change forever. Education 

and access to information can improve the lives of billions of people.  

Through increasingly powerful devices and computing networks, digital 

services, and mobile devices, this can become a reality for people around the 

world, including the underdeveloped countries. Social media revolution 

manifested by Facebook, Twitter, Line, Instagra has provided an opportunity 

for everyone to communicate directly across the planet. Today, more than 

30% of people in the world use social media services to communicate and 

become trending topics in the world. 

The innovation has created a truly global village, bringing billions more 

people into the global economy. They can bring access to products and 

services to an entirely new market. Online shopping and shipping services - 

including by drones - have redefined the convenience of trading services. ease 

of delivery can change communities, even in remote places, and trigger the 

economy of small or rural areas. In the physical , advances in biomedical 

science can lead to healthier lives and longer life spans. They can lead to 

innovations in neuroscience, such as connecting the human brain to 

computers to improve intelligence or experience in the simulation world. 

Progress in automotive security through Industrial Revolution 4.0 

technology can reduce loss of life and insurance costs, as well as carbon 

emissions. Automated vehicles can reshape urban spatial structure, 

architecture, and provide human-centered social space. Digital technology  

can free workers from tasks that can be automated, freeing them to 

concentrate on dealing with more complex business problems and giving 

more autonomy. It can also provide workers with new tools and insights in 

designing more creative solutions to problems that were previously 

insurmountable. 

 
b. Negative Changes 

Fourth Industrial Revolution has the power to change the world in a 

positive direction, it must be aware that technology can have negative results 

if people do not think about how they can change their life and determined 

what values of life must be valued. it must be maintain the value when using 

the technology , For example, if we are concerned with money rather than 

family, we can use technology that helps to make money at the expense of 

time with family. In turn, this technology can create added value which 
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makes it difficult to change the underlying value. People have an intense 

relationship with technology. They are an important part of how to create the 

world, but it must develop carefully, and the most important is to start doing 

rightly. 

Biotechnology can cause controversies such as artificial babies, innate 

genes (change the inheritance of all species), or implants needed to become 

candidates who are competitive in school or work life. Robotics and 

automation that are more efficient and economical can cause the loss of jobs 

for humans in some fields, or at least changes in the work field and skills 

needed to work. Artificial intelligence, robotics, biotechnology, programming 

tools, and other technologies can be used to make and distribute weapons. 

Social media can remove boundaries between spaces and bring together 

people from various parts of the world, but can also aggravate social 

inequalities that result in cyber-bullying, utterances of hatred, and the spread 

of false news. 

 
c. Human Capital Changes 

Artificial intelligence releases new levels of productivity and adds to 

human lives in many ways. As in the past industrial revolution, it can also be 

a disruptive force, making people twisted from work and asking questions 

about the relationship between humans and machines. It is undeniable that 

work will be affected as artificial intelligence automates various tasks. 

However, as the Internet did 20 years ago, the artificial intelligence revolution 

will change many jobs - and spawn new types of work that drive economic 

growth. Workers can spend more time on creative, collaborative and complex 

problem-solving tasks that machine automation is not suitable to handle. 

However, workers with less education and fewer skills are in a 

disadvantage when the Fourth Industrial Revolution takes place. Business and 

government need to adapt to the changing nature of work by focusing on 

training people for future work. Talent development, lifelong learning, and 

career reinvention will be important for future workforce. 

 
d. Equity Changes 

According to the World Economic Forum Global Risk Report 2017, 

"The Fourth Industrial Revolution has potential to increase income levels and 

improve the quality of life for everyone. But today, the economic benefits of 

the Fourth Industrial Revolution have become more concentrated among 

small groups. This increasing inequality can lead to political polarization, 

social fragmentation, and a lack of trust in institutions. To overcome this 

challenge, leaders in the public and private sectors need to have a deeper 
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commitment to more inclusive development and fair growth that lifts 

everyone." 

Many people around the world have not benefited from previous 

industrial revolutions. As the writer Shaping the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

wrote, at least 600 million people live on smallholder farms without access to 

any mechanization, living life is not touched by the first industrial revolution. 

About one third of the world's population (2.4 billion) lacks clean drinking 

water and safe sanitation, about one-sixth (1.2 billion) lacks electricity - both 

systems develop in the second industrial revolution. And while the digital 

revolution means that more than 3 billion people now have access to the 

Internet, which still leaves more than 4 billion of the core aspects of the third 

industrial revolution. 

 
e. Privacy Changes 

The ability to control everything about person, will tracking personal 

information about each individual as the key to providing more intelligent and 

personalized services. For example: 

 Facebook tracks what people do so it knows which content and ads are 

most relevant to them. 

 Smartphones track a location, and it can be share information by apps 

that recommend places to eat or shop, 

 Retailers analyze purchase history to recommend products and offer 

coupons to encourage more sales. 

In the future, when someone enter the store and then seller will 

immediately have his/her name, credit rating, marital status, and previous 

purchases that cross into their augmented-reality virtual screen. 

Technological advances also broaden the scope of supervision. In 

Britain today, an estimated 6 million CCTV cameras record activities 

throughout the country. Progress in computing power and artificial 

intelligence has the potential to enable law enforcement agencies to track 

terrorist suspects by analyzing social networks, government records and other 

data. In the future, billions of 3D printed cameras are scattered in the air and 

can monitor all human activities. From traffic reports to natural disasters,  

such technology can make people safer. But it can also monitor person when 

he /she don't want to be watched. 

 
f. Trust Change 

Public trust in business, government, media, and even technology 

decreases. This is a crisis that divides society and creates instability 

throughout the world.The technology of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
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itself is neutral, but are they applied in ways that build trust? Will consumers 

believe that new artificial intelligence and robotic systems can make their 

lives better, or will they be afraid of machines and those who control them? 

Will citizens trust institutions and service providers who collect and manage 

their data? 

Industrial Revolution Fourth to generate trust, everyone who 

contributes to it must collaborate and feel the relationship with the common 

goal. More transparency about how to manage this technology is key, as are 

security models that increase confidence that this system will not be hacked, 

recognized, or become a tool of oppression by those who control it. 

 

 
The Impact of Industrial Revolution To Government 

When digital and biological world continues to unite, new  technologies  

and platforms will increasingly enable citizens to engage with government, 

express their opinions, coordinate their efforts, and even avoid oversight of public 

authorities The increasing demands of accountability and transparency from 

government organizations and high responsiveness has a change the design 

paradigm of government organizations. 

Work Employment and Social Outlook 2017 predicts the number of 

unemployed people globally in 2018 is estimated to reach 204 million with an 

additional increase of 2.7 million. Unemployment is still a challenge and even 

tends to be a threat. Indonesia's open unemployment rate in February 2017 was 

5.33% or 7.01 million people out of a total of 131.55 million people in the 

workforce (Source: BPS 2017). Digitization can shift the conventional role in the 

market. Conventional transportation drivers such as motorcycle taxi drivers, and 

taxis have the opportunity to enter the unemployment gap due to the emergence of 

online transportation which is considered to be much cheaper and more 

convenient in the public public today. Traders at traditional groceries will lose 

money and eventually bankrupt due to the wave of e-commerce through the 

emergence of various online stores that provide goods that are more varied, 

inexpensive, and easily accessible. 

The use of robots in supporting autonomization in the realm of 

manufacturing and service industries will be increasingly inevitable. This is driven 

by the company's desire to cut costs caused by human resources. The demand for 

wage increases that are not accompanied by productivity is one of the problems 

often experienced by companies related to human resources. Rapid technological 

development sooner or later will affect the demand for labor in the future. labor 

demand is shifting. The industry will tend to choose middle and highly-skilled 

labor rather than less-skilled labor because of its role in working Availability of 
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accurate and up-to-date data is still one of the problems for the government, 

especially the local government. Revolution 4.0 allows the government to have 

Big data that can be used in planning government programs and empowering 

citizens to increase transparency and enable the participation of all stakeholders. 

Through big data, the government will be able to make a variety of policies 

that are faster, more accurate and cheaper. Because, big data presents information 

that has been processed through the analytics approach, so the results are already 

structured. The role of big data for government or public services is very 

important, because big data analytic will transform external data into facts. Then, 

translating these facts into a policy that will greatly help the performance of the 

government. 

 
1. What Should be Government Do ? 

The government must have understanding and be able to predict the 

future, know the opportunities and risks of what will happen, as well as what 

role for the world and other countries, what government work specifically, 

essentially the government must be smart in dealing with  Industrial 

revolution 4.0 . Governments need to ensure that the government has the 

infrastructure to take an advantage of the enormous benefits of technological 

change, and needs to address the risks of cybersecurity - whether it is criminal 

or political. The government needs to be supporting of change and must 

develop an understanding of the potential impact of change on the role of 

government, relations between citizens and companies, and other 

organizations in the future. In this case including the scope of the government 

to increase revenue through taxation and how should digital governance be in 

the digital era? 

Governments need to maintain social cohesion in era of  many  

potentially large problems, such as instability in the labor market and 

significant changes in income distribution. What role should the government 

play in managing the inevitable turbulence that FIRe can cause. Is it 

protecting work, regulation and technology taxation? Minimum income that 

guarantees all people?. Managing the Market. The aim is to ensure stability 

and justice for all. The risk is that you will not be able to control Exponential 

Organizations in technological progress, the country will be seen as resistant 

to change and an increasingly unattractive place for investment entry, leading 

to a severe decline in the economy, eg the European Union. 

Controlling, large countries do not adhere to the tradition of strong 

liberalism and democracy try to take ownership of new technologies and use 

them for their own purposes, either for domestic economic and political 

purposes, or for more aggressive purposes, such as China. The impact is that 
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free countries can make progress faster and quickly develop new business and 

social models, while countries that "take control" are still lagging behind. 

Open Business Opportunities, especially small countries, the government may 

not be able to control 4IRs, will choose to explore the opposite wave by doing 

everything they can to attract incoming investment, such as by restructuring 

and providing attractive tax breaks, regulations that make it easier, 

infrastructure investment (such as 5G) and openness to establish trade 

relations with other countries of the world. For example Singapore is a classic 

example of such a country. 

Hands off, The government may decide that the logical solution to 

integrating new technology, the government must radically reduce it by 

moving more functions to regional and local levels, only maintaining a 

number of key functions, including defense and security, as well as foreign 

relations and trade. The country that the government gave up power is a 

revolutionary government. 

 
2. Government Organization Transformation 

The dynamics of the development of business organization relations in 

survival in the midst of the swift currents of globalization and the Industrial 

Revolution 4.0, it seems necessary to be a lesson for government 

organizations to continue to transform themselves into ideal forms in order to 

face threats and take advantage of opportunities, even though there are 

different missions carried out, but the transformation of government 

organizations is one alternative that can be taken in order to realize a public 

service oriented organization. 

Transformation of government organizations needs to continue to be 

directed into changes from old designs that are less conducive to new designs 

that are more conducive to continually developing innovation, managing 

innovation and managing risk and organizational integration in building 

collaboration and synergy. 

Innovation at the organizational level makes growth and development  

of creativity not confined to a strict hierarchy, this requires a change in 

organizational structure, the process of communication and coordination and 

eliminating structural barriers. The organizational structure of the government 

which has been mechanistic, hierarchical bureaucracy, rigid 

departmentalization, high and and centralized formalization needs to be 

constantly transformed towards organic organizations, which are 

characterized by free flowing information, low formalization and cross- 

functional teams in order to answer high uncertainties and the strategic 
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environment of government organizations that are increasingly dynamic and 

of high complexity. 

Transformation of government organizations must be characterized by 

the development of visionary transformation leadership measured at various 

levels of leadership in government organizations, this is needed to ensure that 

every innovation developed can provide value-added service quality, 

harmonize the vision and internal environment that is balanced with the 

ability to respond to change a fast-moving external environment in this era of 

the IR 4.0. 

The transformation of government organizations is not merely 

downsizing and procedural, but more fundamental to work patterns, 

organizational culture and strategic values developed. The transformation of 

government organizations plays a strategic role in increasing national 

competitiveness, in institutional (institutional) approaches, 'traffic' of state 

administration from executives 'down' to Administrative Policy, where 

organizational transformation with work culture and governance is the 

decisive determinant its success. 

The development of bureaucratic organization through planned and 

measurable transformation, is needed in answering problem statements that 

characterize the weaknesses of government organizations in general, which 

are deemed necessary to increase responsiveness, transparency, build systems 

and mechanisms that are accessible so as to enable checks and balances. 

Transformation of government organizations is strongly influenced by 

leadership style, work culture, work force work processes, and organizational 

structures developed so that they are active towards change and can increase 

the speed of bureaucracy in licensing, serve investments and improve national 

competitiveness. 

Transformation of government organizations needs to continue to be 

followed by changes in mindset in the management of state finances, in 

various government organizations, by prioritizing value for money based 

performance measurement, and increasing the principle of Performance  

Based Bugeting that focuses on targets, outcomes and outputs, with  

utilization technology in building leadership dashboards at various levels of 

leadership, so that they can control starting from the stages of planning for 

monitoring and reporting. 

Industrial Revolution 4.0 actually provides a great opportunity to 

streamline the functions and roles of government organizations in carrying 

out their daily tasks, rapid IT development can be an opportunity in 

accelerating the implementation of e-governance, as digitalization of data and 

information such as e-budgeting, e- project planning, system delivery, 
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administration, e-controlling, e-reporting to e-monev and other custom 

applications. 

Strategic choice of IT utilization in various government organizations is 

very necessary in building mental self-driving, self-power, creativity and 

innovation, when machines are made to be smarter than humans, smart is not 

enough. A teamwork needs to be developed that promotes collaboration and 

synergy rather than competition, besides that there is a need for understanding 

in mindset and ways of acting in the face of the era of digitalization of 

technology on all fronts. 

Spirit sharing economy with the utilization of the phenomenon of 

Internet of Things (IoT), big data, automation, robotics, cloud computing, to 

artificial intelligence (Artificial Intelligence) needs to continue to be 

developed as a paradigm shift from the owning economy. Changing mindset 

of working alone, owning, mastering as a bureaucratic mindset, with the 

pretext of risk mitigation or compliance, needs to be transformed towards 

sharing economy in various work units within the organization's internal 

scope and different institution, working together not working together, 

efficiency of resources is needed. 

With sharing economy, work units are no longer asked to compete, but 

collaborate to cover each other's gaps and anticipate rapid changes. The 

transformation of government organizations is characterized by each section 

or bureau being challenged to be the one with the most synergy and 

collaboration with other parts or bureaus, as well as one work organization 

with another work organization, each staff must be challenged to be the most 

synergized and collaborate , not competing. 

Concretely sharing economy can be realized by building an integrated 

system (Sispan Control, One big data, shared Situation Room etc.) as a single 

system that can be used as a tool or work instrument, so that each work unit 

within the internal government organization and K / Different L can 

contribute to updating and utilization, so that the controls and outputs and 

outcomes of government organizations can be integrated by prioritizing the 

synergy between institution in one platform to prioritize efficiency and speed. 

The phenomenon of monitoring and reporting an object of the same object 

and spatial development program by various different institution is very 

inefficient and depletes resources, this integration of data through sharing 

economy will be very useful to reduce efficiency and integration of reporting 

output and help achieve outcomes. Certainly hope that the acceleration of the 

transformation of government organizations is expected to be an answer to  

the demands of higher public accountability and transparency, while at the 

same time answering the various challenges faced in the course of national 

development. 
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Optimism needs to continue to be intensified at various levels of 

leadership in government, in order to provide concrete contributions in 

accelerating the transformation of government organizations in their 

respective organizations, as a precondition for improving governance to 

support the achievement of the 2015-2019 national development strategy and 

make the transformation of government organizations one of the pillars 

towards Indonesia World Class Government in 2025. 

http://setkab.go.id/revolusi-industri-4-0-dan-transformasi-organ-pemerintah/ 

 

Industrial Revolution 4.0 VS Cash For Work 

Based on Making Indonesia 4.0, the five manufacturing sectors will be 

prioritized in the initial stages of the food and beverage industry, textile and 

apparel, automotive, electronics, and chemicals. Which is an export-oriented labor 

intensive industry. The application of industry 4.0 is expected not to reduce 

employment, it actually absorbs labor, and is able to increase the country's 

economic growth, 

Through Making Indonesia 4.0, one of the major aspirations targeted is to 

make Indonesia included in the top 10 of the world's most economically powerful 

countries by 2030, by returning the industry's net export contribution to 10 percent 

and doubling the increase in labor productivity compared to labor costs. Judging 

from its contribution to total exports throughout 2017, exports of processing 

industry products were the largest reaching 74.10 percent. In addition, the 

industrial sector is able to absorb as many as 1.5 million people so that the total 

workforce in the industrial sector has reached 17 million people or 14.05 percent 

of the total workforce in Indonesia. 

The government is committed to continuing to optimize the optimization of 

village funds to support the acceleration of poverty alleviation according to the 

data. The Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS) as of September 2017 was 26.58 

million people (10.12 percent). While the percentage of poor people in rural areas 

is 13.47 percent. One of them is a labor-intensive program that the government 

hopes to empower productive marginal / poor people based on the use of natural 

resources, labor, and local technology, poverty and unemployment can be reduced 

and the stunting rate can go down. Work Solids are Comprehensive and holistic 

means villages (in this case), development carried out in the village is planned and 

carried out by the village itself and accommodates various choices and 

opportunities for productive and economically valuable local wisdom-based 

communities. 

http://setkab.go.id/revolusi-industri-4-0-dan-transformasi-organ-pemerintah/
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Integrative means that labor-intensive development carried out involves 

coordination from various parties, both the village itself, the regional government, 

and the central government The government is committed to continuing to 

optimize the optimization of village funds to support the acceleration of poverty 

alleviation according to the data. The Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS) as of 

September 2017 was 26.58 million people (10.12 percent). While the percentage 

of poor people in rural areas is 13.47 percent. 
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Benniof , We must ensure the Fourth Industrial Revolution is a force for 

good, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/03/we-must-ensure-the- 

fourth-industrial-revolution-is-a-force-for . 

Vinaya, Dalmia , Kalfi Sharma, The moral dilemmas of the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/02/ethics-2-0-how-the- 

brave-new-world-needs-a-moral-compass 
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THE ROLE OF PROFESSIONAL MANAGER IN IMPROVING 

PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH EMPOWERING PEOPLE 

 
Prof. Dr. H. Muh. Nur Sadik, MPM 

(Tanri Abeng of University) 

 
Introduction 

In this session I tried to connect between someone who has management 

expertise that we call Professional Managers with an individual's productivity 

through empowering people. The key aspect to be consider of people is his 

orientation in a work, the orientation that always increases his/her trust in others. 

A manager does not only need to work hard to ensure that every people in his 

company/institution know the condition of the company/institution. They have to 

know on how to execute strategies and tactics to achieve company goals. Besides, a 

manager must understand how every people in the company able to contribute and to 

cooperate well. The cooperation and collaboration will create the work fun and 

challenges for all the people who work in the company. 

Productivity 

People will be more productive if a manager gives an opportunity and freedom 

to his staff to do what he can do. Managers must treat their staff as adults, being a 

partners, respect themselves, give high respect to them, do our staff not only seen as  

a place to spend money, or an automatic machine works. 

In the real of business is actually a world of trust, let's start all our work by 

respecting each individual. Excellent companies/institutions that always respect  

every individual, company/institution like this always achieve extraordinary results. 

Even though they only have ordinary staff. On this occasion I tried to emphasize how 

in the system of thinking we must always know how to respect each individual and 

always want to provide training to them, provide rationally and clearly the goals 

expected by them, and provide guarantees autonomy to them to do something that is 

directly related to their work. 

There are two problem that always hit the relationship between the 

company/institution and its staff are: lips service or promises only but not fulfilled 

and fraud, there is always something hidden (vested interest). That is what 

distinguishes between companies/institutions that are oriented towards respect for 

their staff. The orientation is always attached to the language we use, for example: 

Family feeling (Feel-like Family) by Delta Air, the largest airline 

company/institution in the United States, which always emphasizes its staff as a large 

family that has the same feeling. And then "Hewlett-Packard (HP) way" which 

essentially is that the way HP does something and there are many more ways through 
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language to influence its customers so that they still choose the product / service it 

produces. 

Empowerment 

The success of the company/institution in achieving its goals and becoming a 

large company/institution cannot be separated from the good examples given by its 

superiors to its staff who work for. 

The success of the company/institution is also cannot be separated of the 

filosophy adopted by a company that is always human-oriented. We must believe  

that every people being desires to do his job well, perform creativity in his work and 

a manager is in charge of creating a good work environment. 

It is a tradition that a manager must reward his staff who succeed in their work 

and punish those who violate established rules. A manifestation of trust in our staff, 

can be given flexible working hours is an expression of trusting staff while being  

able to provide confidence in staff within the company, this can also provide an 

opportunity to adjust work schedules with their personal lives. The spirit and 

perspective of a staff that someone must have a feeling that he is part of a team. 

Success in a company / institution is actually the result of the success of each 

individual in the company. 

 

Philosophy of Empowerment 

A successful company/institution, its philosophy must start from empowering 

every individual in the company/ institution by: 

1. An individual must truly have high capacity and brilliant innovation in the 

company/institution. 

2. Leadership and goals in the company/institution must give general 

enthusiasm to each individual in the company/institution at all levels. 

3. Individuals who are in important and strategic positions in a 

company/institution not only create enthusiasm among them but they must 

show how to encourage each individual at the level below. 

4. A manager must give freedom to individuals to work hard in order to achieve 

the objectives of the company/institution in the future in accordance with the 

area of responsibility. 

5. Human empowerment can also be seen from involving all individuals in a 

company/institution. The manager has the obligation to carry out training to 

improve his skills and provide opportunities to develop his career and take 

education in general. 

6. The very basic thing is to provide security to work for all staff and create 

program incentives, opportunities to provide ideas and advice, as well as give 

awards to outstanding staff. 
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7. The way of thinking of a professional manager must start from the 

assumption that the staff is the most important asset owned by the 

company/institution. We need not hesitate in making decisions that always 

emphasize the importance of the staff in all the policy priorities that we will 

take. 

 

Professional Manager 

In general, we know that management is a profession as well as  medical 

doctor, lawyer and so on. And the most responsible for Professional Manager 

acceptance as a profession is Peter F. Drucker who was born in the Austrian city of 

Vienna, and studied in Germany. 

Peter F. Drucker developed a concept called decentralization policy and this 

was adopted by large corporate/institutional companies such as General Electric 

Company and Ford Motor Company. One of the findings of Peter F. Drucker, known 

everywhere is Management by Objectives (MBO) in this concept, said that a 

professional manager the first thing to know is its purpose. Based on the  objectives 

of the company/ institution, all staff must know clearly and make contributions in 

accordance with their fields of work to achieve the stated company/institutional 

goals. 

According to Peter F. Drucker the main task of a Professional Manager is how 

to increase customers. Based on this assumption, all staff in the company/institution 

must prioritize performance in the profit and productivity of the company/institution, 

in this case a manager emphasizes the concern that his staff are resources not a cost. 

The responsibility of a professional manager is to provide suggestions and 

always listen to the staff for possible problem solving in a specific problem. And the 

most important thing is to provide opportunities for staff to do something that is 

considered important compared to if the staff is just willing to take orders just to do 

something. To increase productivity, staff are given the freedom to do something in 

their jobs. 

Professional Manager combines the competencies and integrity that must be 

shown in the performance of a job. , Management is a function not a level. 

 

Closing Statement 

Hopefully Tanri Abeng University (TAU) and Muhammadiyah University 

Makassar as a higher educational institution can contribute to the birth  of 

professional managers now and in the future. 
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INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL'S CONTRIBUTION IN INCREASING 

STOCK RETURNS TO COMPANIES LISTED IN THE JAKARTA 

ISLAMIC INDEX 

Edi jusriadi, Syafaruddin, Lulu dian 

Makassar Muhammadiyah University 

ABSTRACT 

This study aims to analyze the contribution of intellectual capital in 

increasing stock returns to 18 companies listed on the Jakarta Islamic index (JII) 

through the VAIC ™ (Value Added Intellectual Coefficient) approach, with three 

main components namely value added Capital employed (VACA), value added 

human capital (VACU), and structural Capital value added (STVA). The data  

used in this study are secondary data in the form of 2014-2016 financial 

statements obtained through the company's internet access www.idx.co.id. 

Secondary data were analyzed using multiple linear regression analysis 

techniques. 

Based on the results of the analysis it can be concluded that the value 

added Capital employed (VACA) contributes to increasing stock returns, value 

added human capital (VAHU) does not contribute to increasing stock returns, and 

structural Capital value added (STVA) contributes to increasing stock returns. 

keywords: intellectual Capital, VAIC ™ and stock returns 

1. Introduction 

Research on firm resources continues to develop from the concept of 

tangible resources to the concept of intangible resources. This shift in research 

direction was influenced by the development of digital information technology 

that changed the human work system from manual to digital. The implementation 

of measurement of intellectual capital is something that is still new, not only in 

Indonesia but also in the global business environment, Intellectual capital as an 

Intang more resource began to be recognized and popular in the early 1990s in 

Australia, America and Scandinavian countries, whereas in Indonesia itself began 

to develop in the 2000 after the emergence of PSAK No. 19 (revised 2000) 

concerning intangible assets and the change in the accounting reporting paradigm 

from the function of stewardship to a new paradigm that financial statements 

function as a source of information for making economic decisions by investors 

and creditors based on current value. Changes in the accounting reporting 

paradigm provide space for the recognition of intellectual capital as an asset for 

the organization (Sawarjuwono, 2012). 

Intellectual Capital as an intangible asset in the conventional accounting 

system is not reported in the financial statements, so the company's financial 

statements cannot represent the true value. Therefore, it is important to make an 

evaluation of these intangible assets so that financial statements become more 

informative, so that all company values are reported in full by companies whose 

http://www.idx.co.id/
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assets are in the form of intellectual capital. The current performance of a 

company can not only be measured from the tangible resource aspect through 

physical capital and financial capital performance but the role of intangible 

resources in the form of human capital, structure capital and relational capital 

performance is very large in determining added value, (Jusriadi,2017dan 2018). 

The recognition of intellectual capital as a long-term asset of the 

organization raises the debate of experts whether intellectual capital can be  used 

as a measure of company performance. So that Pulic (Ulum, 2013: 86) proposes a 

measure to see the efficiency of value added as a result of the company's 

intellectual ability using the value added intellectual Coefficient (VAIC ™) 

method, through three components of measure, namely: 1) value added Capital 

employed ( VACA), 2) value added human capital (VAHU), and 3) structural 

Capital value added (STVA). The main goal in the VAIC ™ component is to 

create value added (VA), whereas to create VA it takes the right measure of 

physical capital and intellectual potential. 

The utilization of intellectual capital will help improve the company's 

financial performance so that the trust of users such as investors also increases 

which can affect the company's stock returns. So Muna and Andri Prastiwi (2016) 

state that if intellectual capital is well managed, it will affect stock returns. this is 

a positive signal to attract investors to invest more in the company. 

2. Theoretical review 

2.1 Intellectual capital 

The taxonomy of intellectual assets, intellectual capital, and intangible 

assets is often used interchangeably in academic discourse (Ali ET al., 1010). 

similarly the term assets is often used by economists, management experts call 

it intellectual capital (Brookings, 1997; Stewart, 1997) , while accountants 

more often use the word intangible assets (Kavida and Sivakoumar, 2008). 

Other terms that are often used are Invisible assets, immaterial values (Sveiby, 

2001), and Intangible (Level, 2001). 

This study uses the term intellectual capital which describes intangible 

assets that can affect a company's stock returns. Intellectual Capital emphasizes 

the combination of intellect and capital to show the importance of knowledge 

(Serenko and Bontis, 2013). Intellectual Capital in Resource Based Theory 

(RBT) can be presented as a measure of performance through the role of 

human capital, capital structure, and customer capital. 

Petty and Guthrie, 2000; IFAC 1998; Bontis et al. 2000 in Ulum (2015: 

75) states that in general, researchers identify three main constructs of 

intellectual capital, namely: 

a. Human Capital (HC) 
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Joshi et al., 2013, stated that human capital is a skill, knowledge, and 

experience, which is owned by every employee that can be improved 

through education and training programs. So simply HC represents the 

individual knowledge stock of an organization that is represented as an 

employee. HC is a combination of genetic inheritance; education; 

experience; and attitude about life and business. 

Human capital management and empowerment in the company can be done 

through three stages, namely: 1) determination of the human capital 

component: knowledge and expertise, competence, work-related experience, 

education, employee satisfaction, employee loyalty, and flexibility. This 

process by the meritum, (2001), is called identification of critical 

intangibles, 2) the process of input of human capital into the organization's 

strategic objectives related to the specifications / competencies that 

employees must have in their activities or work, and 3) the process of 

managing and developing human capital that is useful for organizations in 

the form of HR mapping. 

b. Structural capital (SC) 

CIMA, (2005), structure capital is knowledge within an organization that 

consists of organizational routines, procedures, systems, culture, and 

databases. Bontis, (2001), Capital structure is all non-human knowledge that 

exists in organizations such as hardware, software, databases, organizational 

structures, patents, trademarks, and everything about organizational 

capabilities that support employee productivity. 

The management and empowerment of the Capital structure is very 

important to do because it is related to non-human storehouses  of 

knowledge in organizations, such as databases, organizational charts, 

manual processes, strategies, routines, and everything that makes a 

company's value greater than its material value. 

c. Customer capital (CC) 

Customer Capital is the creation of a harmonious working relationship and 

work environment both internally and externally of the organization 

(Magelang, 2008). so as to create added value, a harmonious and mutually 

beneficial relationship must be built between the company and its 

stakeholders. In stakeholder theory emphasizes the disclosure of information 

about company activities to stakeholders to attract investment from outside 

parties through extensive networking in marketing channels and customer 

relationships. 

2.2 Stock Returns 

Jogiyanto (2010: 205), that stock returns are the results obtained from an 

investment that is grouped into 2 types (Tandelilin, 2010), namely: 
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a. Return realization is a return that has occurred which is calculated based on 

historical data. Realized return is used as a measure of company 

performance and is used as a basis for determining future expectations and 

risk returns. 

b. Return expectations are returns that have not yet occurred but are expected  

to be obtained for the future. 

The rate of return on stock returns used in this study is a realized return 

which is a capital gain or capital loss, which is the difference between the price 

of the current period's stock and the price of the previous period's stock. Actual 

return can be calculated by the formula: 

Return realization = 

One factor that makes investors invest their capital when investing is a 

high return. with high returns. Investors expect to get high returns on 

investments made. Returns obtained by investors depend on the instrument 

used. 

2.3 metode Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC™) 

Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC ™) is a method for measuring the 

efficiency of using intellectual capital in creating value added (VA) through 

increasing the company's stock returns. The VAIC ™ method developed by 

Pulic (Ulum, 2013: 86) consists of three main components namely value added 

Capital employed (VACA), Value Added human capital (VAHU), and 

structural Capital value added (STVA): 

a. Value Added Capital Employee ( VACA) 

Faradina and Gayatri (2016: 16-26) explained that value added Capital 

employed (VACA) is a good and sustainable relationship between the 

company and its partners, such as distributors, suppliers, customers, 

employees, the public and the government. 

The company's relationship with partners aims to generate value added by 

using physical capital (CA) called VACA. Indicators of VACA are value 

added (VA) and Capital employed (CE), so this relationship can be 

formulated as follows: 

VA 

VACA = --------- 

CE 

Where VACA is the ratio of VA to CE, Capital employed (CE) is the 

available funds (total equity and net income). 

 
b. Value Added Human Capital (VAHU) 

Faradina and Gayatri (2016: 16-26) explained that value added human 

capital (VAHU) is the quality of human resources owned by the company 
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such as knowledge, experience, skills, commitment, good working 

relationships within and outside the corporate environment. 

 
Value added human capital (VAHU) shows the amount of value added 

created by one rupiah spent on employees. The relationship between value 

added and human capital Shows the ability to create value in the company's 

human capital. indicators of VAHU are value added (VA) and  human 

capital (HC), so this relationship can be formulated as follows: 

VA 

VAHU = --------- 

HC 

where human capital (HC) is calculated Is the salary and benefits received 

by employees from the company. 

c. Structural Capital Value Added(STVA) 

Baroroh (2013-174) structural Capital value added (STVA) is the company's 

ability to provide infrastructure, information systems, routines, procedures 

and organizational culture that supports employees' efforts to produce 

optimal intellectuals. This relationship shows the contribution of structural 

capital (SC) in creating added value added (VA). The indicators of STVA 

are structural capital (SC) and value added (VA), so that this relationship 

can be formulated as follows: 

SC 

STVA = --------- 

VA 

The final ratio of intellectual capital calculation is a combination of the sum 

of each component of value added intellectual coefficient (VAIC ™) 

formulated: 

VAIC= VACA+ VAHU + STVA 

 
The contribution of the component value added intellectual coefficient 

(VAIC ™) in increasing stock returns to companies listed on the Jakarta 

Islamic index can be explained in the following research framework: 
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Figure 1.1 

Research Thinking Framework 

 
3. Method 

This study uses secondary data in the form of the financial statements of 

18 companies listed on the Jakarta Islamic index (JII). In this study the method 

used to measure the efficiency of using intellectual capital in creating value added 

(VA) through the value added intellectual coefficient (VAIC ™) approach using 

value added Capital employed (VACA), value added human capital (VAHU), and 

structural Capital value added (STVA). The final ratio of Intellectual capital 

calculation is a combination of the sum of each component of Value Added 

Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC ™) which is formulated: 

VAIC= VACA+ VAHU + STVA 

Meanwhile, to calculate the rate of return on stock returns are used return 

realization which is a capital gain or capital loss, which is the difference between 

the price of the current period's stock and the price of the previous period's stock. 

Actual return can be calculated by the formula: 

Return realisasi = 

Data from the calculation of the value of intellectual capital (VA) and 

return is analyzed using multiple linear regression and correlation test (r test) 

research variables. The multiple linear regression equation can be formulated as 

follows: 

Y= b0 + b1X1+ b2X2 + b3X3 + e 

Information : 

Y = Stock Returns 

b0 = Constants 

b1-b3 = Regression Coefficient 

X1 = VACA 

VA 
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X2 = VAHU 

X3 = STVA 

e = Standard Error 

 
4. Research Results 

1.Data Description 

 
The data used in this study is the annual report of companies included in 

the Jakarta Islamic index list for the period 2015 to 2016. These data were 

obtained from www.idx.co.id and the official website of each company. The 

following are population and sample selection data. 

 
Table 4.1 

Determination of The number of Samples 

 
Information Amount 

 
Companies included in the Jakarta Islamic Index are 

companies that do not publish financial reports consistently 

over the period 2015-2016 

30 

 

 
12 

Sample Used 18 

Merging data for 2 years (2015-2016) 36 

List Of Shares included in the JII Calculation For The Period 2014-2016 

Source: www.idx.com and Processed data 

The number of companies included in the Jakarta Islamic index list 

is 30 companies, but not all companies fit the criteria needed in this study. 

There are 12 companies that do not publish financial statements 

consistently during the ongoing research period. Therefore, the research 

sample was obtained by 18 companies with a total of 36 research data (18 

companies x 2 years). According to Hair et will, (2011) the ratio between 

the number of subjects and the number of independent variables is 

recommended around 15 to 20 subjects per independent variable. 

2. data analysis 

a. Descriptive statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics aim to see the data distribution of the 

variables used in this study. The following are descriptive statistics of each 

variable used in this study. 

http://www.idx.co.id/
http://www.idx.com/
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Table 4.2 

Stock Return Calculation Period 2015-2016 

Numbe 

r 
code 

Stock Return 

2015 2016 

1 AALI 0.35 0.06 

2 ADRO 0.5 2.29 

3 AKRA 0.74 0.16 

4 ASII 0.15 0.15 

5 BSDE 0,003 0.03 

6 ICBP 0.03 0.36 

7 INDF 0.23 0.12 

8 INTP 0.11 0.31 

9 KLBF 0.28 0.15 

10 LPKR 0.01 0.3 

11 LSIP 0.3 0.32 

12 PGAS 0.54 0.02 

13 SMGR 0.3 0.2 

14 SMRA 0.09 0.2 

15 TLKM 0.9 0.67 

16 UNTR 0.02 0.25 

17 UNVR 0.15 0.02 

18 WIKA 0.14 0.53 

Source: www.idx.com, 2018 

Based on the data in table 4.2 shows that the calculation of stock 

returns in 18 companies is positive, this shows that the company's stock 

price has increased every year even though it is volatile, thus the 

company's performance is categorized good. 

Table 4.3 

Results OUT, IN, VA Period 2015-2016 
 
 

No Kode Periode OUT IN VA 

 
1 

AALI 2015 1.226220924 1.192869808 0.033351116 

2016 1.226945444 1.197987138 0.028958306 

 
2 

ADRO 2015 1.190360881 0.031927672 0.026400843 

2016 1.188639235 0.034630913 0.028463591 

 
3 

AKRA 2015 1.17477997 0.051985967 0.043321437 

2016 1.168501862 0.052916766 0.044106047 

 
4 

ASII 2015 1.222565498 0.027157971 0.022132287 

2016 1.221090484 0.027519175 0.022418398 

http://www.idx.com/
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5 

BSDE 2015 1.192620617 0.022073803 0.018276179 

2016 1.19285421 0.017701587 0.014678617 

 
6 

ICBP 2015 1.21471793 0.019417237 0.016029725 

2016 1.214953692 0.019496114 0.016069889 

 
7 

INDF 2015 1.219778482 0.020847255 0.017211779 

2016 1.220179691 0.020475024 0.01685688 

 
8 

INTP 2015 1.208022327 0.020515013 0.016885794 

2016 1.207340086 0.01974549 0.016267994 

 
9 

KLBF 2015 1.216205154 0.012749157 0.010561764 

2016 1.216942681 0.012749978 0.01054979 

 
10 

LPKR 2015 1.20896074 0.012520538 0.010497447 

2016 1.210499925 0.013146329 0.010971073 

 
11 

LSIP 2015 1.16551786 0.043733775 0.036614699 

2016 1.166934914 0.04151596 0.034773665 

 
12 

PGAS 2015 1.21057047 0.022538425 0.018509387 

2016 1.211241435 0.023447154 0.019302757 

 
13 

SMGR 2015 1.21006925 0.022541764 0.018544548 

2016 1.210304159 0.021773771 0.017912422 

 
14 

SMRA 2015 1.184394861 0.032758392 0.027345817 

2016 1.187871862 0.029358017 0.02474163 

 
15 

TLKM 2015 1.127175175 0.039658772 0.035056116 

2016 0.966724209 0.082555201 0.074166921 

 
16 

UNTR 2015 1.193193662 0.040692236 0.033521761 

2016 1.19461776 0.034908024 0.028693953 

 
17 

UNVR 2015 1.220278129 0.016355552 0.013426577 

2016 1.221009922 0.014928893 0.012246514 

 
18 

WIKA 2015 1.16075289 0.05695123 0.047282297 

2016 1.159193087 0.063108843 0.052354294 

Source : www.idx.com, 2018 . Attachment: Results Out, IN dan VA 

Based on table 4.3 shows that the highest value added (VA) of 18 

companies in 2015 was WIKA of 0.047282297 and in 2016 was TLKM of 

0.074166921. 
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Table 4.4 

Capital Employed (CE), Human Capital (HC), Sructural Capital (SC) 

No Kode Periode CE HC SC 

 
1 

AALI 2015 1.225510293 1.192202903 1.225415085 

2016 1.230026671 1.192711187 1.225948488 

 
2 

ADRO 2015 1.199982932 1.235445247 1.236037894 

2016 1.198642982 1.234707561 1.235218862 

 
3 

AKRA 2015 1.188253274 1.229827056 1.230075425 

2016 1.18797127 1.227269314 1.227562411 

 
4 

ASII 2015 1.186710793 1.250141994 1.250434852 

2016 1.190175214 1.249956527 1.250286243 

 
5 

BSDE 2015 1.196690129 1.215905064 1.218743801 

2016 1.196860705 1.215651055 1.219235522 

 
6 

ICBP 2015 1.204189994 1.232663614 1.234553103 

2016 1.200220586 1.233629303 1.235322641 

 
7 

INDF 2015 1.212006908 1.23954954 1.241031327 

2016 1.213522633 1.239785867 1.241404835 

 
8 

INTP 2015 1.192999443 1.227409159 1.229072587 

2016 1.192876661 1.225797289 1.227656665 

 

9 
KLBF 2015 1.205239376 1.224739362 1.229120632 

2016 1.205746524 1.225543207 1.229884806 

 
10 

LPKR 2015 1.209120441 1.214441236 1.222338947 

2016 1.206121664 1.218763637 1.223990219 

 
11 

LSIP 2015 1.198962346 1.212207799 1.214760674 

2016 1.199990587 1.210518611 1.213890138 

 
12 

PGAS 2015 1.191546805 1.236490671 1.237278481 

2016 1.192197972 1.23580559 1.236620687 

 
13 

SMGR 2015 1.200987865 1.231633821 1.233015745 

2016 1.200290931 1.23119061 1.232726641 

 
14 

SMRA 2015 1.175213648 1.216648472 1.217333824 

2016 1.1757757 1.216406324 1.217333824 

 

15 
TLKM 2015 1.130302838 1.172415963 1.173376658 

2016 1.131714201 1.138172033 1.142650796 

 

16 
UNTR 2015 1.204446302 1.238377848 1.238645658 

2016 1.203853565 1.237418631 1.23790633 

 

17 
UNVR 2015 1.205031822 1.234366239 1.236719691 

2016 1.20537824 1.233173852 1.235852733 

18 WIKA 2015 1.202638788 1.225861291 1.22686423 

2016 1.202976582 1.231304745 1.231837464 

Source: www.idx.com, 2018 Attachment: Results CE, HC dan SC 

Based on table 4.4 shows that the highest value of Capital 

employed (CE) in 2015 was the AALI company at 1.225510293, and in 2016 

was the AALI company at 1.230026671. The value of human capital (HC), 
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the highest in 2015 was ASII companies amounting to 1,250141994, and in 

2016 was ASII companies amounting to 1.249956527. while structural capital 

(SC), the highest in 2015 was ASII companies amounting to 1,250434852, 

and in 2016 was ASII companies amounting to 1,250286243. 

Table 4.5 

Results VACA, VAHU, STVA Periode 2015 -2016 

No Kode Periode VACA VAHU STVA 

1 AALI 2015 0.0279268 0.027974363 0.027216179 

2016 0.02398305 0.024279395 0.023621145 

2 ADRO 2015 0.026606772 0.025843049 0.02135925 

2016 0.028891767 0.028047867 0.023043358 

3 AKRA 2015 0.043749904 0.042270957 0.035218521 

2016 0.044543809 0.043117485 0.03592978 

4 ASII 2015 0.02288508 0.021723909 0.017699672 

2016 0.023121953 0.022016106 0.017930612 

5 BSDE 2015 0.018445714 0.018154216 0.014995915 

2016 0.014790014 0.014561405 0.012039197 

6 ICBP 2015 0.016124728 0.015752259 0.012984233 

2016 0.016243775 0.015803867 0.013008657 

7 INDF 2015 0.017200607 0.016818412 0.013868932 

2016 0.016872388 0.016514968 0.013578874 

8 INTP 2015 0.017196163 0.016714079 0.013738646 

2016 0.016552835 0.016108283 0.013251257 

9 KLBF 2015 0.010578112 0.01040969 0.008592943 

2016 0.010574344 0.010403532 0.008577868 

10 LPKR 2015 0.01035508 0.010309711 0.008588 

2016 0.010899671 0.010786611 0.008963367 

11 LSIP 2015 0.036476354 0.036077787 0.030141492 

2016 0.034596905 0.034296011 0.028646468 

12 PGAS 2015 0.018915266 0.018227736 0.014959758 

2016 0.019667165 0.018973174 0.015609279 

13 SMGR 2015 0.018769352 0.018302326 0.015039993 

2016 0.018140411 0.017685134 0.014530733 

14 SMRA 2015 0.027874414 0.026925108 0.022463696 

2016 0.024969063 0.024135042 0.020324441 

15 TLKM 2015 0.035086855 0.033826537 0.029876269 

2016 0.07294704 0.072533149 0.064907775 

16 UNTR 2015 0.033785015 0.032859306 0.027063237 

2016 0.028996902 0.028210359 0.023179422 

17 UNVR 2015 0.013572714 0.013250161 0.010856605 

2016 0.012385236 0.012106074 0.009909363 

18 WIKA 2015 0.047355225 0.046458136 0.038539144 
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  2016 0.052460575 0.051253635 0.042500976 

Source: www.idx.com, 2018 Attachment: Results VACA, VAHU dan 

STVA. 

Based on table 4.5, it shows that the highest VACA value in 2015 

was WIKA company amounting to 0.047355225, and in 2016 it was WIKA 

company amounting to 0.052460575. The highest VACU value in 2015 was 

the WIKA company amounting to 0.046458136, and in 2016 the WIKA 

company amounted to 0.051253635. While STVA, the highest in 2015 was 

the WIKA company by 0.038539144, and in 2016 was the TLKM company 

by 0.064907775. 

b. multiple linear regression analysis 

Multiple linear regression analysis aims to measure the 

contribution of intellectual capital to stock returns using the VAIC 

component, namely value added capital employed, value added human 

capital, structural value added capital. The following is a summary of the 

results of multiple linear regression analysis: 

 
Table 4.6 

Summary Of The Results Of Multiple Linear Analyzes 
 

Sumber Koefisien Sig 

VACA (X1) 270,778 0,271 

VAHU (X2) -309,910 0,311 

STVA (X3) 50,758 0,558 

Koefisien Korelasi (R) 0,362 

Konstanta (b) 0,058 

Sig 0,207 

Adjusted R2
 0,131 

Source: Results of the Data SPSS, 2018 Attachment: The Results of Multiple 

Linear Analyzes. 

Y= b0 + b1X1+ b2X2 + b3X3 + e 

Y= 0,058 + 270,778X1+ -309,910X2+ 50,758X3 

This equation shows that if the value of the VACA coefficient increases by 

1 point the stock return (Y) will increase by. 270,778 assuming X2 and X3 are 

fixed. while the VAHU coefficient value is -309.910 which means that if VAHU 

increases by 1 point the stock return (Y) will decrease by 309.910, assuming x1 

and X3 remain. Negative coefficient means that there is a negative relationship 

between VAHU and stock return, the more VAHU rises, the stock return 

decreases. Likewise, if the STVA coefficient value increases by 1 point, the stock 

return (Y) will increase by 50.758 assuming x1 and x2 are fixed. 

http://www.idx.com/
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Based on table 4.7 shows that, VACA variables contribute positively and 

significantly in increasing company stock returns with a significance level of 

0.271 <0.05. VAHU did not contribute significantly in increasing the company's 

stock returns with a significance level of 0.311 <0.05. while STVA contributed 

positively and significantly in increasing the company's stock return with a 

significance level of 0.558 <0.05. 

 
5. Conclusion 

The results of the data analysis show that: 1) intellectual capital as 

measured by using value added capital employed (VACA) contributed positively 

and significantly in increasing stock returns of 18 companies listed on the Jakarta 

Islamic index, 2) intellectual capital as measured using value added human capital 

structural (VAHU) did not contribute significantly in increasing the stock returns 

of 18 companies listed on the Jakarta Islamic index, and 3) intellectual capital 

measured using structural capital value added (STVA) contributed positively and 

significantly in increasing the stock returns of 18 companies listed in Jakarta 

Islamic index. 
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Abstract 

The success of a development in the area of financial management aspects of the 

area that was managed with good management. The purpose of this research was 

to gain an overview of the role of the utilization of information technology in the 

management of the finances of local governments. The increase in the volume of 

the transaction quantity was certainly to be followed by an increase in the 

government's financial management capabilities. For that local governments were 

obliged to develop and exploit advances in information technology to enhance the 

ability of managing the finances of its territory. The obligation of the utilization  

of information technology set up in PP 56 Years 2005 Number of Regional 

Financial information system. This research was a qualitative research. The results 

shown that the utilization of the information technology function was to produce 

financial reports and financial information in a timely, complete, accurate, reliable 

and appropriate conditions impact on the improvements to financial management. 

Information technology must be supported by hardware, software, data 

management and network. 

Keywords: Information technology, hardware, software, data management, 

networks 

 

A. Introduction 

Regional autonomy gives greater authority to regulate and manage its own 

households. The aim is to bring government services closer to the community, 

making it easier for the public to monitor and control the use of funds, in addition 

to creating healthy competition between regions and encouraging innovation. 

Based on this authority, the Regional Government is expected able to explore 

resources specifically to meet the financing needs of government  and 

development in the region. Potential sources of regional revenue must be explored 

to the maximum, should be within the corridor of applicable laws and regulations. 

Pangkep Regency is one of the districts that holds regional autonomy. 

The success of a development in the region can not be separated from 

aspects of regional financial management that are managed with good 

management as well. Regional Financial Management is the whole activity which 

includes planning, implementation, administration, reporting, accountability, and 

supervision of regional finances. Regional financial management regulated in 

Minister of Domestic Affairs Regulation Number 13 of 2013 article 3 covers the 
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authority of regional financial management, general principles and APBD 

structure, preparation of APBD draft, APBD stipulation, APBD preparation and 

APBD for regions that do not yet have DPRD, APBD implementation, 

amendments APBD, cash management, regional financial administration, regional 

financial accounting, accountability for the implementation of APBD, guidance 

and supervision of regional financial management, regional loss, and BLUD 

financial management. Regional financial management must be managed in an 

orderly, obedient to the laws and regulations, effective, efficient, economical, 

transparent, and responsible by paying attention to the principles of justice, 

propriety, and benefits to the community. 

Increasing the volume of transaction quantities must of course be followed 

by an increase in the ability to manage government finances. For this reason, local 

governments are obliged to develop and utilize information technology 

advancements to improve their regional financial management capabilities. 

Obligations to use information technology by regional governments are regulated 

in PP Number 56 of 2005 concerning Regional Financial Information Systems 

which is a substitute for PP Number 11 of 2001 concerning Regional Financial 

Information whose contents are as follows: To follow up the implementation of 

the development process that is in line with the principles of good governance , 

the central government and regional governments are obliged to develop and 

utilize information technology advancements to improve the ability to manage 

regional finances and regional financial information to public services. 

The use of information technology is no longer a luxury but it is a 

necessity. Efficient, effective, and productive work of an organization or company 

both at the individual, group and at the level of the organization or company as a 

whole can be improved by utilizing the technology. The purpose of the use of 

information technology is to produce financial reports and financial information in 

a timely, complete, accurate, and reliable manner in accordance with applicable 

regulations and encourage the realization of good governance in general and the 

implementation of regional financial management by providing financial 

management systems area-based information technology in particular. 

Although the Pangkep Regency government has implemented information 

technology in the preparation of financial reports since 2007 to support regional 

financial management. This is in line with research conducted by Abdul Rahman 

and Zulkifli Fachri (2016) which shows that the use of information technology 

systems has a positive impact on the quality of local government financial reports. 

In contrast to the results of the study by Wigrantoro (2003) the use of information 

technology in governmental organizations has not been able to support good 

governance. The use of information technology is not in the context of upholding 

good governance but is only used as a tool to facilitate work. 
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The purpose of this study is to obtain an overview of the role of the use of 

information technology in local government financial management so as to realize 

clean government. 

 
Research Method 

This research was a qualitative descriptive study with a locus of research at the 

Regional Financial Management Agency and Regional Assets, the Regional 

Government of Pangkep Regency. Informants in this study consisted of the Head 

of Agency and Head of Section. Data collection techniques used in this study  

were in-depth interviews (depth interviews). Data analysis in this study was 

carried out qualitatively starting from data collection, data reduction, coding to 

drawing conclusions. 

 
Results And Discussion 

The development of information technology is not only utilized in  

business organizations but also in public sector organizations, including 

government. In the Explanation of Government Regulation No. 56 of 2005 

concerning Financial Information Systems stated that to follow up the 

implementation of the development process that is in line with the principles of 

good governance, the Central Government and Local Governments are obliged to 

develop and utilize information technology advancements to improve financial 

management capabilities, and distribute information Finance to public services. 

The government needs to optimize the utilization of information technology 

advancements to build a network of management information systems and work 

processes that enable the government to work in an integrated manner by 

simplifying access between work units. Wilkinson et al., (2000: 160) said the use 

of information technology includes (a) data processing, information processing, 

management systems and work processes electronically and (b) utilizing 

information technology advancements so that public services can be accessed 

easily and cheaply by Public. 

By information technology, it is expected that the performance of 

government officials is faster. The involvement of information technology in the 

preparation of regional financial reporting is expected to reduce the occurrence of 

errors and improve the quality of financial reporting. This is relevant to the theory 

of task suitability with technology (Task-Technology Fit / TTF) put forward by 

Goodhue and Thompson (1995), namely the suitability of technological 

capabilities with job demands, or the ability of technology to support work. 

Similarly, the technology acceptance model (TAM) theory developed by Lee et 

al., In Davis (1993) states that the use of information technology improve 

performance. Performance is related to the achievement of a series of tasks carried 
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out by individuals in the organization so that, the higher the performance of 

individuals, the more effective, productivity and quality of individual services. 

Likewise, Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) which was initiated by Ajzen (2002) 

stated that a person use information technology if the technology is useful and can 

improve the performance of that person. 

Based on this, the use of information technology improve the performance 

of local government officials, including in preparing financial reporting in 

Pangkep Regency. The use of information technology is expected to improve the 

quality of information in financial reporting, especially relating to the aspects of 

reliability and timeliness of financial reporting. 

There are four components that support the use of information technology 

in the management of regional finances in the Pangkep Regency Government, 

including:: 

1. Hardware (hardware) in this case the availability of computers as a means or 

container used to apply information technology in the financial sector, in this 

case each SKPD in the Pangkep Regency government has one computer unit 

for financial administration matters. 

The use of computers provides great benefits for companies, especially 

relating to aspects of efficiency and effectiveness. The process of changing the 

way manual work into a computerized system is expected to make work can 

be done quickly and accurately so that overall organizational performance can 

be improved. In the Explanation of Government Regulation No. 56 of 2005 

concerning Regional Financial Information Systems stated that to follow up 

the implementation of the development process that is in line with the 

principles of good governance, the Government and Regional Governments 

are obliged to develop and utilize information technology advancements to 

improve the ability to manage regional finances, and channel Regional 

financial information to public services. Lestari and Zulaikha (2007) state that 

information technology can be used as a cross-unit coordination mechanism 

and affect the processes that exist in organizations. With the use of technology 

it is expected that coordination between units within the organization can run 

quickly and precisely so that organizational performance in general can 

improve. 

2. Software is the availability of accounting and financial based applications in 

accordance with applicable laws and regulations. Since 2007 the Pangkep 

Regency government has implemented information technology in financial 

management. Currently the software (application) used by financial management 

employees is a computer application program for Regional Management 

Information Systems (SIMDA) finance is an application program aimed at 

assisting local governments in managing their regional finances. With this 
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application, regional governments can carry out integrated regional financial 

management, starting from budgeting, administration to accounting and 

reporting. This SIMDA has been implemented by all SKPDs in the Pangkep 

Regency Government in financial management. 

3. Data management in question is the process of processing financial statement 

data ranging from budgeting to the preparation of accountability reports in the 

financial sector. The financial SIMDA application used by each SKPD where 

financial management employees have understood every input is processed or 

processed using financial SIMDA as well as the output that is generated from the 

processing. The intended outputs from the data processing on the SIMDA 

financial are elements of the regional government financial statements. 

4. The network in question is the availability of connectivity between each financial 

manager in each SKPD that can facilitate communication of financial data 

services. In supporting the use of information technology in the financial sector, 

an internet network is needed. Each SKPD has been given a budget for the 

procurement of internet networks in order to support the implementation of 

financial SIMDA. 

Based on the fact, the availability of information technology components 

ranging from hardware, software, data management and networks are expected to 

be able to assist in the financial reporting process to be able to produce reliable 

and timely financial reports. Thus the Regional Government is obliged to develop 

and utilize information technology advancements to improve the ability to manage 

regional finances, and channel Regional Financial Information (IKD) to public 

services. With the rapid advancement of information technology and its potential 

for widespread use, it can open up opportunities for various parties to access, 

manage, and utilize regional financial information quickly and accurately. 

Even though the four components have supported the use of information 

technology, there are some constraints in the application of information 

technology, among others, related to hardware conditions, namely the limitations 

of computer equipment in each work unit, the software used is sometimes difficult 

to adapt if there is a change in the system and legislation, updates and data 

management which is often hampered, and internet networks that are often 

disrupted. Besides that, the use of information technology is very susceptible to 

intentional or unintentional mistakes. 

 
Conclusion 

Utilization of information technology plays an important role in the 

management of regional finances in the Pangkep Regency Government, through 

the use of information quality, information technology in financial reporting, 

especially related to the aspects of reliability and timeline of financial reporting 
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submission, this is the evidence where Pangkep Regency local government gets a 

fair statement without exception (WTP ) from 2012 to 2018. 
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ABSTRACT 

human resources is one of the important assets in a company. the importance of 

human resources such as having knowledge, abilities, competencies, skills, 

innovation and expectations towards achieving company goals. This study aims to 

analyze the effect of motivation, work discipline and organizational culture on the 

performance of employees of PT Pertamina (Persero) Marketing Operation VII. 

this type of research is quantitative. population In this study as many as 359 

people using the Slovin formula obtained a sample of 78 respondents. The 

research technique used is multiple linear regression analysis. The results showed 

that work discipline and work culture partially had a significant effect on the 

performance of the employees of PT Pertamina (Persero), while motivation did 

not significantly influence the performance of the employees of PT Pertamina. 

The most dominant variable influencing employee performance is organizational 

culture. Pertamina Director should pay more attention and maintain the 

organizational culture of his employees in order to improve the performance of his 

company. 

keywords: motivation, work discipline, organizational culture,performance. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Current technological developments bring changes in life. Human resource 

management is part of organizational management that focuses on the elements of 

human resources. human resource management from time to time experiences 

changes, especially in the face of increasingly competitive competition. the 

management and implementation of the human resource strategy aims to maintain 

the activities carried out in order to remain in accordance and in line with the 

organization's strategy. One part of human resource management is improving 

employee performance. 

Employee performance can be interpreted as the work of an employee to 

carry out their duties. Rivai (2011) defines performance as real behavior displayed 

by everyone as Work Achievement produced by employees according to their 
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role. In a company employee performance can be influenced by several factors, 

including motivation, work discipline, and organizational culture. 

Motivation is something related to how to improve individual work 

morale, so that they are motivated to want to work hard by directing all their 

potential, abilities and expertise to achieve organizational goals (Sutrisno, 2011). 

Motivation becomes meaningful because with motivation it is expected that an 

employee will work hard to achieve high productivity and  performance. 

Individual behavior is influenced by the desire to meet their needs and 

satisfaction. This motivation will have an impact on individual drive to carry out 

an activity (Suyono, 2012). 

Work discipline is an obedience to follow all the rules that apply in a 

company. Work discipline can have a positive impact on employee performance. 

Work discipline is also a tool used by a manager to communicate with his 

employees to be willing to change a behavior or an effort to increase willingness 

to obey all company regulations and applicable social norms (Rivai, 2011). 

Organizational culture can be interpreted as a process, value or norm that 

applies and is obeyed by members of the organization in order to achieve 

organizational goals. Organizational culture can influence an organization's 

success in achieving its goals. All Organizations have a culture, both written and 

unwritten, but can already be applied in an organization. Organizational culture is 

also a basic organizational philosophy that makes beliefs, norms and  shared 

values that become the core characteristics of how to do things in the  

organization. Beliefs, norms and values are the basis of all human resources for an 

organization in carrying out its performance (Wibowo, 2011). 

Research conducted at PT Pertamina (Persero) marketing Operation region 

VII Makassar. The aim is to look at employee performance, because it is driven  

by several factors including high motivation, strict work discipline, and strong 

organizational culture. The higher a person's motivation is accompanied by high 

discipline and a strong and conducive organizational culture in carrying out their 

duties and responsibilities, the higher their performance will be. 

Based on data obtained that there are still employees who are late coming 

to work at PT Pertamina (Persero) the tolerance limit entered by Pertamina, which 

is at zero 07.15 -17.30. 

The intensity of employee delays can be seen in the Marketing Operation 

region VII section in October-December 2017 as follows. 
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Table 1. The intensity of the delay of the employees of PT Pertamina (Persero) 

marketing Operation region VII in November - December 2017 
 

Number Month 
The Number of Employees who 
are Present above 07.30 WITA 

1 October 58 people 

2 November 62 people 

3 December 38 people 

source: website of PT. Pertamina MOR VII. 
 

The data above shows that the average employee delay in October to December 

2017 is as many as 53 people. This certainly can affect employee productivity and 

performance. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

A. Human Resource Management 
 

Hasibuan (2011) defines human resource management is the science and 

art of regulating the relationship and role of the workforce so that it effectively 

and efficiently helps the realization of the objectives of the company, employees, 

and society. Ardana (2012) defines human resource management is a process of 

utilizing human resources effectively and efficiently through  planning, 

mobilizing, and controlling all values that become human strength to achieve 

goals. Based on the description, it can be concluded that human resource 

management is the utilization of human resources in the organization, which is 

carried out through the functions of human resource planning, recruitment and 

selection, human resource development, career planning and development, 

compensation and welfare, occupational safety and health, and industrial relations. 

B. Work Motivation 

Hasibuan (2005) defines motivation as providing the driving force that 

creates the excitement of one's work, so that they want to work together, work 

effectively and be integrated with all their efforts to achieve satisfaction. so, 

motivation questions about How to move the power and potential of subordinates, 

so they are willing to work together productively, successfully achieve and realize 

the goals that have been determined (Sumanto 2016). 

There are three main components that can be used to motivate people to 

improve productivity and performance in an organization or company, namely: 1) 

the need for success or achievement (need for achievement), which is measured 

based on the ability standards in a person. these needs are closely related to work, 

and guide behavior in efforts to achieve certain achievements. 2) the need for 
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affiliation (Need for affliation), which is the need for support in relation to others. 

This need directs the behavior to establish close relationships with others and 3) 

the need for power (Need for power) is the need to control and influence others 

(McClelland) in Sutrisno (2011). 

C. Work Discipline 
 

According to Siagian (2011), work discipline is training, specifically the 

training of thoughts and attitudes to produce self-control of habits of self to obey 

applicable regulations. While Ardhana (2011) explains that discipline is a form of 

respect, respect, obedience and obedience to applicable regulations, both written 

and unwritten and able to carry it out. And not avoid the sanctions. Thus, work 

discipline is attitude obey the rules, norms that apply and are at the same time 

willing to live it. 

There are several factors that can affect the work discipline of employees 

or employees in a company, including: 1) the size of compensation can be affect 

the upholding of discipline. Employees will comply with all applicable 

regulations, if they feel that they are compensated or compensated commensurate 

with the effort that has been given to the company, 2) the exemplary leadership of 

the company. Exemplary is very important, because in the company environment, 

all employees will always pay attention to how the leader can uphold and 

exemplify discipline in himself, both in the form of words, deeds and in attitudes 

about the rules that have been set in the company, 3) courage of the leader in 

taking action. If there is an employee who violates discipline, then there needs to 

be courage leaders to take actions that are appropriate to the level of violations 

they have committed, and 4) there is attention to employees. Employees not only 

satisfied with adequate compensation, but also requires great attention from their 

leaders. Complaints and difficulties they want to be heard and find a way out 

(Singodimedjo in Sutrisno. 2011), The indicators discipline, among others: 1) 

goals and abilities, leadership model, repayment, justice, inherent supervision, 

sanctions for punishment (Hasibuan, 2009). 

D. Work Culture 

Robbins (2008) defines organizational culture as, "Organization Culture 

refers to a system of shared meaning held by members that distinguishes the 

organization from other organization "(Organizational culture as a system of 

shared meanings shared by members that distinguishes the organization  from 

other organizations). While Turner in Wibowo (2006) explains, that  

organizational culture is behavioral, social norms and the fundamental morals of 

every action in the organization and are shaped by the beliefs, attitudes and 
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Motivation (X1) 
H1 

Work Discipline (X2) 
H2 
 

H3 

Organizational Culture (X3) 

Employee 
Performance (Y) 

 

 

priorities of its members. Organizational culture can be reference as norms or 

behavior in carrying out activities in an organization. The indicators of 

organizational culture are: 1) innovation and risk taking, 2) time pressure, 3) team 

orientation, 

4) aggressiveness, and 5) stability (Kasmin, 2017). 
 

E. Performance 

Wibowo (2012) defines performance as a process about how the work  

goes on to achieve work results. Mangkunegara (2009), defines that performance 

is the result of quality and quantity of work achieved by an employee carry out 

their duties in accordance with the responsibilities given to him. The description 

can be concluded that performance is the work done by someone in accordance 

with the duties and functions assigned to him. Measurement of employee 

performance can consider matters relating to the performance itself, namely: 1) 

quantity, 2) quality, and 3) timeliness (Darma, 2006). 

F. Conceptual Framework 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

RESEARCH METHODS 
 

A. Type of Research 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework 

source: processed data 2018 

 

This research is quantitative. Sugiyono (2013) defines quantitative 

research methods which is based on philosophy, used to examine a particular 

population or sample, data collection using research instruments, quantitative / 

statistical data analysis, with the aim to test the hypothesis that has been set. 

B. Place and Time of research 
 

This research was conducted at the regional office of PT. Pertamina 

(Persero) Research time for Marketing Operation VII. Research time is used to 
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obtain data and information from employees and other data related to the research 

topic, which is 5 months, starting March 2017-July 2017. 

C. Population and Samples 
 

The population used by researchers as the object of research is all 

employees who work in the Regional Office of PT. Pertamina (Persero)  

Marketing Operation VII. The population used by researchers as the object of 

research were all employees, namely 359 people who worked at the Regional 

Office of PT. Pertamina (Persero) Marketing Operation VII. 

Sampling in this study uses accidental sampling or only employees who 

are willing to be respondents when they are met. The sample in this study is the 

Employee of PT Pertamina's Regional Office Marketing Operation VII with a 

total sample of 78 respondents based on the Slovin formula. 

D. data analysis techniques 
 

This research is a quantitative research then data obtained from 

respondents through a questionnaire placed in accordance with the Likert scale 1- 

5, and then tabulated using statistical analysis with several SPSS computers. The 

collected data will be analyzed in several stages, first the validity and reliability 

test of the research instrument, the classical assumption test, and finally the 

multiple linear regression analysis. 

E. Classical Assumption Test 
 

The classic assumption test is used when the research uses multiple 

regression method. Natawiria and Riduwan (2013) stated The definition of 

multiple regression analysis is a prediction analysis tool that influences the value 

of two or more independent variables on the dependent variable to prove the 

presence or absence of a function or causal relationship between two or more 

independent variables with respect to one dependent variable. Data to be 

processed with multiple regression aided by SPSS, must meet certain assumptions 

so that the regression model is not biased. There are four types of classical 

assumption tests, namely residual normality test, autocorrelation test, test 

heteroscedasticity, and multicollinearity test. 

F. Analysis of Multiple Linear Regression 
 

Multiple linear regression is the right method of analysis when research 

involves one dependent variable that is thought to be related to one or more 

independent variables. The purpose is to estimate the change in response to the 

dependent variable some independent variables (Hair in Yamin and Kurniawan, 
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2009). Multiple linear regression analysis was tested using the SPSS version 21 

program. The multiple linear regression analysis model used to test the hypothesis 

is as follows: 

Y = b0 + B1X1 + B2X2 + B3X3 

Information: 
 

b0 = Konstanta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
G. Coefficient of Determination 

 

The coefficient of determination (R2) essentially measures how far the 

ability of the model to explain the variation of the dependent variable (lmam 

Ghozali, 2011). The coefficient of determination is used to determine the 

magnitude of the effect of the variable X on the variable Y which can be 

determined by the following formula: 

KD = r2x100% 

Information: 
 

KD =Koefisien determinasi. 

r2 = Koefisien korelasi 

H. Hypothesis Testing 

The testing of the proposed hypothesis is carried out in the following 

way: 

I. F Test (Simultaneous) 

The F test was carried out to determine the influence of the independent 

variables together on the dependent variable. The level of significance  used is  

5%, with degrees of freedom df = (n-k-1), where (n) is the number  of  

observations and (k) is the number of variables. Test  this is done   by comparing  

F arithmetic with F tables with conditions as follows: HO is accepted if f 

arithmetic <f table with for a = 5% H1 is accepted if f arithmetic > f tabel for a 

= 5%. 

b1 = Koefisien regresi untuk x1 
b2 = Koefisien regresi untuk x2 
b3 = Koefisien regresi untuk x3 

 

 = Standar error 
Y = Employee Performance 
X1 = Work Motivation 
X2 = Work Discipline 
X3 = Organizational Culture 
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J. Test t (Partial) 

T test is done to test the regression coefficient partially from independent 

variable. The level of significance used is 5%, with degrees of freedom df = (n- k- 

1) where n is the number of observations and is the number of variables. This test 

is done by comparing t arithmetic with t table with the following conditions: HO is 

accepted if t arithmetic <t table for a = 5% Hl is accepted if t arithmetic> t table for 

a = 5%. 

RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Test Validity and Reliability 

Table 1. Valid and reliable test results 

 

 
Korelasi ( r ) Koefisien 

 
Variabel Indikator  

R 

 

Sig 

 

Status 

Alpha 

Cronbach 

 

Status 

Motivation X1.1 0,861 0,000 Valid   

(X1) X1.2 0,828 0,000 Valid 0,781 Reliabel 

 
X1.3 0,818 0,000 Valid 

  

 X2.1 0,760 0,000 Valid   

 
X2.2 0,700 0,000 Valid 

  

 
X2.3 0,624 0,000 Valid 

  

Work 

Discipline 

 
X2.4 

 
0,798 

 
0,000 

 
Valid 

  

(X2) X2.5 0,731 0,000 Valid 0,876 Reliabel 

 
X2.6 0,733 0,000 Valid 

  

 
X.2.7 0,773 0,000 Valid 

  

 
X2.8 0,691 0,000 Valid 

  

 X3.1 0,632 0,000 Valid   

 
X3.2 0,765 0,000 Valid 

  

 X3.3 0,758 0,000 Valid   
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Organizational 
Culture 

 

X3.4 
 

0,769 
 

0,000 
 

Valid 

  

(X3) X3.5 0,703 0,000 Valid 0,865 Reliabel 

 
X3.6 0,849 0,000 Valid 

  

 
X3.7 0,775 0,000 Valid 

  

Employee 

Performance 

 

Y1.1 
 

0,884 
 

0,000 
 

Valid 

  

(Y) Y1.2 0,892 0,000 Valid 0,855 Reliabel 

 
Y.13 0,880 0,000 Valid 

  

source: results of 2018 SPSS data processing 

Based on the validity and reliability tests that were tested using Table 1 

shows that the results of the instrument validity test gave a good value on the 

indicator items of each of the main variables, the average value of r  count 

obtained higher than the critical value of 0.30. From  table 1 it can  be  seen that 

the total item value of all variables in this reliable indication can  be  seen from  

the Alpha Cronbach's value of each variable both the independent  variable and  

the dependent variable has a reliable average value that is above  0.60. So it can  

be said that all construct variables are valid and reliable so that they can be 

accepted and used for further statistical analysis. 

B. multiple linear regression 

Table 2. Output multiple linear regression 

Coefficientsa
 

 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Std 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

 
 

Model B Erro 

r 
Beta T Sig Tolerance VIF 

1  Constant 0,235 ,428 0,58 0,585 
 

X1 0,014 ,155 ,012 0,03 0,925 ,377 2,654 

X2 0,344 ,127 ,331 2,74 0,009 ,407 2,460 

X3 0,596 ,148 ,482 4,03 0,000 ,425 2,354 

Source: results of data processing SPSS 2017 
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a. Dependent Variable 
 

In the coefficients table, obtained the coefficient / parameter of multiple linear 

regression a = 0.235; b1 = 0.014; b2 = 0.344; and b3 = 0.596. The regression 

equation obtained is: 

Y = 0,235 + 0,014 X1 + 0,344 X2 + 0,596 X3 + e. 

 

 
From this equation can be explained as follows: 

 

1. If the values of X1, X2, and X3 are constant or constant, the Y value changes 

by 0.235. 

2. If the value of X1 changes to 1 unit, then there is a change in the large Y 

value of 0.014. 

3. If the value of X2 increases by 1 unit, the value of Y will increase by 0.344. 
 

4. If the value of X3 increases by 1 unit, the value will increase by 0.596. 
 

C. Correlation Coefficient (R) 
 

The correlation coefficient is used to measure how much influence from 

the Motivation Process (X1), Work Discipline (X2) and Organizational Culture 

(X3) Towards Employee Performance (Y),  at  PT.  Pertamina  (Persero) 

Marketing Operation VII. The conditions are as follows: 

1. 0.00-0.25 (correlation is very weak) 

2.> 0.25  -0.50 (enough correlation) 

3.> 0.50 -0.75 (strong correlation) 

4.> 0.75 -1.00 (very strong correlation) 
 

D. Determinant Coefficient (R) 
 

The Determinant Coefficient aims to examine the contribution of the 

independent variable to the dependent variable. Based on the above analysis the 

determinant value is 0.897, so the conclusion is large contributions from 

Performance Appraisal, Reward and Punishment to Employee Performance at PT. 

Pertamina (Persero) Marketing Operation VII is 89.7% while the remaining  

10.3% is influenced by variables that are not the focus of research. 
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Table3. Output Coeffcients Correlations and Determinations 
 

 

 
 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted 

R Square 

 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,741a ,549 ,531 ,2939902 
 

Source: results of data processing 2018 
 

Based on Table 4 it was found that the R value was 0.741 and the R  

Square value was 0.549, and the Adjusted R Square was 0.531. R Square Value 

(R2) is 0.549. This means that the size of the role or contribution together or 

simultaneously from variables X1 or motivation, X2 or discipline work, as  well  

as X3 or organizational culture, by 0.549 or 54.9%. While the  rest  (100%  - 

54.9% = 45.1%) that is equal to 0.451 or 45, 1% is explained by other  variables  

or other causes outside the research model. 

E. Hipotesis Test 

Based on the results in Table 2 it was found that: 
 

1. The results of the significance test (sig,) partially from the motivation X1 

variable, against Y, are performance of 0.925, which means the regression 

coefficient of XI to Y is not significant, which is greater than 5% (0.05). This 

means that hypothesis 1 (HI) which states  that  motivation  affects 

performance, rejected or not proven. In addition  to  using  the  probability 

value or the Sig value, another method that can be used is to use the t value 

compared to the t table value. Assessment criteria using this method is, if the 

calculated t value is greater than t table; t arithmetic> t table then research 

hypotheses are accepted, and vice versa. In the case above the t count has a 

value of 0.093 while the t table has a value of 1.54, this means t arithmetic <t 

table, so the research hypothesis is rejected. 

2. Significance test results (sig.) Partially from variable X2, namely work 

discipline on Y, performance of 0.009,  which  means  the  regression 

coefficient of X2 to Y is significant, namely less than 5%  (<0.05).  This  

matter means that hypothesis 2 (H2) which states that work discipline is 

influential on employee performance, accepted or  proven.  In  addition  to 

using the probability value or Sig value, another method that can be used is to 
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use the calculated t value compared to the table  values.  Assessment  criteria  

by using this method is, if the value of t arithmetic is greater than the table: t 

arithmetic> t table then the research hypothesis is accepted, and vice versa. In 

the case of for t arithmetic has a value of 2.704 while t table has a value of 

1.54 this means t arithmetic> t table, so the research hypothesis is accepted. 
 

3. The significance test results (sig.) Partially from variable X3, namely the 

culture of the organization against Y, the performance of 0,000, which means 

the regression coefficient of X3 to Y is significant, namely less than 5% 

(<0.05). this means that hypothesis 3 (H3) which states that organizational 

culture influences employee performance, is accepted  or proven. In  addition  

to using the probability value or Sig value, another method that can be used is 

to use the calculated t value compared to the t table value. the assessment 

criteria using this method are, If the calculated t value is greater than t table; t 

arithmetic> t table then the research hypothesis is accepted, and vice versa. in 

the case above t arithmetic has a value of 4.023 while t table has a value of 

1.54, this means t arithmetic> t table so that the research hypothesis  is 

accepted. 

 

 
F. Discussion 

 

1. Effect of Motivation on Work Performance 
 

The results of the hypothesis test and regression analysis showed that the 

motivation variable had a significant influence on the performance of the 

employees of PT. Pertanmina (Persero) Marketing Operation VII.  This  means 

that when employees are upgraded the motivation will improve its performance. 

The results of this study support research conducted by Sumanto and 

Hernminingsih (2016), at where in the study found. that work motivation can be 

affect employee performance. 

2. Effect of Work Discipline on Employee Performance. 
 

Hypothesis test results and regression analysis showed that the variable 

work discipline in this study had a significant  effect  on  employee  performance 

at PT. Pertamına (Persero) Marketing  Operation  VII. This matter means  there is 

a significant influence of work discipline on  employee  performance.  Results 

This study supports research conducted by (Nursyamsi, 2012), where  in  the 

study, it was found that work discipline has a significant effect on employee 

performance. 
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Work discipline is an inseparable part for an employee in doing his job. 

work discipline must be enforced and exemplified by a leader in a company. this 

discipline can have a positive effect on employee performance. Therefore, a  

leader or manager when he can discipline both himself  and  employees  in 

carrying out the rules that apply in a company, it will be able to improve the 

performance of its employees. 

3 Effects of Organizational Culture on Employee Performance. 
 

Based on the results of hypothesis testing found that the organizational 

culture variables in this study have a significant influence on performance 

Employees, especially employee performance. Organizational culture is variable 

the second is the strongest influence on employee performance. The results  of  

this study support research conducted by Sumanto and Herminingsih (2016)  

where in this study, it was found that organizational culture had a positive and 

significant effect on employee performance. By knowing the  organizational 

culture that employees have, the organization or institution can determine the 

direction of its policies with resource capital tough and efficient it has. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded as follows: 
 

1. Organizational culture has a positive and significant influence on employee 

performance at PT Pertamina (Persero)  Marketing  Operation  VII.  this 

shows that organizational  culture must be well  maintained and maintained  

so that employee performance remains stable. 

2. employee discipline is partially positive and significant effect on the 

performance of employees of PT Pertamina (Persero) marketing Operation 

VII. this means that the better the leader manages his employees, the better 

the employee's performance. 

3. Partial motivation has a positive and significant influence on the performance  

of PT Pertamina (Persero) Marketing Operation VII employees and if 

employee motivation is well maintained, then performance  will  remain 

stable as well. 

4. Organizational culture is the most dominant variable influencing employee 

performance at PT Pertamina (Persero) Marketing Operation VII. the results 

show that organizational culture on employee performance must be  

prioritized to be managed well by the leader so that employee performance 

continues to improve. 
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Abstract: Being a servant of the state requires every employee to not only be reliable in the description of his work, but 
willing to devote all the abilities possessed or additional behavior outside of duties and responsibilities in 

achieving the vision and the mission of the organization. To achieve that, then it is necessary to know the 

variable which can boost that behavior or OCB behavior. The aim of this research is to analyze the influence 

of organizational support and emotional intelligence toward OCB through job satisfaction as intervening 
variable. The method of the explanatory research with the qualitative approach of Structural Equation 

Modelling (SEM) with the Analysis of Moment Structure (AMOS) program version 22. The hypothesis testing 

uses the technique of regression analysis called Bootstrapping. The 195 samples of employees out of 382 

population that exist at 9 Local Government Agencies of Buol Regency. The sample determination uses 
probability sampling technique, and proportionally uses random sampling by using Slovin formula with 5% 

precision. The sample that could be analyzed were only 188 while the rest were broken/could not be analyzed. 

The result of the study shows that organizational support with probability value as much as (0.030<0.05 and 

estimated value of 0,436) and emotional intelligence with probability value as much as (0.004<0.05 and the 
estimated value as much as 0.336) have an impact toward OCB, while the job satisfaction does not mediate  

the influence between organizational support toward OCB behavior, with direct regression coefficient of 

influence as much as (0.401), indirect influence as much as (0.256) and total influence as much as (0.657). 

Keywords: Public Service, Organizational Support, Emotional Intelligence, Job Satisfaction and OCB 

INTRODUCTION 
The problems that often emerge in government 

organizations to achieve success in actualizing good and 

qualified service to the society, is located in the human 

resources or its employees. Out of those many problems, 

the most conspicuous one is the attitudes  and  behavior 

of the employees who still do not act correspondingly to 

the mandate of Law Number 5 of 2009 Article 34 and 

Law Number 5 Year 2014 Article 4 letter (j) that 

employees in providing service to the society must 

behave fairly and non-discriminatory, 

professional, uncomplicated, firm, reliable, and  do 

not give decisions that are honest, responsive, fast, 

accurate, efficient, effective, and corteous. Those 

problems can be observed from the low performance 

of employees at the Regional Government of Buol 

Regency, which indicated no effort to work hard in 

maintaining the vision/mission of the government. 

From the observation, the indication of the low 

performance of employees can be seen from some 

data, among others, related to employee performance 

that can be observed from Table 1 below. 

Table 1. List of Normative Employee Achievement Assessment Year 2015 
 

 

No 
 

Institution 
Working Performance Value of 

Civil Servants 
Number of 

Employees 

SB B1 C K B2 

1 Public Health Office 1 68 - - - 69 

2 Education and Cultural Office - 55 - - - 55 

3 The Civil Service Police Unit 1 52 2 - - 55 

4 National Fisheries and Maritime Affairs 1 41 - - - 42 

5 Secretariat of the Regional Legislature - - - - - - 

6 Department of Community and Village Empowerment 2 31 - - - 33 

7 Transportation and Communication Office - - - - - - 

8 Department of Population and Civil Registration - - - - - - 

9 The Unity of the Nation and Politics - 27 - - - 27 

Total 5 274 2 - - 281 

Percentage (%) 2 97 1 - - 100 

Source : Regional Employment Board of Buol Regency (Data processed, 2017). Table Description : SB = Very Good, 
B1 = Good, C = Sufficient, K = Deficient dan B2 = Bad 

mailto:andypaerah14@gmail.com
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Based on Table 1, it gives meaning that the employees’ 

work performance achievement still has not shown more 

extra effort in carrying out its duties as a state servant 

who is required to provide maximum performance to 

actualize government programs. It is seen from most of 

the employees’ work performance which stands in the 

Good category as much as (97%) while employees who 

could achieve beyond the target were only 9 people 

(2%). Besides referring to the employee performance 

appraisal, the indication of low employee performance 

can be observed from the employee’s indiscipline, 

indicating that the number of 

employees who violated in 2014 were 50 people and 

rose to 91 people in 2015 or as much as (55%). The 

forms of violation committed by employees ranging 

from minor offenses with frequent absenteeism at 

work for no apparent reason, being late for work and 

leaving early, to serious violations, for example, 

misallocation of irresponsible funds (the source of 

Regional Employment Board). This performance 

employee phenomenon affects the overall 

performance of the organization seen in the 

government performance accountability report data. 

The report data can be seen in Table 2 below. 

 
 

Table 2. Evaluation Results of Performance Accountability of Buol Regency Government Year 2014 

 
N 
o 

INSTITUTION Components Assessed  

Grade 

 

Exp. PK1 PK2 PK3 CK 

1 Secretariat of the Regional Legislature 35.03% 4.17% 35.42% 30.00% 27.41 D 

2 Transportation and Communication Office 34.08% 8.75% 37.56% 17.71% 24.61 D 

3 National Fisheries and Maritime Affairs 26.46% 49.58% 35.83% 0.00 24.55 D 

4 The Unity of the Nation and Politics 27.08% 18.33% 18.33% 21.67% 24.04 D 

5 Education, Youth and Sports Office 36.96% 21.46% 41.25% 16.25% 23.42 D 

6 The Civil Service Police Unit 29.82% 26.25% 31.25% 0.00 20.13 D 

7 Public Health Office 27.65% 11.15% 34.64% 0.00 17.10 D 

8 Department of Population and Civil Registration 15.42% 2.08% 13.33% 20.00% 13.36 D 

9 Community and Village Empowerment Bodies 4.80% 21.46% 19.58 0.00 11.71 D 

AVERAGE 11.46 3.10 4.10 2.9 21.33 D 

Source : Inspectorate of Buol Regency (Data processed, 2017) Table Description : PK1 = Performance Planning, PK2 = 
Performance Assessment, PK3 = Performance Report and CP = Performance Achievement 

 

From the data that is shown in Table 3, that the low 

performance is caused by 4 components which were 

judged to fail to achieve the set targets, which are : 

(1) Performance planning with an average amount as 

much as (11.46%), (2) Performance assessment with 

an average amount as much as (3.10%), (3) 

Performance report with an average amount as much 

as (4.10%), and (4) Performance achievement with an 

average amount as much as (2.9%). This indicates 

that the achievement of the targeted program is still 

low to be actualized. The low performance 

achievement in that institution is certainly not 

independent of the work behavior of employees who 

are indicated to be non-hardworking in achieving the 

government’s vision and mission. 

We are aware that a civil servant is a job that 

requires every individual to not only be reliable in his 

job discription, but willing to devote all of the 

abilities possessed or the role beyond the duties and 

responsibilites as set forth in the job description. One 

of the global issues in the human resources 

management which has come to attention recently is 

the contextual performance which according to 

(Aguinis, 2013) as the attitude which can give 

contribution to the organization effectively with spirit 

and dan provide the more required effort to complete a 

task activity successfully, and be done voluntarily 

without any strings attached. Kazt defines  the behavior 

as an inovative and spontaneous or unplanned activity 

which exists outside the carried out role (Konovsky and 

Pugh, 1994). The spontaneous behavior from the 

employees is termed by many researchers as 

organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) which is an 

indirect behavior or inexplicitly located within  the 

formal system and within the awarding organizations. 

According to Aldag and Rechke (1997:4), OCB 

which serves as individual contribution supersedes 

the role demands in an organization and actualizes 

performance achievement very well. Organizations 

will not succeed well in achieving vision if there are 

no employees who perform good citizenship 

(Markoezy and Xin, 2004). OCB is an important 

matter in a governmental organization because the 

behavior can enhance both employees’ performance 

and organizational performance as a whole. 

Employees are willing to work extra hard in order to 

give more contribution in achieving the aim of 

organization (Organ et al., 2006:3). Therefore, to 
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motivate employees to perform OCB, then it  is 

important for governmental organization to know the 

factors that affect OCB, either factors from within the 

individuals or outside employee individuals. Referring  

to the opinion of Rastgar et al (2014) that organizational 

support is a variable which has an important role in 

motivating employees to perform OCB. That opinion 

aligns with the research results of (Miao, 2011); 

(Etebarian and Jebeli, 2015); (Rhoades and Eisenberg, 

2002); (Tenant, 2012); (Paille and Laurent, 2010); 

(Puspitasari et al., 2014); (Ivancevich et al., 2006) and 

(Steers, 1985) which state that organizational support 

affects OCB behavior. However, those results of the 

study are different from the results of the research that 

have been conducted by (Jen Lin et al.,2011) and (Liu, 

2009), which state that organizational support indirectly 

affects OCB through organizatonal climate and effective 

commitment. Organizational support can be defined as 

thorough faith which is given by employees to the 

organization where they work, that the organization 

gives value or appreciates the contribution of the 

employees, acknowledge the existence of the employees 

in the organization, and care toward the welfare of the 

employees (Herington & Weaven, 2009). 

 
As well as organizational support which becomes 

the focus of the study, there are also emotional 

intelligence and job satisfaction, which according to 

some researchers, are factors in individual selves which 

can affect OCB behavior. Emotional intelligence with 

the ability of understanding self emotion and others 

effectively can also boost OCB. An employee with 

emotional intelligence will feel positive and pleasant 

emotion, become more cooperative in working inter-unit 

or with co-workers so with that positive emotion it is, 

he/she can revive the OCB behavior within him/herself. 

According to (Njoroge and Yazdanifard, 2014), 

emotional intelligence is an ability to identify, 

understand, use and process the emotional state of self 

and others effectively, involving an intellectual process 

which is able to aim to the use of emotional state that is 

felt to motivate, plan and achieve a target. The research 

results by (Jung and Hye, 2012); (Modassir and Tripti 

Singh, 2008), and (Sumayarsih et al., 2012) find that, 

based on the result of factor analysis, emotional 

intelligence is a crucial factor in enhancing OCB. 

However, this is different from the findings of (Busso, 

2003); (Raharjo Raufik, 2012); (Hanzaee and Mirvaisi, 

2013). Further, job satisfaction as a variable that 

influences OCB can be explained simply by  (Robbins 

and Jurge, 2008) that basically, job satisfaction depends 

on the images about 

the fair results, treatment and procedures which have 

been felt by employees, because when the fair 

treatment is given well by the organization then the 

employees will trust and will certainly be willing to 

be involved voluntarily to deliver more performance 

beyond the formal work requirements. That opinion 

aligns with those of (Organ et al., 2006) and Robbins 

(Titisari, 2014), who state that there is relation 

between job satisfaction and OCB, when employees 

feel satisfied with his work and also satisfaction 

which is shown by respecting other employees, then 

others will reciprocate. This reciprocity is a mutual 

ownership among employees and also in the 

organization and will encourage behaviors such as 

OCB. The research results of (Al-Busaidi and Kuehn, 

2002); (Maharani et al., 2013); (Gonzales and 

Garazo, 2006) find that job satisfaction affects OCB 

significantly. Some empirical previous studies find 

that job satisfaction affects PKO, supported by the 

result of the study of (Konovsky and Organ, 1996) 

which states that job satisfaction influences OCB on 

professional and administrative employees at 

hospitals. However, some studies are contradictory to 

the research results by (Schappe, 1998); (Dickinson, 

2009); (Alotaibi, 2001); (Mehboob and Bhutto,  

2012), who fail to find a positive and significant 

correlation between job satisfaction and OCB. 
Based on the performance of government 

employees and inconsistency from some of the previous 

studies that have been explained before, then this 

research tries to test the conceptual model from the 

influence of organizational support and emotional 

intelligence toward OCB behavior through job 

satisfaction to the Regional Government of Buol 

Regency. The focus of the research is the OCB 

measurement as additional behavior which gives such 

positive impact on the performance of governmental 

organization; therefore, the article is  very important to 

be done, with the hope that a new model formulation can 

be found as well as how big the interest among the 

variables that have been mentioned before. As for the 

proposed hypotheses in this research, there are (1) 

Organizational support which influences the employees’ 

emotional intelligence, (2) Organizational support which 

affects the employees’ job satisfaction, 

(3) Organizational support, emotional  intelligence 

and job satisfaction which partially influence OCB 

behavior and, (4) Organizational support which 

influences OCB through the employees’ job 

satisfaction to the Regional Government of Buol 

Regency. 
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Figure 1. Concept Research Framework 

 

 
 

Method of the Study 
This research is an explanatory with a qualitative 

approach using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) 

with the program Analysis of Moment Structure 

(AMOS) version 22. The hypothesis testing uses 

regression analysis with the Bootstrapping technique. 

The 195 samples of employees from the 382 

population which exist in 9 Sampel 195 pegawai dari 

382 populasi yang ada di 9 Local Government 

Agencies of Buol Regency. The proportional sample 

determination uses probability sampling and random 

sampling through using Slovin formula with 5% 

precision. Measurement instruments of organizational 

support variable uses 5 indicators, which are: 

procedural fairness, support of superiors, organization 

awards and job condition, stressors’ roles, and work 

training (Eisenberger et al, 2002); (Ismainar, 2015); 

(Brian Ruthberford et al., 2010). There are also 21 

question items about emotional intelligence variable 

using four indicators, which are: self awareness, self 

management, social awareness, relationship 

management (Goleman, 2007); (Mayer and Salovey, 

1990); (Jamali et al., 2008). This research consists of 

another 14 question items regarding job satisfaction 

with 5 indicators, which are: salary and wages,  the 

job itself, award, colleagues, and working conditions 

(Usman, 2010); and (Luthans, 1997). This research 

also consists of 15 question items, and OCB uses 5 

indicators, which are: Altruism, conscientiousness, 

sportmanship, courtesy dan, civic virtue (Organ, 

1988). There are 25 question items in this research. 

The measurement scale that is used in this research is 

the scale of Likert (1-5). 

 
Result of the Study 
CFA Testing (Confirmatory Factor Analysis) 
The result of validity testing of exogenous variable 

shows that there are 18 items of indicator (X1) and 21 

items of indicator (X2) and endogen variable  items  of 

Z3 and Y1 are declared insignificant because they do not 

possess probability beyond the significance value of 

0.05, so that those indicators have to be deleted. 

Meanwhile, other indicators are significant because they 

show the *** sign which means they are significant  at 

the 0.001 level which is less than 0.05 (p 

= 0.001 < 0.05). However, the significant result has 

not given the loading factor (Estimate value) which is 

high (over 0.5). At the standardized regression 

weight, the value of loading factor over 0.5 shows 

that that indicator can explain the existing 

construction (Santoso, 2015:138). It is known that 

there are 13 indicators of exogen variables and 19 

indicators of endogen variables which are unvalid 

because the loading factor is less than 0.5. Therefore, 

those indicators have to be eliminated. 

Normality Assumption and Outlier Testings 
Based on the output of normality testing, it is seen by the 

whole (multivariate) that the data distribution is not yet 

normal, because the number of multivariate (51,649) is 

over 2.58. This means that the research model does not 

align with the assumption of multivariate normality. 

Thus, the outlier testing has been conducted to eliminate 

the outlier data. From the output, it  can be known  that 

the outlier data (with its p2 significance value being 

more or less the same with 0.05) consists of 86  data 

lines. The data lines are also 

X2.1 X2.2 X2.3 X2.4 
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deleted. The amount of the initial data is 188, if 86 are 

deleted, the rest are 102 (still meeting the minimal 

requirement of 100 samples). After the data  is  deleted, 

its normality then tested again. The value of multivariate 

critical ratio (cr) is 34.035. With this, then 

multivariately, the data is still not yet normal, because 

after the outlier elimination, it is still not yet normal in a 

multivariate way. Therefore, an analysis with the 

Bootstrapping technique is performed to overcome non- 

normal data in a multivariate way. Bootstrap is a 

resampling procedure where the original samples are 

treated as population. Multiple sub-sample with the same 

sample size with the original sample is later taken 

randomly, with replacement from the population 

(Ghozali, 2014:313). 

Multicollinearity Assumptions Testing 
From the output above, it can be known that the value 
of the determinant of sample covariance matrix 
reaches 0.000 because the value keeps away from 0 

and passes over 1, then multicollinearity does  not 

happen. The output of the multicollinearity testing can  

be seen from the appendix at output sample moments. It 

can be seen that the value of determinant of sample 

covariance matrix is as much as 0.000 because the value 

approaches 0, then it can be concluded that 

multicollinearity occurs. However, it is still acceptable 

since other SEM assumption requirements are fulfilled, 

which are the amount of sample that is above 100, and 

based on the CFA testing, yang lain terpenuhi, yaitu 

jumlah sampel sudah di atas 100, dan berdasar uji CFA 

semua item sudah dipilih yang valid, selain itu metode 

estimate menggunakan metode Bootstrap. Menurut 

(Haryono, 2017:249), walau terjadi multikolinearitas, 

namun demikian masih dapat diterima jika persyaratan 

asumsi SEM yang lain terpenuhi. 

Goodness of Fit Testing 

 

 

Figure 2. Full Structure Model 

 
Table 5. The Output Testing of Goodness of fit after model modification. 

 

Goodness of Fit Cut off value Result Decision 

Probabilitas Chi Square ≥ 0.05 0.000 Bad Fit 

CMIN/DF ≤ 2.00 2.129 Bad Fit 

GFI ≥ 0.90 0.582 Bad Fit 

AGFI ≥ 0.90 0.521 Bad Fit 

CFI ≥ 0.90 0.680 Bad Fit 

TLI ≥ 0.90 0.650 Bad Fit 

NFI ≥ 0.90 0.539 Bad Fit 

IFI ≥ 0.90 0.688 Bad Fit 

RMSEA ≤ 0.08 0.106 Bad Fit 

RMR ≤ 0.05 0.028 Good Fit 

Source : Testing of CFA (Confirmatory Factor Analysis) Output SEM. 

From table 5, it can be known that the indicator value 

has not met the good fit with 5 indicators as a 

minimum. So, on the whole it cannot be said to be fit, 

since after modification, the model is still not fit, then 

the analysis is still continued, because with the 
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judgement that the hypothesis testing (influence 

testing) uses the Bootstrap method. 

Reliability Testing Reliability is the size of internal 

consistency from indicators of a formed variable which 

shows the degree until how far that each of those 

indicators issues a commonly formed variable. The cut  

off value from construct reliability is 0.70 minimum 

(Ghozali, 2014:233). The result of the realibility testing 

calculation uses Ms Excel: “Calculating the Reliability 

Score”. It can be known that the score of 

construct reliability from the four variables are 

organizational support (0.9992), emotional 

intelligence (0.9811), job satisfaction (0.8889) and 

OCB (0.9985). All of them are over 0.70 so it can be 

concluded that those four variables are reliable. 

 

The Result of Hypothesis Testing 
and Discussion 

 

Table 6. Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

Parameter Estimate Lower Upper P 

EI <--- OS .476 .223 .872 .002 

JS <--- OS .287 -.062 .744 .140 

OCB <--- OS .436 .061 1.087 .030 

OCB <--- JS .415 .201 1.156 .013 

OCB <--- EI .336 .124 .691 .004 

Source : The result of data processing (output SEM). 

Based on the hypothesis testing by using regression 

analysis of bootstrapping technique, then the data 
presented in table 6 shows that out of 5 hypotheses, 
there are 4 hypotheses that are significant and 1 that 

is insignificant. Therefore, the interpretation can be 
explained as follows : 

Hypothesis Testing 1 : Organizational support affects 

the emotional intelligence of the employees at the 

Local Government of Buol Regency. This is caused 

so since its probability score is less than 0.05 (0.002 

< 0.05) and the positive estimate value is as much as 

0.476. This means that the influence is positive, 

which is if the organizational support increases then 

emotional intelligence will also increase. The  result 

of the study defines that if the employees are 

comfortable in their working place, with the fair 

treatment and appreciation on their contribution 

toward the organization, then the employees will feel 

that their presence is more valued in the organization. 

In that state, a maturity will be created in 

relationships or social interactions, as well as being 

able to adjust oneself to the working groups and the 

prevailing rules in an organization. Just as it is 

explained by (Eisenberger et al,.1986) that in a 

working workd, organizational support is a factor 

which can help employees in fulfilling 

socioemotional needs and create a sense of belonging 

to the organization where they work. 

Hypothesis Testing 2 : Organizational support 

influences OCB behavior of the employees toward the 

Local Government of Buol Regency. This is because 

 
the probability value is less than 0.05 (0.030 < 0.05) 

and the positive estimate value is as much as 0.436. it 

means that the influence is positive, if the 

organizational support increases then the OCB 

behavior also increases. The research finding aligns 

with the research result by (Rastgar et al., 2014); 

(Miao, 2011); (Etebarian and Jebeli, 2015); (Nisar et 

al., 2014); (Kwantez and Eisenberg, 2002); (Rhoades 

and Eisenberg, 2002); (Tenant, 2012); (Paille et al., 

2010); (Puspitasari, et al., 2014); (Sari et al., 2014); 

(Ivancevich et al., 2006) and (Steers, 1985). But, it is 

different from the research results that have been 

conducted by (Jen Lin et al., 2011) and (Liu, 2009). 

They say that organizational support indirectly 

influences OCB behavior through organizational 

climate and effective commitment. The result of the 

research means that organizational support is an effort 

by governmental organizations in giving confidence 

in its employees that their welfare is noticed, the fair 

treatment is given either structurally or socially, 

superiors give support and care toward every problem 

of his employees, superiors provide access to his 

employees to allow them to improve themselves 

through training, courses, discussive seminars, etc. 

From that high confidence to the organization, then it 

will push employees to perform OCB behavior. That 

is why, organizations have to keep giving support to 

the improvement of the employees’ ability so that in 

the future employees will give their best performance 

to the organization and possess emotional ties to 
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always strive hard for the interests and advancement of 

the organization, shown by the OCB behavior which 

always takes sides on the organization’s interests. 

Hypothesis Testing 3 : Emotional intelligence affects 

OCB behavior of the employees on the Local 

Government of Buol Regency. This is so because the 

probability value is less than 0.05 (0.004 < 0.05) and the 

value of positive estimate is as much as 0.336. This 

means that the influence is positive, if  only  the 

emotional intelligence of the employees is good,  then  

the OCB behavior will also improve. The result of the 

study aligns with the result of the studies by (Jung and 

Hye, 2011); (Atika Modassir and Tripti Singh, 2009); 

(Sumayarsih et al (2012). However, it disagrees with the 

research results of (Busso, 2003); (Raharjo Raufik, 

2012); (Hanzaee and Mirvaisi, 2013). The output of this 

research means that an employee with good emotional 

intelligence will influence good behavior and attitudes 

with sensitivity and concern as well as  to co-workers 

and the society. Therefore, the higher the ability of an 

employee in managing his emotions and understanding 

other employees and the society, then his OCB behavior 

will increase too. 

Hypothesis Testing 4 : Job satisfaction affects OCB 

behavior of the Local Government of Buol Regency. 

This is so because the probability value is less than 0.05 

(0.013 < 0.05) and the value of positive estimate is as 

much as 0.415. This means that the influence is positive, 

if only the emotional intelligence of the employees is 

good, then the OCB behavior will also increase. The 

result of the study also aligns with the research results of 

(Robbins and Jurge, 2008); (Organ et al.,  2006); 

(Titisari, 2014); (Al-Busaidi and Kuehn, 2002); (Vivin 

Maharani et al., 2013); (Gonzales and  Garazo,  2006) 

and (Konovsky and Organ, 1996). However, it is 

different from the research results of (Schappe, 1998); 

(Dickinson, 2009); (Alotaibi, 2001); (Mehboob and 

Bhutto, 2012) and (Kabul Wahyu Utomo, 2001). These 

results of the study show that job satisfaction is  one of 

the important factors in creating OCB behavior, because 

job satisfaction will boost the employees’ motivation in 

working as hard as they can in completing their assigned 

tasks. Therefore, organizations, in this case institutional 

leaders, have to strive to provide such wide access to 

their employees just like promotional chances, creating 

mutual relationships among employees by forming solid 

working groups, either within work units  or  outside 

work units, and can assign tasks and responsibilities to 

employees, able to lead them to develop and also be 

fully involved in the organization which later will 

give impact on increasing the employees’ job 

satisfaction. Hypothesis Testing 5 : Organizational 

support will not affect the job satisfaction of 

employees in Local Government of Buol Regency. 

This is so because the probability value is less than 

0.05 (0.140 > 0.05). It means that, if the 

organizational support given to employees increases, 

then it does not affect the employees’ job satisfaction. 

Uji Hipotesis 6 : The testing of hypothesis 6 is carried 

out through path analysis where regression coefficiency 

of direct effect of OS to OCB reaches (0.401), 

regression coefficiency of indirect effect of OS on OCB 

through JS reaches (0.657). From this state, it can be 

known that the direct effect of OS to OCB is bigger than 

the indirect effect of OS to OCB through JS. Because 

the direct effect is bigger than the indirect, then it can be 

concluded that JS is not a mediation or intervening 

variable, with an understanding that KS variable does 

not mediate influence between OS and OCB. Therefore, 

hypothesis 6 is rebuked, because job satisfaction does  

not mediate the influence between organizational 

support toward OCB at the Local Government of Buol 

Regency. This finding contradicts the research result of 

(Lailiy and Wulida, 2017) who formulate that JS as a 

mediation variable which influences OS to OCB. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the discussion result, there are some 

conclusions as follow: First, the higher the 

organizational support to employees, the more it will 

affect the improvement of employees’ ability in 

understanding himself and others, as well as working 

hard for the interests and the advancement of the 

organization, second, an employee with a good 

emotional intelligence, will tend to act positively with 

sensitivity and awareness to other people, third, 

employees will strive as hard as possible in 

actualizing the vision and mission of the organization 

whenever job satisfaction is perceived to be in 

accordance with what is expected. 
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Abstrack 

This study aimed to determine the effect of communication and employees’ competence on 

relationship quality through satisfaction of Bank Syariah Mandiri Makassar customers. This 

research was conducted at Bank Syariah Mandiri Makassar. Data was obtained based on a 

questionnaire that was given to customers were 103 questionnaires. The selection of 

research samples used a non-probability sampling method with a insidental sampling. With 

the help of SPSS software, data was analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistical 

methods. The results obtained communication and employees’ competence strengthening the 

relationship on relationship quality through satisfaction of Bank Syariah Mandiri Makassar. 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Islamic banking is expected to contribute to supporting economic 

transformation in productive, high value-added and inclusive economic activities, 

especially by utilizing demographic bonuses and high economic growth prospects, so 

that the role of Islamic banking can be felt significant for the community. The greater 

the growth of Islamic banking, the more people is be served. The increasingly broad 

range of Islamic banking shows the greater role of Islamic banking for the 

development of the people's economy in this country. Islamic banking should emerge 

as the frontline or locomotive for the realization of financial inclusion. But in its 

development, islamic banking faces a number of challenges that should be soved with 

a variety of strategic steps. Therefore, it is expected that the national economy in 

2018 recover even more, especially with the large number of infrastructure projects 

and the improved central and regional governments in absorbing the budget. 

Based on data from the central bank in Indonesia, the sharia banking market 

share in Indonesia in 2017 was only 4.61 percent or still below 5 percent. In line with 

slow economic growth, the Islamic financial sector is not yet optimal in supporting 

economic growth. Growth in the two main sectors of the Islamic financial industry, 

namely the capital market, increased from minus 1.57 percent to 3.09 percent. 

However, Islamic banking actually less grown from 13 percent to only 9 percent. In 

line with the economic slowdown, asset growth, Third Party Funds (DPK), and 

Islamic banking financing in the first semester of 2017 were also not optimal, at 9 

percent, 7.29 percent and 6.66 percent. All of them experienced a slowdown when 

compared to the growth of assets, third party funds and financing in Semester II 2016, 

respectively by 13 percent, 11.41 percent and 8.76 percent (Dream.co.id.2017). 
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Competition in the banking world is very tight that banks must be able to do 

the right strategy to compete. Whereas consumer behavior tends to change at any 

time due to internal and external influences. This makes the banks should be able to 

adopt marketing concepts that tend to develop at any time to adjust to market 

conditions that often change as well. Likewise in the banking sector highlights the 

importance of relationships with customers (customers). From the customer's point of 

view, economic benefits and social benefits are achieved when the service they 

receive exceeds their expectations, preferential treatment or additional benefits 

(Gwinner et al., 1998; Rust et al., 2000). One strategy that can be used by companies 

is to build relationship marketing. In general, the concept of correlation marketing 

concern is about finding, developing and maintaining customer relationships by 

building long-term relationship success. because loyal customers commit to be loyal 

to a company and to repurchase products or services offered in the future. Improving 

the quality of relationships between banks and customers is an important goal of 

implementing relationship marketing. Research on relationship quality is still very 

limited to marketing research (Roy and Eshghi, 2013). While the importance of 

building relationships and maintaining customers in developing a loyal customer base 

has been recognized in the marketing literature. 

Relationship quality is found as the core of maintaining healthy relationships 
between buyers and sellers (Crosby et al., 1990; Smith, 1998; Lages et al. 2005). 

Relationship quality is considered as a very high construction (Crosby 1991; Crosby, 

Evans, and Powles 1990). The level of suitability of the relationship to meet customer 

needs (Henning-Thurau and Klee, 1997). While Roberts et.al (2003) found that 

relationship quality is a better predictor of behavior than service quality. A study in 

the Malaysian banking industry (Shamdasani and Balakrishnan, 2000) shows that an 

understanding of the quality of relationships can help alleviate uncertainties and 

complicated services provided by service companies. while Vieira et.al., (2008) has 

conducted in-depth literature on relationship quality and found that the quality of the 

relationship (RQ) between customers and sellers as the main source of performance 

and competitive advantage. 

Relationship quality is strongly suspected to be influenced by communication 

and competence. Strengthening communication in a service is needed (Finne and 

Grönroos, 2009; Dagger et al 2011). Customers are not only price sensitive, but also 

for the quality of goods and services and how they are delivered. Ndubisi et.al 

(2008), states that to obtain the quality of relationships in the form of trust should be 

able to communicate intensely, keep promises, provide timely and reliable 

information. 

In addition to communication, strengthening competencies is needed in 

building relationship quality. Nezari et al (2016) findings in Iran found that the 

correlation between competence and relationship quality was very strong. Customer 

perception shows that the skills, abilities and knowledge needed in a relationship in 
the organization. 
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Based on the research background, the research question is whether communication 

and competence can directly influence the quality of the relationship or mediated by 
customer satisfaction. 

 
B. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

 

2.1. Theori S-O-R 

S-O-R theory, (S-O-R theory) which stands for stimulus-organism- 

response put forward by Hovland, et.al (1953) considers that the process of 

changing attitudes is similar to the learning process. in learning new attitudes 

there are three important variables that support the learning process, namely 

attention, understanding and acceptance. This theory bases the assumption that 

the cause of changes in behavior depends on the quality of stimuli (stimuli) that 

communicate with people. 

The response or change in attitude depends on the process towards the individual. 

Stimulus which is a message delivered to the communicant can be accepted or 

rejected, the communication that occurs can run if the communicant pays 

attention to the stimulus delivered to him. Until the communicant process is 

thought about so that arises understanding and acceptance or maybe vice versa. 

Changes in attitude can occur in the form of cognitive, affective or behavioral 

changes. 

The relationship of S-O-R models in this study are: 

a. The stimulus referred to is the message delivered by banking employees 

b. The organism in question is a banking customer 

c. The response in question is the response or action of Islamic bank customers 

Stimulus or message delivered to the communicant may be received or may be 

rejected. Communication take place if there is a communicant's attention. The 

next process communicant understand. This communicant's ability continues the 

next process. After the communicant processes it and accepts it, there is a 

willingness to change attitudes. This theory bases the assumption that the cause 

of changes in behavior depends on the quality of stimuli (stimuli) that 

communicate with organisms. 

 

2.2. Relationship Marketing 

Relationship marketing is a philosophy of running a business strategy that 

is oriented towards retaining and developing existing customers better than 

attracting new customers. According to Berry, (1995) relationship marketing is a 

process of attracting, maintaining and enhancing relationships with consumers. 

This is in line with Morgan and Hunt (1994) defining Relationship marketing as 

marketing activities aimed at building, developing, and maintaining the success 

of relational exchange. A process of identifying and building, maintaining, 

improving and, if necessary, ending relationships with customers and other 
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stakeholders, with benefits, so that the goals of all parties involved are met, 

where this is done by mutual giving and fulfilling promises (Gronroos, 1997). 

According to Palmatier (2008) that in companies that have a marketing 

relationship with customers, it increases customer loyalty, increases sales and 

increases profits. Hersh (2014) revealed that most writers only talk about 

relationships, or move from a transactional approach to a relational approach. 

Hunt and Morgan, (1995) use the term relationship as a personal relationship 

between two people. This definition may be of interest to suppliers, but may not 

be so for buyers, who are expected to make commitments. 

 

2.3. Relationship quality 

Relationship quality is the subject of relationship marketing. Relationship 

quality explains the overall customer assessment of the strength of the 

relationship (Sublaban & Aranha, 2008). Therefore, Relational quality is a 

bundle of intangible values, which adds to the product or service and results in 

the expected exchange between marketers and customers (Levitt, 1986). A more 

general concept of relational quality points is that customers have an impression 

when service occurs (Ndubisi, 2006, 2007; Wong and Sohal, 2002), which are 

important prerequisites for successful long-term relationships. The quality of the 

relationship (RQ) between customers and sellers as the main sources forming 

performance and competitive advantage (Vieira, 2008). 

Research shows that the quality of a strong relationship with customers 

tends to make them more loyal and profitable (Lai 2014), shop more often 

(DeWulf, Odekerken-Schröder, and Iacobucci 2001; Grégoire and Fisher 2006), 

spending more time visiting (De Wulf , Odekerken-Schröder, and Iacobucci 

2001; Grégoire and Fisher 2006), showed willingness to pay premiums for 

products and services purchased (Grégoire and Fisher 2006), easily 

recommended companies to friends and family (Moliner et al. 2007), and 

reduced costs in service (Grégoire and Fisher 2006). Relationship quality can 

provide a variety of interaction characteristics needed to create a high caliber 

relationship, such as commitment, trust, reciprocal norms, and exchange 

efficiency (Palmatier, 2008). 

Vieira (2008) using a literature review concludes that the three main 

dimensions of relationship quality are satisfaction, trust and commitment. Trust 

refers to the belief that a relationship is good and honest (Gustafsson, Johnson, & 

Roos, 2005; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Commitment shows the psychological state 

that occurs between the company and the customer in an ongoing relationship 

(Gustafsson et al., 2005; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Satisfaction shows the 

emotional state caused by the overall evaluation of interactive experiences 

between parties in a relationship (Gustafsson et al., 2005; Crosby et al., 1990). 
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2.4. Communication 

A number of studies have emphasized the importance of communication 

and its impact on changing customer attitudes and on certain product brands. 

Communication is the ability to provide timely and reliable information. A new 

view of communication as an interactive dialogue between a company and its 

customers that takes place during the pre-sales, sales, consumption and post- 

consumption stages (Anderson and Narus, 1990). Communication in relation to 

marketing means providing reliable information, providing information when 

delivery problems occur, providing information about quality problems and  

being able to fulfill promises is the communicator's job to build awareness, build 

consumer preferences by promoting quality, value, performance and other 

features, encouraging buyers who are interested in making a purchase decision. 

Customers always want effective communication with the company, good 

communication can certainly increase customer confidence in the company. 

Through communication, customers can also express their dissatisfaction so that 

it can be used as a reference for the company to improve its performance. 

According to Palmatier et al. (2006) communication increases the quality of 

relationships and builds stronger relationships. This is supported by other 

research which found that intensive communication occurs in close relationships 

(Holden and O'Toole, 2004). Although it has been found that communication 

styles can be very different in focus in Asia and the West (Yum, 1988), 

communication has been identified as one of the conditions that must be met by 

exchange partners for each exchange of relationships (regardless of culture) 

(Kotler, 1988). 

2.5. Competence 

With superior competence enable companies to obtain information that is 

needed and desired by their customers. Thus, companies that have employees 

with high competence is better able to provide products and services that suit the 

needs and desires of customers. Therefore, companies with superior competence 

can obtain sustainable competitive advantage and can further improve their 

performance. Competence is a part of someone's self and personality that can 

predict behavior and performance widely in all situations and job tasks (Spencer 

and Spencer, 1993). Competence, which is the mastery of the skills and 

knowledge needed to deliver services in accordance with customer needs. 

Sales force competence is the ability or skills of a salesperson to market or 

present their products to buyers resulting in a sales transaction. Competency 

orientation is a sales manager's effort to develop sales force competencies and 

instill in the quality of their behavior, as in sales presentations (Spiro and Weitz, 

1990). 
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2.6. The effect of communication on Relationship quality 

Communication as an important factor in fostering and maintaining a relationship 

(Finne and Grönroos, 2009; Dagger et al 2011). Bleek and Ernst (1993) argue 

that a relationship fails without good communication between the buyer and 

seller. Exchange of information between buyers and sellers is very important in 

relationship marketing. Superior communication because of the creation of trust 

between exchange partners. Seines (1998) asserts that communication is an 

important element in forming trust between buyers and sellers. In the same 

context Sin et al. (2002) assert that timely communication can foster a trust in 

helping to resolve disputes and harmonize perceptions and expectations in 

realizing the quality of a good relationship between customers and companies. 

Gilaninia et al (2012) that communication is providing reliable, complete and 

timely information to customers. Communication can play a major role in 

managing customer relationships so that customer satisfaction is achieved 

(Tabrizi et al 2016; Negi and Ketema (2013); Bataineh et al, (2015); Meng and 

Elliot (2008); Leonedou et.al (2014); Ndubisi et.al (2008) 

 

Hypothesis 1: Communication has a significant effect on Relationship Quality. 

1. Competence towards relationship quality 

Competence is defined as the buyer's perception of supplier technology 

and commercial competence (Anderson and Weitz, 1989). While Anderson 

and Narus (1990) suggested that competence is the ability to provide timely 

and reliable information. Rakstis (1996), found that businesses lose about 20 

percent of their customers each year, most of which arise from problems 

related to dissatisfaction from customers due to incompetent service 

delivery. Therefore employee competence is very important in increasing 

customer satisfaction. Singh (2013) states that employee competence 

concerns his confidence, demonstrates expertise, and supports the formation 

of a work environment. 

The research of Ibojo (2016) and Lotunani et al (2014) revealed that 

competence can improve the quality of customer relationships because they 

meet the requirements. According to Tohidinia and Haghighi (2014) that 

competence can improve the quality of customer relationships because of the 

competence in communication 

 

Hypothesis 2: Competence has a significant effect on Relationship Quality. 

2. Satisfaction with relationship quality 

Customer satisfaction by Negi and Katema (2013) is a strong predictor of 

the quality of relationships in all transaction lines. Satisfaction is important for 

organizational success, increasing productivity because it builds quality 

relationships between customers and companies. (Mohamed et al, 2012). A 

higher level of satisfaction will lead to better customer relationship 

commitment through evaluation after purchase and affective response to the 
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product or overall service. (Rahab and Supadi, (2012); Oktora and Achyar, 

2014). 

Bowden, Dagger, and Elliot (2009) state that satisfaction is very important 

in strengthening relationships between service providers and customers in the 

long run, by emphasizing the quality of relationships through customer 

satisfaction in order to be successful in a competitive environment (Hanaysha 

and Hilman, 2015). 

 

Hypothesis 3: Satisfaction has a significant effect on Relationship Quality 

 

3. Communication and competence towards relationship quality through 

customer satisfaction Mandiri Islamic banks 

Superior communication because of the creation of trust between 

exchange partners. Seines (1998) asserts that communication is an important 

element in forming trust between buyers and sellers. In the same context Sin 

et al. (2002) assert that timely communication can foster a trust in helping to 

resolve disputes and harmonize perceptions and expectations in realizing the 

quality of a good relationship between customers and companies. The quality 

of a good relationship between customers and companies will be achieved if 

the customer feels satisfied in terms of service (Ndubisi and Wah, 2005). 

Neither the competencies possessed by employees are able to improve the 

quality of customer relations if consumers are satisfied with the services 

provided by the company. Companies should be able to manage all 

relationships with their customers well. Features such as courtesy and 

courtesy of employees are features that affect customer satisfaction (Al-Eisa 

and Alhemoud, 2009). 

Ibojo Research (2016) that competence can improve the quality of 

relationships if consumers are satisfied with solutions to consumer needs. 

Customers is satisfied as long as employees have knowledge of market 

conditions and customers, and are able to help customers. Singh (2013) states 

that employee competence concerns his confidence, demonstrates expertise, 

and supports the formation of a work environment. Employee knowledge 

about banking information and employee knowledge in providing 

recommendations regarding customer financial investments, is part of the 

competencies that employees have in providing information that can increase 

customer satisfaction (Mohebi, 2015). 

Hypothesis 4: Communication and Competence have a significant effect on 

relationship quality through customer satisfaction of Bank  Syariah 

Mandiri 

Based on the hypothesis proposed above, the conceptual framework in this 

study can be visualized in Figure 3.1. 
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Picture 1 

conceptual framework 

Source: Concept Development 2018 

 

C. Research Method 

The number of respondents in this study were 103 respondents. Data 

obtained based on a questionnaire given to customers, using incidental sampling 

techniques. Types and sources of data used in this study are primary data because 

they were based on questionnaire results with a Likert scale. The data analysis 

technique used was multiple linear regression using SPSS data processing. 

 

D. Research and Discussion Results 

4.1. Description of Research Results 

The influence of communication and competence on relationship quality through 

customer satisfaction was done by analyzing respondents' answers to the questions 

given. Then the results were processed using SPSS software. 

 
Table 4.1. Respondent's description 

No 
Based 

Respondents 
Classification 

Number of Respondents 

F % 

 
1 

 
Age 

15-30 51 49 

31-40 38 36 

41-50 13 12 

>50 1 0.09 

2 Status 
Married 72 70 

Single 31 30 

3 Gender 
Male 45 44 

Female 58 56 

 

4 
 

Occupation 

Employee 78 76 

Student 3 0.02 

Household 15 14 
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  Retired 6 0.5 

 
5 

 

Earnings per 

month 

< Rp 1.000.000 3 2,9 

Rp 1.000.000 - Rp 2.999.999 26 25 

Rp 3.000.000 – Rp 4.999.999 50 48 

>Rp 5.000.000 14 13 

 
 

6 

 
 

Education 

SMA 11 10 

Diploma 12 11 

S1 78 75 

S2 2 1.9 

S3 0 0 

 

7 
Loyal 

customer 

Less than 3 years 20 19 

Between 3-5 years 41 40 

Above 5 years 42 41 

Source: data processed, 2019 
 

This research involved 103 (one hundred two) respondents. Distribution of 

respondents were dominated by female (56%), ages between 15-30 years (49%), 

marital status (69%), employment as employees (75%), monthly income between 3 

million and 4.9 million ( 48%), education was dominated by bachelor (S1) with total 

(75%) and the duration of being a customer is between 3-4 years (67%). 

From the results of the first regression model output of the second regression 

and processing obtained an R value of 0.522 or 52.2%. This shown the magnitude of 

the influence of communication and competence variables on customer satisfaction 

by 52.2%. But after processing the second regression the value of R increased by 

0.700 or 70.0%. This shown the amount of influence of communication variables, 

competence and customer satisfaction on Relationship Quality of 70.0%. Which 

indicates the value of R Square increases so that consumer satisfaction was said to 

be able to increase the influence of communication and competence on relationship 

quality. 

Processing Summary Model Table 1 

 
Model 

 
R 

 
R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

1 .522a
 .272 .258 .43039 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Competence, Communication 

 
The second processing Summary Model table 

 
Model 

 
R 

 
R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 
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1 .700a
 .490 .474 .30086 

     

a. Predictors: (Constant), Consumer Satisfaction, Competence, 

Communication 

 

Whereas the SPSS data processing results which show the results of the 

analysis with a significance level of 5% (0.05) were shown in the following table. 

Coefficientsa
 

 

 
Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

 

 
t 

 

 
Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) .210 .492  .426 .671 

Communication .431 .079 .451 5.453 .000 

Competence .452 .096 .366 4.711 .000 

Consumer 
Satisfaction 

.073 .071 .088 1.031 .305 

a. Dependent Variable: Relationship Quality 

 
If it was inserted into the mathematical multiple linear regression equation is as 

follows: 

Y = 210 + 0.431X1 + 0.452X2 +0.073X2 + ℮ 

The equation shown that communication (X1) gives a coefficient value of 0.431 with a 

significance probability of 0.000 less than 0.05, this clearly shows that individually the 

communication variable (X1) directly had a significant effect on Relationship Quality, 

thus the hypothesis proposed earlier be accepted. Likewise the competency variable 

(X2) gave a coefficient value of 0.452 with a significance probability of 0.000, which 

indicated that the competency variable directly influences Relationship Quality, while 

the consumer satisfaction variable (Y1) gave a coefficient value of 0.073 with a 

significance probability of 0.305, which indicated that the customer satisfaction 

variable did not directly influence Relationship Quality. 

 

4.2. Discussion of Findings 

Bleek and Ernst (1993) argue that a relationship fail without good 

communication between buyers and sellers. in line with the results of the study 

(Thaicon and Quach, 2016), consumers satisfied if employees can fulfill their 

promises and meet customer expectations. This is consistent with the results of this 

study that direct communication has a significant effect on the quality of Bank 

Mandiri Syariah customer relationship. This shows that the better the communication 
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have an effect on the quality of customer relations. Communication as an important 

factor in fostering and maintaining a relationship (Finne and Grönroos, 2009; Dagger 

et al 2011). An equally important factor influencing the quality of customer relations 

is intensive communication, primarily answering customer questions (Mohebi, 2015). 

Voyles (2007) states that to create strong quality relationships, it must create 

intensive communication with customers. In line with the results of research that 

communication can improve the quality of relationships between companies and 

customers. By that the company must build effective communication, be able to 

understand and share information, carried out simply and mutually beneficial so that 

it leads to better relationships and customers survive in a relationship. The results of 

this study are supported by research by Negi and Ketema (2013); Bataineh et al, 

(2015); Meng and Elliot (2008); Leonedou et.al (2014); Ndubisi et.al (2008). 

Neither does the effect of competence on the quality of the consumer 
relationship result, has a significant effect. This is in line with the theory and research 

results. Smith and Barclay (1997) describe competency as each party's perception of 

the suitability of the skills, abilities and knowledge needed by the party, to achieve 

effective performance. A study by Rucci and Kim found that an increase in employee 

attitudes by 5% resulted in an increase in customer satisfaction by 1.3% and an 

increase in revenue by 0.5%. Competencies possessed by Bank Syariah Mandiri 

employees, namely providing knowledge about financial planning as well as 

providing an explanation of how to invest customer funds. 

Relationship communication and competence to relationship quality through 

customer satisfaction has an R2 of 0.700 or 70%. indicates that the presence of 

customer satisfaction as an intervening variable can influence or strengthen the 

correlation between communication and competence on relationship quality. 

Customer satisfaction with communication and competencies owned by Bank 

Mandiri Syariah employees makes customers feel at home in the company. 

Customers trust and commit to remain customers of Bank Mandiri Syariah . The 

results of this study are in accordance with the results of Ibojo's research, (2016); 

Lotunani et al (2014). 

D. Conclusion 

This paper discusses the influence of communication and competence on 

relationship quality through customer satisfaction at Bank Mandiri Syariah in 

Makassar. These results are obtained that communication and competence and 

customer satisfaction significantly influence customer satisfaction, and customer 

satisfaction variables can strengthen the influence of communication and competence 

on relationship quality. 
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Abstract 

This study aimed to test and analyze the increasing of customer satisfaction at 

PT. Matahari Department Store in Makassar. Data collection used a questionnaire, the 

sampling technique was purposive sampling with the criterias were household, people 

who was shopping at the department store with more than one purchase at the same 

place. The number of samples were 299 respondents. Data were analyzed with Warp 

PLS. 

The research found that (1) customer value had a significant positive effect on 

product value. This shown that good customer value increased the value of the 

product. (2). Service quality had a significant positive effect on product value. This 

shown that the better the quality of service perceived by customers, the more value 

the product increases. (3). Customer value had no significant positive effect on 

customer satisfaction. This shown that good customer value did not create customer 

satisfaction. The results of this study also found that customer value had an indirect 

effect on customer satisfaction through product value. This shown that the perceived 

value of customers for a product influenced the value of the product so that it had an 

impact on customer satisfaction. (4). Service quality had a significant positive effect 

on customer satisfaction. This shown that the better the quality of service, the better 

customer satisfaction (5). Product value had a significant positive effect on customer 
satisfaction. This shown that the higher the value of the products produced by the 

company increased customer satisfaction. 

 

Keywords: Customer Value, Service Quality, Product / Service Value and Customer 

Satisfaction 

Backround 

The rapid progress of information technology have an impact on the increasingly high 

level of competition in the business world so that the business world demands 

increasingly competitive. The impact of competitive business competition affects the 

correlation between producers and consumers. Consumers as the main target in the 

business world. Strategies that can be done by marketers in winning competition 

between companies not only attract new customers but must also be able to retain 

mailto:andi.mappatompo@unismuh.ac.id
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existing customers. One way to retain customers is to create satisfaction with these 

customers. For companies in losing their customers is a major disaster that must be 

avoided, because without the customers of a company becomes meaningless. 

PT Matahari is one of the leading retail companies in Indonesia, partners with 

trusted suppliers in Indonesia and abroad to provide apparel, accessories, beauty 

products and household products with affordable prices, currently having 

competition, which is not only from the retail similar businesses but also from retail 

businesses based on line. Based on financial report data 2018 gross LPPF sales 

recorded grew 2.1% from 2017 to Rp 17.9 trillion. This increase was accompanied  

by a same store sales growth (SSSG) of 3.5%. While LPPF net income rise from 

2.19% to Rp 10.24 trillion. However, Matahari Department Store's net profit fell 

42.46% to Rp 1.1 trillion from Rp 1.91 trillion. Then we need a strategy to keep 

customers. One way is to realize customer satisfaction. Arranging and implementing 

strategic steps to be able to realize customer satisfaction requires hard work from the 

management. The existence of a good quality of service, can cause positive value for 

customers. 

According to Kotler and Armstrong (2002) customer value is the difference 

between the value obtained by the customer by owning and using a product, and the 

costs incurred to obtain the product. Gootain (Tjiptono, 2005), provides a definition 

of customer value as an emotional bond that exists between the customer and the 

producer after the customer uses the products and services of the company and gets 

the product or service to add value. According to Zoona (2011) in general, customer 

value can be interpreted as an exchange of customer purchases between what they 

receive and what they sacrifice. Consumer value can be summed up as something that 

is felt by customers, to a service they use, and is the main preference of customers in 

choosing a product or service that is formed based on the first experience the 

customer gets when the customer uses the product or service. 

In addition to customer value, customer satisfaction is also influenced by the 

quality of service provided by the company as said by Kotler and Armstrong (2012: 
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144) product and service satisfaction, customer satisfaction, and company 

profitability are three things that are closely related. The higher the level of quality, 

the higher the level of customer satisfaction generated. The scale used to measure 

customer satisfaction perceptions of service quality, namely the SERVQUAL scale as 

said by Zeithaml in Mahda (2016: 2) SERVQUAL (service quality) is a multi item 

scale that can be used to measure customer perceptions of service quality which 

includes five dimensions namely: physical evidence, reliability, responsiveness, 

assurance and empathy. 

Customer satisfaction is determined by the quality of the product and the value 

of the customer desired by the customer, thereby causing customer loyalty. Customer 

satisfaction is not enough, because satisfied or dissatisfied customers are only one 

form of emotion. Customer satisfaction depends on the real appearance of a product, 

related to the expectations of the buyer. A customer can experience various degrees 

of satisfaction. If product performance is less than expectations, customers will be 

disappointed and if product performance is commensurate with expectations, 

customers will be satisfied and if product performance exceeds expectations, then the 

customer is very satisfied or very happy (Kotler and Keller, 2013: 150). 

Based on the description above, the problem in this study is ‘profit descrease of PT 

Matahari department store" to solve the problem, this research proposes a research 

problem ‘How does the profit increasing by increasing customer satisfaction at PT 

Matahari department store?" 

 
REFERENCES AND DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES 

Customer Value 

Customer value is the difference between the value obtained by the customer by 

owning and using a product and the costs incurred to obtain the product (Kotler and 

Keller, 2013: 147). Customer value is the customer's perception of the value at which 

the company must consider the value in developing products or services so that it is 

in line with what customers expect. Zeithaml (1988) states that consumer sacrifice in 
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the form of money or other sources (time, energy and effort) to obtain goods or 

services. Sacrifice is very important very important, in this consumer everything that 

reduces sacrifice in the form of money or otherwise will reduce the value of 

perceived services. Customer value is defined as something that is issued by 

consumers both monetary price (ie money or price) and non monetary price (ie, time, 

effort) to obtain services (Zeithaml, 1988). 

Service quality 

Chang and Chou (2017) define that service quality has a long-term effect in 

shaping customer satisfaction and will make customers loyal to the company. Service 

quality can be realized if it is able to meet the needs and what the customer wants and 

is able to properly match customer expectations (Tjiptono and Chandra, 2011, p.180). 

According to Parasuraman in Lupiyoadi (2006) there are 5 (five) determinants of 

service quality dimensions, namely: 

a. Tangibles (Physical Evidence), namely the company's ability to demonstrate 

its existence to external parties which includes tangible evidence in the form 

of the appearance and capability of the company's physical infrastructure and 

the surrounding environment. 

b. Reliability (reliability), namely the company's ability to provide services as 

promised accurately and reliably. 

c. Responsiveness (Responsiveness), namely the willingness to help and provide 

fast and appropriate service to customers by delivering clear information. 

d. Assurance, which is the company's ability to generate consumer confidence 

and confidence that the company and its employees are able to meet consumer 

needs. 

e. Empathy (Empathy), namely individualized attention to customers such as the 

ease to communicate well with employees and the company's efforts to 

understand customer desires and needs. 
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Product Value 

Oliver (1999: 92) explains that the value of the product (product value) can be 

felt by consumers when consumers compare the performance of products based on 

their utility with the costs incurred (acquisition cost), such as financial, psychological, 

and efforts to obtain the product. Meanwhile, according to consumers, the value of a 

product is identical to four things: (1) value is low price; (2) value is whatever I want 

in a product; (3) Value is what I get for the price I pay, and (4) Value is what I get for 

what I give as Monroe (in Kristanto, 2005: 16) reveals that to assess whether the 

product performance of a brand is able to create value, based on four components of 

perceived value, namely costs, exchange rates, aesthetics, and relative functions. 

Product value (produc value), is defined as the overall assessment of consumers of 

the benefits (utility) of the product based on the perception of what is received and 

what is given (Zeithaml, 1988). 

 
Customer satisfaction 

Fang, Chiu, and Wang (2011) explain that customers will feel satisfied if they 

are well served by the company, giving rise to a strong perception of the services 

provided by the company and from that will lead to high trust given to the company. 

Feelings of happiness that are obtained or generated from buying experiences 

(Bharwana, Bashir, and Mohsin, 2013). According to Giese and Cote (2010), in 

general customer satisfaction leads to customer response whether the customer is very 

satisfied with the product response occurs based on time after the product selection, 

consumption, and how long the satisfaction lasts. 

There are three indicators of customer satisfaction (Fang, Chiu, and Wang, 2011). 1. 

Satisfied with the product or service, the customer feels that the product or service 

provided by the company has fulfilled the desired expectations. 2. Good experience 

when shopping, customers who have used products or services from the company, 

feel the service and quality of the goods or services provided are less from 

expectation. 3. The perception that buying goods or services at the store is a good 
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thing, customers will tend to go back shopping at the company because they feel what 

is given by the company to customers is quite satisfying. 

 

 
 

HYPOTHESIS 

Figure 1. Research Hypothesis Framework 
 

 
1. Customer value has a significant effect on product value 

2. Service quality has a significant effect on product value 

3. Customer value has a significant effect on customer satisfaction 

4. Service quality has a significant effect on customer satisfaction 

5. Product value has a significant effect on customer satisfaction 

 
 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Population and Sample 

The population in this study were people who visited PT. Matahari department store 

in Makassar. The sampling technique used purposive sampling with the criteria was 

household, people who have done shopping at the department store who made more 

than one purchase at the same place. The sample used in this study was as many as 

120 samples, because according to Hair (2006) said that the sample size were 5-10 of 

the estimated number of parameters. In this study using 20 estimated parameters. 
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Data were collected used a questionnaire and analyzed by SEM with WarpPLS 6.0 

software. 

Research Model Analysis 

To test the research hypothesis, the Partial Least Square (PLS) method used. 

PLS is a structural equation model (SEM) based on components or variances. Like 

SEM, PLS analysis involves two stages. First, assessing the outer model or 

measurement model is an assessment of the reliability and validity of the research 

variables. There are three criteria to assess the model, namely: convergent validity, 

discriminant validity and composite reliability. Second, assess the structural model. 

Structural model testing is done to see the correlation between construct, significance 

value and R-square of the research model. However, like other multivariate models, 

PLS requires the assumption of linearity, namely that the correlation between the 

latent constructs tested has a linear correlation. Therefore, the first step in PLS 

analysis is to test this assumption. 

 
Testing the Outer Model (Measurement Model) 

Outer model or measurement model is an assessment of the reliability and 

validity of research variables. There are three criterias to assess the outer model, 

namely: convergent validity, discriminant validity and composite reliability. This test 

is carried out so that the measuring instrument meets the requirements and can 

accurately and accurately measure what should be measured and not measure other 

measuring objects 

Before entering into the structural analysis of the influence between latent 

variables, it is necessary to examine the outher model or measurement model, namely 

the construct validity and reliability. By looking at Combined loadings and Cross- 

loadings like the following table: 
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Table 1. Convergent validity Indikator Test 

Variable Indicator Loading Type (a SE P value 

 
Customer Value 

X1.1 0.807 Reflect 0.075 <0.001 

X1.2 0.908 Reflect 0.073 <0.001 

X1.3 0.893 Reflect 0.073 <0.001 

 

 

 

 
Quality of 

Service 

X2.1 0.535 Reflect 0.084 <0.001 

X2.2 0.724 Reflect 0.076 <0.001 

X2.3 0.712 Reflect 0.077 <0.001 

X2.4 0.730 Reflect 0.076 <0.001 

X2.5 0.710 Reflect 0.077 <0.001 

X2.6 0.673 Reflect 0.077 <0.001 

X2.7 0.776 Reflect 0.075 <0.001 

X2.8 0.760 Reflect 0.076 <0.001 

X2.9 0.792 Reflect 0.075 <0.001 

X2.10 0.633 Reflect 0.078 <0.001 

 
Product Value 

Y1.1 0.856 Reflect 0.074 <0.001 

Y1.2 0.810 Reflect 0.075 <0.001 

Y1.3 0.758 Reflect 0.076 <0.001 

Customer 

satisfaction 

Y2.1 0.823 Reflect 0.074 <0.001 

Y2.2 0.830 Reflect 0.074 <0.001 

Y2.3 0.734 Reflect 0.076 <0.001 

Source; Loading and Cross loading Indicators 

Based on Table 1, it appears that all indicators are measured reflectively. For 

convergent validity criteria, factor loadings must be above 0.6 or significance (p- 

value) <0.05. Table 1 shows that each latent variable with a reflective indicator has a 

loading> 0.50, and p-value <0.001 which shows that the indicators are able to 

properly measure variable. Thus the measurement for each latent variable in this 

study fulfills the convergent validity test criteria, in the sense of being able to 

measure the meaning of the construct of the measured variable. Based on the results 

in the table above shows the convergent validity criteria have been met. Next, check 

the validity by checking the Correlations among latent variables. As the following 

table. 
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Discriminant Validity Test 

A good measurement is unidemensinal, that is, it can precisely measure what 

is measured (convergent) and does not measure other constructs (discriminant). 

Discriminant validity is used to test whether indicators of a construct are not highly 

correlated with other construct indicators or at least those indicators are lower 

correlated with other construct indicators (Garson, 2002). The discriminant validity 

test can be done by: 

(1) Comparing loading with cross-loading 

(2) Average variance extracted (AVE) 

(3) Comparing with correlations between latent variables. 

Table 2. Cross loadings for the discriminant validity test 

Variable Indicator NPelgn KualLay NPrdk KpasnP 

 
Customer Value 

X1.1 0.630 -0.167 0.221 0.315 

X1.2 0.690 0.157 -0.027 -0.220 

X1.3 0.699 -0.055 -0.111 0.028 

 

 

 

 
Quality of 
Service 

X2.1 0.297 0.701 -0.397 -0.202 

X2.2 0.093 0.632 -0.225 0.323 

X2.3 0.035 0.650 -0.367 0.396 

X2.4 0.254 0.669 -0.228 -0.220 

X2.5 0.074 0.645 0.028 -0.141 

X2.6 -0.050 0.683 0.068 -0.347 

X2.7 0.102 0.633 0.154 -0.208 

X2.8 -0.339 0.670 0.196 -0.081 

X2.9 -0.018 0.581 0.279 0.634 

X2.10 -0.224 0.636 0.249 0.108 

 
Product Value 

Y1.1 -0.065 0.282 0.637 0.095 

Y1.2 0.050 0.001 0.722 -0.191 

Y1.3 0.006 -0.265 0.709 0.118 

Customer 
satisfaction 

Y2.1 0.204 0.077 0.204 0.615 

Y2.2 0.280 -0.319 0.024 0.662 

Y2.3 -0.363 0.229 -0.142 0.676 

Source: Output WarpPLS (Normalized structure loadings and cross-loadings) 
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The results of discriminant validity testing using these three criteria are 

presented in Table 2 Cross loading is a simple correlation between indicators with 

other latent variables in the model. Ideally, the loading factor must be greater than 

cross loading, so it can be assumed that the indicator does not measure a construct 

that is different from the construct that should be measured. 

Other evidences, in discriminant validity testing through cross-loading to 

loading comparisons need to be strengthened by examining AVE and comparison 

with correlations between latent variables. AVE explains the ability of latent 

construct values to describe the original (before extracted) data score. AVE is 

identical to R Square in multiple regressions (coefficient of determination), so the 

greater the AVE, the greater the representation of the value of the original variable by 

the factor score. The AVE cut-off value is ≥ 0.50. Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 

values and correlations between latent variables are presented in the following table: 

Table 3 

Correlation between Latent Variables and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 

Variable AVE 
Correlation matrix 

KualLay NPelgn NPrdk KpasnP 

Quality of Service 0.484 0.696 0.696 0.666 0.614 0.767 

Customer Value 0.758 0.871 0.666 0.871 0.599 0.623 

Product Value 0.654 0.809 0.614 0.599 0.809 0.626 

Customer satisfaction 0.635 0.797 0.767 0.623 0.626 0.797 

Source: Output WarpPLS 

From Table 5.17 we can see the value for each latent variable that has been 

generated AVE > 0,50. These results indicate the ability of latent variables in 

explaining facts is good so that it can be concluded that it meets the specified criteria. 

Next, discriminant validity test criteria  through comparison with correlations 
 

between latent variables indicating that value 

than the correlation with other latent variables. 

each latent variable is greater 

From the table above it is known that customer value variables are strongly 

correlated with service quality, service quality is most strongly correlated with 

AVE 
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customer satisfaction, product value is strongly correlated with customer satisfaction. 

Correlation  values between  these  variables are  all lower than values the 4 

latent variables, so it can be concluded that the measurement of the 4 latent variables 

has good discriminant validity, which can be distinguished from other latent variable 

measurements. 

 
Linear Assumption Test 

The method for testing the linearity of correlation between constructs, in this 

study conducted by estimating curvefit on linear options. Data is processed with 

SPSS from the original data. The important output of this technique is that in addition 

to providing information on whether the linear function tested is significant, a scatter 

graph pattern is also obtained from the intersection of two variables. If the linear 

function between two variables is estimated to be significant at alpha 5%, then it is 

concluded that the two variables have a linear correlation. The results of the linearity 

test are presented in Appendix 4, and are summarized in Table 4. below. 

Table. 4 Linearity test results 

Independent 
variable 

 Dependent variable R2 
F Sig Conclu 

sions 

 

Customer Value 
--> Product Value 0.346 62.340 

< 
0,001 

Linier 

Quality of 
Service 

--> Product Value 0.358 65.768 
< 
0,001 

Linier 

 

Customer Value 
--> 

Customer 
satisfaction 

0.345 62.031 
< 
0,001 

Linier 

Quality of 
Service 

--> 
Customer 
satisfaction 

0.252 39.736 
< 
0,001 

Linier 

 

Product Value 
--> 

Customer 
satisfaction 

0.432 89.599 
< 
0,001 

Linier 

Source: Data processed with SPSS (Appendix 4) 

Based on the results of the linear curve test it is known that the estimated 

linear function is proven to be significant. Each linear function estimated has a 

significance of 0,000 (<5%). Furthermore, visually the linear correlation between 
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these variables is also shown by the scatter plot (Appendix 4) which tends to move to 

the upper right (positive correlation). These results indicate that the correlation 

between the latent variables tested is linear. 

 
Reliability Test 

Reliability reflects the consistency of the results of measurements made repeatedly on 

the same subject. If the results are consistent, then the instrument is considered to be 

reliable or trustworthy. Reliability testing uses composite reliability, the results of 

which are presented in the following table: 

Table 5. Composite Reliability 

Variable 
Composite 

Reliability 

Cronbach's 

alpha 

Customer Value 0.904 0.839 

Quality of Service 0.901 0.875 

Product Value 0.850 0.735 

Customer 
satisfaction 

0.839 0.711 

Source: Output WarpPLS 
 

General guidelines that are used to conclude reliable measuring devices, there 

is a composite reliability test is if it has a value ≥ 0.70. Source: WarpPLS Output. 

Based on table 5, the reliability level of variable measurement is good, because each 

latent variable has a composite reliability value> 0.70. The composite reliability value 

of 45 latent variables ranged from 0.839 to 0.904. This means that indicators support 

one another in measuring latent variables. Likewise, Cronbach's alpha coefficients are 

all> 0.70, which means that the research instrument has a good level of reliability. 

Structural Model Testing 

The next step in PLS analysis is to test the structural model. As with SEM 

analysis in general, testing the inner model involves two stages, namely: (1) testing 

the feasibility of the model (goodness of fit) and (2) testing the significance of the 

path. Testing the path coefficient in the structural model also means testing the 
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hypothesis proposed in this study because the hypothesis formulated is reflected in 

the paths that exist in the model. The structural model results processed with 

WarpPLS are presented in the following figure. 

Figure 2. Inner Model Results (Original Sample Estimate) 

Source: WarpPLS Output 

5.5.1 Test for goodness of fit 
 

This test is intended to find out how much the model results are able to explain the 

variation of data (scores) of the original variables. Testing is done by Stone-Geisser Q 

Square test. From the structural model, it is known that there are two dependent 

variables, namely product value and customer satisfaction, so that two coefficient of 

determination are obtained. From the PLS output obtained the coefficient of 

determination for each dependent variable as presented in table 6 below. 

Table 6. R-square result 
 

Equation Independent variable 
Dependent 
variable 

R-square 

1 
Customer Value, Service 
Quality 

Product Value 0,451 

2 
Customer Value, Service 
Quality and Product Value 

Customer 
satisfaction 

0,653 

Source: WarpPLS Output 
 

Furthermore, based on the coefficient of determination of each dependent 

variable Q2 is searched by the formula: 
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Q2 = 1 – (1-R 2) (1-R 2) (1-R 2) 

Information: 

R12 = coefficient of determination for endogenous variables the value of the work 

product, 

R22 = coefficient of determination for endogenous variables Performance 

 
Therefore: 

Q2 = {1-(1- 0,451) (1- 0,653)} 

Q2 = {1- 0,191} = 0,809 

Based on the coefficient of determination of the two dependent variables in 

the model, it can be seen that Stone-Geisser Q Square is 0.801. These results indicate 

that the model has good feasibility, because the model is able to describe the actual 

conditions in the study area by 80.1%, while the remaining 19.1% is a limitation of 

research instruments and errors. The value of the total determination coefficient is 

high, so the model is worth interpreting. 

Analysis results using WarpPLS show that the model is fit and suitable to be 

used for hypothesis testing. The results of testing the model can be shown in Table 7 

below. 

 

Table 7: Evaluation of Model testing 

Model fit Quality indices Result* Add 

APC - 0.328, P<0.001 Good 

ARS - 0.552, P<0.001 Good 

AARS - 0543, P<0.001 Good 

AVIF acceptable if ≤ 5, ideally ≤ 3,3 1.917 Ideal 

AFVIF acceptable if ≤ 5, ideally ≤ 3,3 2.402 Ideal 

GoF small ≥ 0.1, medium ≥ 0.25, large ≥ 0.36 0.591 Great 

SPR acceptable if ≥ 0.7, ideally = 1 1,000 Ideal 

RSCR acceptable if ≥ 0.9, ideally = 1 1,000 Ideal 

SSR acceptable if ≥ 0.7 1,000 Good 

NLBCDR acceptable if ≥ 0.8 1,000 Good 
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Source: WarpPLS output (Model fit and quality indices) 

Based on Table 7 it can be concluded that the model had shown good compatibility 

with the facts at the research site 

Hypothesis testing 

There are nine hypotheses proposed in this study. Hypothesis testing in PLS analysis, 

basically is to test the significance of the path coefficients in the model. To conclude 

whether the research path or hypothesis is proven, a cut-off value of p-value <0.05 

(Sholihin, 2013) is used. Thus, if the p-value on the path tested <0.05, the research 

hypothesis is proven. The path coefficient test results are presented in table 8 below. 

 

Table 8. Hypothesis Testing Results 

 

HIP 
Independent 

Variable 

Dependent 

Variable 

Direct Effect 

Path 
coeffici 

SE p-value Information 

H1 Customer Value Product Value 0,349 0,074 <0.001 Accepted 

H2 
Quality of 
Service 

Product Value  

0,389 
0,073 

 

<0.001 
Accepted 

H3 Customer Value 
Customer 
satisfaction 

 

0,135 
0,088 

 

0.065 
Not 
Accepted 

H4 
Quality of 
Service 

Customer 
satisfaction 

 

0,519 
0,070 

 

<0.000 
Accepted 

H5 Product Value 
Customer 
satisfaction 

 

0,248 
0,072 

 

<0.001 
Accepted 

Indirect Effect 

 

V Independent 

V 

Intrvening 

 

V Dependent 
Path 
coeffici 

p- 
value 

Informati 
on 

Customer 
Value 

Product 
Value 

Customer 
satisfaction 

 

0,086 
 

0.045 
 

Significant 

Quality of 
Service 

Product 
Value 

Customer 
satisfaction 

 

0,097 
 

0.049 
 

Significant 

Source: WarpPLS Output (Appendix 5) 

From the overall model of the five paths hypothesized, there is one path that is not 

significant. 
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Discussion 
 

Discussion of results of the research is focused on explaining research findings 

related to decisions from testing hypotheses, in an effort to answer the formulation of 

research problems. Furthermore, to explain these results, a combination of empirical 

findings from research results that have been tested statistically and theories of 

empirical findings and empirical findings are described in order to clarify the 

constructs of new theories or the development of existing theories. The results of the 

analysis of hypothesis testing are described as follows. 

Effect of Customer Value on Product Value 
 

Answering the formulation of the problem and the first hypothesis can be 

observed from the results of the path analysis in Table 8. From the table shows that 

customer value has a significant positive effect on product value. This shows that 

good customer value increase the value of the product. This finding is in accordance 

with the results of Mardikawati's (2013) research which says that customers form 

expectations of value and act on it, and calculate and evaluate offers that provide the 

highest value on a product. Based on this, it can be said that the value of customers in 

the form of sacrifice, both monetary price (ie money or price) and non monetary price 

(ie, time, effort) to obtain service compared to the benefits (utility) of the product. So 

that the higher the customer value (the sacrifice made) of a product, the higher the 

customer's expectations of the product's suitability with overall benefits. 

Effect of Service Quality on Product Value 

Answering the formulation of the problem and the second hypothesis can be 

observed from the results of the path analysis in Table 8. From the Table shows that 

service quality has a significant positive effect on product value. This shows that the 

better the quality of service perceived by customers, the more value the product 

increases. This finding is in accordance with the results of Andreassen's (1998) study 

which found that there was a significant influence between service quality on 
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consumer value for all cases studied. These findings also reinforce the results of 

research eman (2013) who found that service quality have an effect on the value of 

products that are getting better. These findings provide information that companies 

that provide good service to their customers feel the benefits in the form of better 

product values in the eyes of customers. 

 
a. Effect of Customer Value on Customer Satisfaction 

Answering the formulation of the problem and the third hypothesis can be 

observed from the results of the path analysis in Table 8. From the table shows that 

customer value has a significant positive effect on customer satisfaction. This shows 

that good customer value does not create customer satisfaction. This finding is 

consistent with the results of Munisih's research (2015) which found that customer 

value has a positive and significant effect on customer satisfaction, where customer 

value increases, customer satisfaction also increases, but in contrast to the results of 

Dana's research (2018) which says that service and customer quality value has a 

significant effect on customer satisfaction. 

The results of this study also found that customer value has an indirect effect 

on customer satisfaction through product value. This shows that the perceived value 

of customers for a product affect the value of the product so that it has an impact on 

customer satisfaction. So it can be concluded that the value of customers who are 

supported by good product value create customer satisfaction. 

 
b. Effect of Service Quality on Customer Satisfaction 

 

a. Answering the formulation of the problem and the fourth hypothesis can be 

observed from the results of the path analysis in Table 8. From the  table 

shows that service quality has a significant positive effect on customer 

satisfaction. This shows that the better the quality of service, the better 

customer satisfaction. This finding is in accordance with the results of Chang's 
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(2017) research that defines that service quality has a long-term effect in 

shaping customer satisfaction make customers loyal to the company. 

b. The results of this study also found that service quality has an indirect effect on 

customer satisfaction through product value. This shows that the better the quality of 

service provided by the company increase the value of the product so that it has an 

impact on customer satisfaction. 

c. Effect of Product Value on Customer Satisfaction 

Answering the problem statement and the fifth hypothesis can be observed 

from the results of the path analysis in Table 8. From the table shows that the product 

value has a significant positive effect on customer satisfaction. This shows that the 

higher the value of the products produced by the company further increase customer 

satisfaction. This finding is consistent with the opinion of Kotler and Armstrong 

(2012: 144) which says that product and service satisfaction, customer satisfaction, 

and company profitability are three things that are closely related. The higher the 

level of quality, the higher the level of customer satisfaction generated. These 

findings are also consistent with the results of Hidayat's (2009) study which found 

that the better the value for customers provided by Bank Mandiri in East Java, the 

more satisfied customers were with the product. 

 
Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of the analysis and discussion the following conclusions can be 

drawn: 

1. Customer value has a significant positive effect on product value. This shows 

that good customer value increase the value of the product. 

2. Service quality has a significant positive effect on product value. This shows 

that the better the quality of service perceived by customers, the more value 

the product increase. 
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3. Customer value has no significant positive effect on customer satisfaction. 

This shows that good customer value does not create customer satisfaction. 

The results of this study also found that customer value has an indirect effect 

on customer satisfaction through product value. This shows that the perceived 

value of customers for a product will affect the value of the product so that it 

has an impact on customer satisfaction. 

4. Service quality has a significant positive effect on customer satisfaction. This 

shows that the better the quality of service, the better customer satisfaction. 

5. Product value has a significant positive effect on customer satisfaction. This 

shows that the higher the value of the products produced by the company 

increase customer satisfaction. 

Suggestion 

Based on the results of the analysis and discussion, the suggestions for both the 

development of science and for practical interests are raised as follows: 

1. The company should pay more attention to the quality of service to customers. 

Indicators of service quality that must be considered more are responsiveness 

and reliability. Because these two indicators are the main indicators of service 

quality. With good service quality, customer satisfaction is better. 
 

2. The company must pay more attention to customer value, how customer value 
can create customer satisfaction (sacrifice). Regardless of customer value 

(especially waiting time and layout) then customer satisfaction decrease and 

competitive to other retailers. Good layout make it difficult for customers to 

find their needs so that increasingly require a long time. 
 

3. Further researchers are advised to focus more research on the value of 

customers (sacrifice) and the value of the product / service. Need to 

distinguish between customer value and product / service value. Because these 

two variables are different but still limited research on these two variables. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study design included in the associative descriptive study, to seek the influence 

of tax reform practice, the intensity of the tax audit, service quality, the tax collection, 

tax compliance, and the tax ratio of Makassar. The research problems are, what is 

the influential of the practice of taxation reform, Intensity Inspection, Service Quality 

on Taxpayer Compliance. D oes the practice of taxation reform, Intensity Inspection, 

Service Quality, and Compliance influence the tax ratio. The research location 

around eight tax office service. The study population was all of personal officials, 

which consist of Account Representative, Collector, and Inspectors and samples 

collected are 200. Technical analysis using structural equation model. The results of 

this study indicate that the practice of tax reform, the intensity of tax audits, and the 

quality of tax services influence the tax compliance. There is an influence of the tax 

reform, the intensity of tax audits, the quality of service tax, and taxpayer compliance 

toward the tax ratio. Research implication that tax ratio can be improved by 

strengthening tax compliance through in-depth research on the determination of 

taxes payable and other penalties, directing applied bookkeeping  appropriately, 

while still based on the rules of taxation, but keeping financial management to tax the 

tax authorities are still trying to make efforts to increase the nominal tax receipts, and 

increased taxpayer compliance. 

Key words: Tax reform practice, tax audit intensity, quality of service, compliance 

taxpayer, tax ratio*
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A. Introduction 

Indonesia's tax ratio has only reached 12.1 percent, which is below Malaysia 

and Thailand, which has reached 17 percent, or South Korea 24 percent, and OECD 

member countries at 34 percent ( Justin Prastowo.1212 ). Nearly 75 percent of state 

expenditures financed by taxes need tax reform to increase tax revenues.  Tax 

reform in the form of updates to the System National Tax has seven privilege, s 

ederhana, both in the number and types of taxes, tariffs and their systems are levied, 

m eniadakan double taxation, m encerminkan the principle of equity in the imposition 

and assignment, m emberikan legal certainty, both for Taxpayers Taxes and Fiscus , 

blocking opportunities for tax smuggling and abuse of authority , gives great 

confidence to taxpayers by applying the principle of calculating, depositing and 

reporting their own tax obligations (self assessment) , encouraging economic and 

business activities through various provisions. 

Economic growth in Makassar expected to synergize with increased tax 

revenue in Indonesia . The city of Makassar in the last decade has experienced very 

rapid development. The economic growth of Makassar City is included as the highest 

economic growth in Indonesia, averaging over 9 percent per year (BPS, 201 3 ). The 

growth rate of the population of Makassar City also experienced a significant 

increase, from 1,157,905 people in 2001 to 1,352,136 in 2011, or an average of 1.56 

percent per year (BPS, 201 3 ). This economic growth and population shows the  

high dynamics of the life of Makassar City so that it has consequences for the 

increasing demand for land in the city. Symptoms of urban sprawl or city perforation 

have appeared on the surface, and it is feared that it can cause environmental 

degradation in Makassar City and its periphery . Makassar City is also the center of 

the development plan for the Mamminasata megapolitan covering one city and three 

regencies in South Sulawesi, namely Makassar City, Maros, Sungguminasa (Gowa) 

and Takalar Regencies (Perpres No.55 of 2011). This development plan increasingly 

requires attention so that the interests of urban development and environmental 

sustainability, especially in peri-urban areas, can take place. When based on the 

findings of Besley and Persson (2011) the government's ability to increase income 

for economic development comes from strengthening macro sources of income and 
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expenditure. Based on these findings and compared with data on economic growth, 

the tax performance will decrease, but if it is based on income per capita of the 

population, then the tax performance will increase, especially the performance of 

individual tax (OP) . 

This study aims to determine the significance of the effect of tax reform 

practices , tax audit intensity, and service quality against tax ratio that is mediated by 

PAJ ak mandatory compliance. The contribution of this research is to contribute to 

the study of tax reform theory, which is to obtain a more comprehensive picture in 

understanding the phenomena that are related to the taxation mechanism , giving 

contributions to the study of tax theory, especially those related to the examination 

and quality of public services , and providing contribution to the study of compliance 

theory and tax collection . In practice , giving thought contribution to tax authorities in 

management implementation in tax reform through strengthening taxation reform 

practices, inspection intensity, and improving service quality . 

Many tax avoidance practices are known as the shadow economy never 

reported as income in the Income Tax annual notification form (SPT), the activity is 

included in the tax evasion criteria . Tax smuggling resulted in the tax burden to be 

borne by the taxpayers who honestly pay taxes become more severe, and it  

menunju k kan injustice. According to Schneider and Enste (200 6 ), the percentage 

of shadow economy on GDP is around 35-44 percent in developing countries , while 

in developed countries it can reach 14-16 percent of GDP, while in developing 

countries it can reach 35-44 percent . The increase in underground economic 

activities coupled with tax smuggling is very detrimental to the state because  it 

means the loss of tax money that is needed to finance education, health and other 

poverty alleviation programs. Therefore, the idea arises to reimburse the unpaid tax 

from underground economic activities through a special program, namely tax 

amnesty. 

The Government of the Republic of Indonesia carried out a tax reform to 

stimulate an increase in tax ratio. The tax reform tactic will succeed if it passes 

several measures. A measure of reform with the improvement of the tax system 

which will reduce tax evasion and smuggling (Bernardi and Gandullia , 200 5 ) . 
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Improvement of tax revenue structure that reflects justice, because the tax burden is 

directly proportional to the ability to pay taxes (Rendetti, 20 07 ). Increase k 

epatuhan taxes (tax compliance) which is directly proportional to the control of 

corruption and debureaucratization (Belkaoui, 200 7 ). and there is a link between  

tax compliance and good public services, as well as trust in the judiciary, and good 

democratic practices ( Yustinus Prastowo 2012) . Based on these efforts, the 

government continues to prevent the failure of tax reform and the development of a 

good tax system is a manifestation of the failure of institutional processes. 

Even though tax reform has been carried out, the achievement of the tax ratio 

in Makassar is still low. Many efforts have been made by the government, including  

in relation to tax reform. This tax reform has implications for improving tax services 

so that people feel that paying taxes does not experience difficulties. With improved 

tax services, tax communication is still carried out through mass communication 

through radio, television and personal communication carried out by account 

representative officials . The role of account representative officials aims to help 

taxpayers who have difficulty in making tax reporting. Another effort carried out is to 

conduct a tax audit to ensure the accuracy of tax owed so that taxpayers can find out 

their tax obligations, and avoid tax avoidance efforts and increase taxpayer 

compliance. 

Tax ratio of Makassar City 2008, which reached seven percent. The 

percentage was considered reasonable because it was considered high compared to 

a number of other cities which only reached 2-3 percent, he admitted, the value was 

far below the national " tax ratio " of 13.1 percent. The level of tax compliance is 

influenced by factors, among others, the amount of income tax rate, the perception  

of the taxpayer for the use of tax money, tax treatment, the implementation of law 

enforcement, heavy (its light) tax penalties, completeness and accuracy of the data 

base (Alm et.al, 1990). Taxpayer compliance is the extent to which taxpayers follow 

the laws and regulations that apply in reporting tax payable ( Nzotta, 2007 ). 

Simanjuntak (2008) states that taxpayer compliance also includes non-compliance, 

namely intentional non-compliance and unintentional disobedience. Intentional 

disobedience is a violation of tax regulations. This is because taxpayers try to avoid 
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their tax obligations. Accidental non-compliance occurs because the taxpayer does 

not know or understand the tax rules. 

Based on background and motivation , the formulation of the problem is 

whether tax reform practices , audit intensity , service quality affect taxpayer 

compliance at the Makassar Tax Office ? Does the practice of tax reform , intensity 

of inspection , quality of service , and taxpayer compliance affect the tax ratio at the 

Makassar Tax Office ? 

 
B. Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis 

2.1. Tax Reform 

Tax reform was first in Peru in 1991, when the government dismissed several 

tax collector employees and formed a semi-autonomous revenue agency (SUNAT) 

by recruiting staff from the private sector and simplifying codes and filling taxes but 

not changing taxation policies and rules due to perception society over taxes is 

increasing state revenues and reducing government spending as long as there is no 

relevance to nation building, so tax reform is very successful in Peru. Tax reform in 

several large countries emphasizes on household wealth taxes, known as Pay As 

You Earn, and imposes taxes on alcohol, fuel and tobacco. While tax reform in 

developing countries places more emphasis on non-tax revenues such as taxes on 

development assistance, taxes on oil, gas and minerals mined, import taxes, profits 

of business entities, although they are not very attractive among politicians and 

entrepreneurs because they are too restrictive business entity ( Moore, 2013 ) 

The practice of tax reform according to Eissa, Kleven and Kreiner (2004) 

relates to market behavior and the economic balance of a country. Tax reform 

according to Ilzetzkiy , et . Al (2013) is an increase in tax acceptance without a 

reduction in marginal tax rates. Nevertheless, the tax reform step is a step in the 

political economic impact, so do tax reform b erbeda - depending on each country in 

accordance with the purpose or political measures each country. Another view 

according to Besley and Persson (2011) is the ability of the government to increase 

income for economic development with several strengthening sources of macro 

income and expenditure. In general, tax reform measures are coercive to ensure the 
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survival of a country because of elements of fines and confiscation if caught not 

obeying the taxation rules. In general, the imposition of reform policies is aimed at 

the industrial sector and in developed countries, while agriculture-based countries 

and the like will implement tax reform related to the field, so that a country's 

economic development policies are concentrated in the areas subject to reform so as 

to ensure continuity of acceptance country. 

The taxation system applicable in Indonesia is called national taxation which 

consists of central tax and regional tax. According to Achmad Tjahyono (2000) the 

central tax is taxes that are managed by the central government in this case by the 

Directorate General of Taxes, Ministry of Finance. Whereas Regional Taxes are 

taxes managed by the Regional Government both by the Province and by the 

Regency / City. Both types of central taxes and local taxes are constituted as a 

whole in the sense that they are not contradictory. The type of tax audited at the Tax 

Service Office (KPP) consists of only 3 (three), namely: 

a. First Income Tax (PPh), Income Tax is a tax imposed on an individual or entity 

for income received or earned in one tax year, 

b. Second , Value Added Tax (VAT) is a tax imposed on the import or delivery of 

Taxable Goods or Taxable Services within the Customs Area, 

c. Third , Sales Tax on Luxury Goods (PPn . BM) is charged as an addition to VAT 

charges, namely on the import or delivery of Taxable Goods classified as Luxury 

in the Customs Area, and other luxury goods in accordance with the provisions. 

Tax reform in the 1800s when Henry George published the book Progress and 

Poverty explained his theory that in an optimal population, land taxes are the same 

as public goods, so taxes on the earth are imposed and taxes are not imposed on 

labor and capital Tax reform at the beginning in 1930 wanted all Americans to pay 

taxes sourced from all income lines and all production lines. But in the George W. 

Bush era, tax reform was sometimes associated with political conditions, because 

many researchers wanted tax reform to be simplified in consumption taxes and 

value-added taxes, even Milton Friedman said that tax reform should not be a 

burden on society because if taxes increase then prices selling also increases so  

that the number of public officials is getting smaller and the resources used are 
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wasted, but if the tax is flat then it does not become a burden on the community and 

the supply of products is not reduced and the community's deman is not reduced 

because it does not increase the selling price. ( Foldvary, 2006 ) 

Agus Budiatmanto's (1999) study states that the change from the Official 

Assessment System (OAS) to the Self Assessment System (SAS) has proven to 

increase taxpayer compliance, with compliance proxy is the amount of tax collected. 

After their Refor 1983 m ation tax by converting OAS into SAS tax revenue  

increased significantly, it is proved that the better tax compliance since the tax 

reform. With SAS, the administration system will increase more efficiently and more 

productively. The implementation of this system requires the understanding of 

taxpayers' tax regulations which include NPWP registration, rights and obligations, 

procedures for calculating, depositing and reporting, as well as the elimination of the 

Taxpayer Identification Number (NPWP) and revocation of the Taxable 

Entrepreneur's Inaugural Number (NPPKP). Understanding of these matters needs 

to be followed by the implementation of all tax laws and regulations that are 

consciously based on voluntary complience from the Taxpayer community. In this 

case, tax administration plays an active role in carrying out the duties of coaching, 

service, supervision, and the application of sanctions in accordance with taxation 

laws and regulations. 

Gagasan implementation of tax reform involves change simultaneously expand 

tax base , eliminate preference tax , reduce average elasticity tax base , and 

increase both horizontal and vertical income (Islam, 2001) . Instead , tax reform 

considers political power which allows for the passage of legislation. Fiscal policy is 

one option against change tax base and tax rate to increase income . Ahmed and S 

tern ( 199 1) said that the practice of tax reform can increase income in developing 

countries, because the practice of tax reform is very different between rich countries 

with poor countries, let alone taxes based on income, consumption that leads to tax 

rates and the potential for emergence source of income. On the other hand, 

according to Gordon and Li (2005) in Ahmed and S tern ( 199 1), tax reform is 

practically difficult to implement in poor countries because it is very vulnerable to 

corruption and collusion, where tax avoidance is very high. The practice of taxreform 
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by Ilzetzkiy (2013) can eliminate some of the principles in taxation but does not 

eliminate'm a nfaat due to political problems in their establishment. 

 
2.2. Tax audits 

The main objective of the implementation of the tax audit is to foster taxpayer 

compliance behavior in fulfilling tax obligations ( tax compliance ), namely by law 

enforcement so that it will have an impact on increasing tax revenue on KPPs that 

will be included in the state treasury. Thus, the tax audit is a guard fence so that 

taxpayers continue to comply with their obligations (Kusujarwati et.al , 2012). 

In order to achieve the tax revenue target and test compliance, as well as 

service to taxpayers, the Directorate General of Taxation conducts a search for new 

Taxpayers' potential to increase the number of taxpayers and conduct an 

examination of existing taxpayers through the leading implementers of the Tax 

Service Office (Kosasi, 2008). In conducting tax checks on taxpayers in an effort to 

achieve the tax revenue target, problems often faced by tax authorities in carrying 

out their duties, to control tax revenue targets, include: 

a. Target factors and realization of tax revenue 

b. Lack of understanding of taxpayers regarding the current taxation legislation, 

these two problems can affect what has been planned by the Tax Service Office 

in the tax revenue plan. 

 
2.3. Quality of Service 

Initially the quality of service was needed to increase economic service 

activities in various countries. Then Munhurrun, Bhiwajee, and Naidoo (2010) said 

that because in an era of very high competition and in global scope, quality services 

that are of a strategic nature are not excluded from public services. This is according 

to Munhurrun, Bhiwajee, and Naidoo (2010) that the quality of services in public 

services places more emphasis on efficiency and the public always wants the 

government to change in providing services because government services are very 

slow, convoluted and which are worse according to Munhurrun, Bhiwajee, and 
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Naidoo (2010), the results are not clearly measured and are not even easy to follow 

environmental changes because they are determined by legal strengthening 

In the book Delivering Quality Services written by Parasuraman, et.al (1985), 

about how the customer response and expectations of the service they receive, both 

in the form of goods and services. In this case, the goal of public service in general is 

how to prepare the public service that is desired or needed by the public, and how to 

express it properly to the public about its choices and how to access it that is  

planned and provided by the government. Then, for these purposes detailed as 

follows: 

a. Determine the public services provided, what kind of things are; 

b. Treat service users, as customers ; 

c. Trying to satisfy service users, according to what they want; 

d. Looking for ways to deliver the best and quality services; 

e. Providing ways, if the service user has no other choice ” ( Parasuraman, et.al , 

1985 ) 

Departing from the question of questioning people's satisfaction with what is 

given by the servant in this case, namely public administration service is the 

government itself with what they want, that is the extent to which the public hopes 

what they ultimately receive. Thus an assessment is made of the similarity between 

expectations and reality, if it is not the same, the government is expected to correct 

the situation to be more thorough to improve the quality of public services. 

It was then questioned whether the public's will, such as the right cost 

provisions, the time taken into account and the quality demanded by the community 

could be fulfilled. If not fulfilled, the government is expected to correct the situation, 

while if fulfilled continue to the next question, about various information received by 

the community regarding the situation and conditions, and the rules that complete it. 

Basically there are 3 (three) main provisions in seeing the high and low quality of 

public services, namely the interpersonal part that carries out ( Inter Personal 

Component ); 

a. The process and environment parts that affect (Process and Environment 

Component ); 
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b. Professional and technical parts used (Professional and Technical Components 

). 

In relation to improving service quality, a government policy is needed. This 

intended policy is expected to provide changes to public services, especially those 

that are licensing. Therefore, the policy of implementing taxation rules both in terms 

of services, billing, and inspection is one of the forms of government policy in order  

to improve the quality of public services that can increase state revenues in the 

taxation sector. 

 
2.4. Taxpayer Compliance 

Compliance is the motivation of a person, group or organization to do or not to 

do something with a set rule. A person's obedient behavior is an interaction between 

individual group behavior and organization (Gibson et al . 200 9 ) . The motivation 

that a person has is greatly affected by environmental factors, both internal and 

external. Compliance is a behavior to do or not work on certain activities in 

accordance with the rules and rules that apply ( Suryadi, 2006 ). From this definition 

it can be interpreted that taxpayer compliance is an act or behavior of a taxpayer in 

fulfilling its tax obligations in accordance with applicable regulations. The level of 

taxpayer compliance is influenced by factors such as: the amount of income, tax 

rates, perception of taxpayers on the use of tax money, tax treatment, law 

enforcement, weight (light) taxation sanctions and the completeness and accuracy of 

data base (Alm et.al (1990). 

Taxpayer compliance is the extent to which taxpayers follow the laws and 

regulations that apply in reporting tax payable ( Nzotta, 2007) . Simanjuntak (2008) 

states that taxpayer compliance also includes non-compliance, namely intentional 

non-compliance and unintentional disobedience. Intentional disobedience is a 

violation of tax regulations. This is because taxpayers try to avoid their tax 

obligations. Accidental non-compliance occurs because the taxpayer does not know 

or understand the tax rules. 

 
2.5. Tax ratio 
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Tax ratio is used in measuring tax revenue performance. Tax Ratio uses the 

amount of tax revenue and Gross Domestic Product as items in the calculation. 

According to Martina, et . Al (2008) problems in the Tax Ratio itself appear from each 

item that. The item of tax revenue in the tax ratio alone does not specify explicitly 

whether this revenue is only from the tax received by the Directorate General of 

Taxation alone or includes the restitution and tax borne by the government. This 

causes the tax ratio to be uncomparable for comparisons between countries, 

because interested parties can take advantage of this opportunity to increase or 

reduce the amount of tax revenue. Gross domestic income (GDP) is disputed due to 

the reference of the year or base used. The benchmark year which is the basis for 

calculation can also be very political because it could have been chosen for a year 

with low inflation so that the GDP aggregation results would be high. In addition, the 

classic problem is the concept of price which means distortion, the process of 

imputation in the calculation of GDP and the possibility of not recording the informal 

sector and even the underground economy. However, this weakness does not make 

this indicator of success not feasible to use, because in fact until now the tax the 

most widely used ratio . 

Based on this conceptual framework, a framework of thought for this research 

is developed, namely: 

1. Reforms improve taxpayer compliance to deposit and report taxes appropriately. 

Islam (2001) practices of tax reform can change the level of community 

compliance. Ahmad and Stern (19 91 ) with national tax reform made people 

more obedient. 

Bird et al ( 2012 ) after tax reform the number of taxpayers will be more 

widespread and more obedient. Summers ( 199 1) tax reform will also be carried 

out on the tax authorities to be more compliant with the partnership pattern 

between tax authorities and taxpayers. Ahmed and S tern ( 199 1) with tax 

reform encourages taxpayers to be more obedient in implementing with 

awareness and obligation to pay taxes. Suhendra (2010) taxation regulations 

often experience changes and developments so that people want to be more 

obedient. 
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H 1 : Tax reform practices affect taxpayer compliance. 

2. The application of the self assessment system will effectively improve tax 

performance ( Sharifuddin Husen , 1999). Next, Sharifuddin Husen (1999) 

shows that the level of compliance is still low, this can be seen from the lack of 

optimal tax revenues reflected in the tax gap and tax ratio. Summers ( 199 1) 

reformation in the practice of tax administration can improve achievement 

performance if making improvements or improvements. Summers ( 199 1) tax 

reform practices including human resource development, information 

technology, organizational structure, processes and procedures, as well as 

financial resources and sufficient incentives can increase tax revenue. Sumantry 

(2011) practices tax reform to help tax revenue. Reform can go according to 

plan, will boost tax revenue because the potential for tax revenue in Indonesia is 

still quite large (Sumantry, 2011). Fuad Bawazier (2011) compliance with tax 

obligations is a tax reform target that can improve the achievement of tax 

revenue. Islam (2001) practices of tax reform can increase tax revenues. Ayee 

(2007) tax revenues tend to increase when reforms are applied to tax rates. 

Roché ( 1984 ) the better tax revenue and the more economic growth of a region 

if recara is controlled to implement tax reform. Sumantry (2011) the performance 

of tax revenues is increasing if the tax reform changes are made. 

H 2 : Tax reform practices affect the tax ratio . 

3. Tax audit according to Listyaningtyas (2012) became the basis for educating 

and inviting taxpayers to be more obedient to the prevailing tax rules. 

Braithwaite (200 3 ) checks that consistently achieve the achievement of 

taxation policy targets. Kusujarwati et.al (2012) that the supervisory function is to 

examine taxpayer compliance. Kusujarwati et.al (2012) tax audits have a 

positive impact on individual taxpayer compliance. Self assessment system also 

requires taxpayers to be ready to face compliance testing Suhendra (2010). The 

tax audit is a guard fence so that taxpayers continue to obey their obligations ( 

Kusujarwati et.al , 2012). Spicer and Thomas (1982) taxpayer compliance is 

influenced by tax audits. Taxpayers who are examined will try to comply 
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(Nurmantu, 2003). Kosasi (2008) achieving tax revenue targets and testing 

compliance, as well as service to taxpayers, by way of checking taxpayers. 

H 3 : The intensity of the examination affects taxpayer compliance . 

4. Evaluation intensively to improve compliance and acceptance of the real against 

the state (Suhendra, 2010). The same thing by Erwin (2009) the purpose of the 

tax audit is to increase state revenues. 

Kosasi (2008) the achievement of the tax revenue target can be done intensively 

by conducting an examination . Alm and Murray (1990) and Simatupang (2011), 

the performance of achieving tax revenue can be done by intensifying taxpayer 

checks. Tax audit of taxpayers according to Kosasi (2008) and Listyaningtyas 

(2012) in an effort to achieve tax revenue targets, but the constraints faced by  

tax authorities in carrying out their duties are setting targets and realization of tax 

revenues. 

H 4 : Inspection intensity affects the Tax ratio . 

5. Service quality according to Parasuraman, et al . (1985) including public 

services aimed at making the community more resilient in mutually beneficial 

patterns and adhering to one another and more obedient to the rules that were 

mutually agreed upon. Asubont eng et al (1996) there is a positive influence 

between service quality on tax compliance through satisfaction variables. 

According to Parasuraman, et al . (1985), Zeithaml, et.al (200 9) quality of 

service means that the focus of evaluations that reflect the perceptions 

pelanggang and reliability, certainty or assurance, responsiveness, empathy and 

tangible. Gendut and Lia (2007) quality of service influences the tax payment 

compensation. Nuroctaviani and Agus (2012) Taxpayer compliance is carried  

out by improving service quality. The effect of tax service quality on taxpayer 

compliance according to Gendut and Lia (2007) is significant and positive. 

Nugroho and Sumadi (2005) responsibility variables , and assurance variables 

have the most dominant influence on taxpayer compliance. Nuroctaviani and 

Agus (2012) service quality does not have a positive effect on compliance with 

paying taxes because the dimensions of service quality are still lacking. C h an 

et.al (2000), several dimensions of quality of service tax authorities to make 
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people submissive, but other dimensions are not memnjamin compliance during 

the absence of reliability and care as an indicator of the competence of the 

taxpayer in providing clarity in the tax service. The influence of tax authorities 

services according to Karsimiati (2009) has a positive and significant effect on 

taxpayer compliance. 

H 5 : Service quality affects taxpayer compliance . 

6. Hardiningsih and Yulianawati (2011) Quality of service to public services can 

provide satisfaction and increase performance. Quality in a tax service  

according to Asubonten et.al , (1996) is a dynamic condition that deals with 

products, human services, processes, and the environment that meets or 

exceeds the expectations of those who want it, in this case the taxpayer and the 

government. prime to the taxpayer community according to Parasuraman, et al . 

(1985) will be fulfilled if HR performs its duties in a professional, disciplined and 

transparent manner so as to provide high performance. Suryadi (2006) , service 

quality to provide information, guidance and direction for many parties in order to 

assess tax service performance, find points of weaknesses and shortcomings 

that ultimately make improvements in order to provide excellent services for 

service users. Nuroctaviani and Agus (2012), taxpayer compliance is carried out 

to improve service quality. Gendut, and Lia (2007), service quality influences tax 

revenue. Service quality must be improved to increase satisfaction, taxpayer 

compliance to improve tax performance ( Nuroctaviani and Agus , 2012). 

Suryadi (2006), there is a relationship between awareness, service, taxpayer 

compliance and its effect on tax revenue performance. 

H 6 : Service quality affects the Tax Ratio. 

7. Tax revenue according to Czepiel (1990) , is largely determined by taxpayer 

compliance. Tax potential is realized optimally because of taxpayer compliance 

(Kurniawan, 20 11 ). Tax revenue according to Alm, Bahl, Murray (1990) 

because he has reported correctly the calculation and withholding of tax on his 

income. Alm, et al. (1990) taxpayers who adhere to the tax system can increase 

tax revenue. According to Gunadi (200 4 ) tax compliance ( tax compliance ) to 

fulfill its tax obligations and indirectly increase state compliance. Taxpayer 
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compliance will increase state revenue (Nurmantu, 200 3 ). According to Erwin 

(2009), continuous community awareness and compliance must be cultivated to 

achieve tax targets. This is according to Suhendra (2012) and Hardiningsih, and 

Yulianawati (2011) to fulfill tax obligations in accordance with applicable 

regulations. Erwin (2009) , Suryadi (2006) and Park and Hyun (20 03 ) 

intensified tax compliance, so as to increase tax revenue. Jeffrey, Scholz and 

Witte (eds) .89 (19 8 9) awareness of the importance of control in the tax subject 

helps smooth payment. 

H 7 : Taxpayer compliance affects the Tax Ratio. 

 
 

C. R esearch method 

The design of this study in terms of the research objectives included in 

associative descriptive research, namely finding the influence and explaining the 

causal relationship between the variables of tax reform pratic variables , tax audit 

intensity , service quality, tax collection, tax compliance, and tax performance se 

Makassar. The location of this study is at eight tax service offices, both the Primary 

Tax Service Office, and the Office of the Tax Administration in Makassar . The data 

collection of this research was conducted in early June 2014 until the end of July 

2014, which was adjusted to the service time or working hours of the Primary and 

Associated Tax Service Office. 

The population of this study is all Account Representative (AR) officials , 

collectors and tax inspectors in each Tax Service Office. According Arikunto and 

Subarsini (1998) that the purpose of the researcher a n adapted to the phenomenon 

that occurs and the underlying theories and findings. Sampling in this study is 

adjusted to the SEM analysis techniques. The research sample used SEM analysis 

according to Sekaran (200 6 ), for social studies ranging from 30 samples to 500 

samples, and research using many variables, it was recommended ten times the 

number of research variables. 

The size of the sample in this study was 200 respondents spread over 8 Tax 

Service Offices as listed in Table 1 . 

Table . 1 Number of Samples of the Makassar Regional Tax Office 
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Name of KPP Respondents 

Madya Makassar 25 

Pratama Makassar Barat 25 

Pratama Makassar Timur 25 

Pratama Makassar Utara 25 

Amount 200 

 

The type of data used in this study is quantitative data and qualitative data, 

namely data obtained by measuring the value of one or more variables in the 

sample. In this study, several variables are measured by ordinal data, namely 

primary data sourced from respondents conducted by filling out questionnaires. 

The analytical model used in this study is the structural equation analysis of 

Structural Equation Model (SEM) with simultaneous equations, with the data used is 

ordinal data. Based on the conceptual framework in the Path Analysis model above, 

functional equation can be formed in the model with the reduced form as follows: 

(1). Y 1 = f (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) ( 1) 

(2). Y 2 = f (X 1 , X 2, X 3 , Y 1 ) ( 2) 

Based on the functional model above (4.1, 4.2 and 4.3), the linear function 

equation model or the form of regression equation can be written can be continued in 

the form of the smallest equation reduce form. Considering that the model compiled 

in this study is a pathway with simultaneous equations, and the data obtained is in 

the form of ratio data , the data analysis method that is most appropriate to analyze 

the data is path analysis with the Structural Equation Model (SEM) technique using 

PLS (Partial Least Square) in Figure 2. With the technical analysis , functional 

equation can be formed . Based on the path diagram , the form of mathematical 

equations can be described as follows. 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Outer Model structural equation 
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Latent 
variable 

Indicator Latent equation Indicator variable 

 
X 1 

Tax Reform 
Pact 

 
 

X 2 
Tax Inspection 

Intensity 

λREFOR1.1 
X 1.1 = λREFOR1.1 X 1 + 
δ 1 

λREFOR1.2 
X 1.2 = λREFOR1.2 X 1 + 
δ 2 

λREFOR1.3 
X 1.3 = λREFOR1.3 X 1 + 
δ 3 

λINTENS2.4 
X 1.4 = λINTENS2.4 X 1 + 
δ 4 

λINTENS2.5 
X 2.5 = λINTENS2.5 X 2 + 
δ 5 

λSERCQUAL3.6 
X 2.6 = λSERCQUAL3.6 X 

2 + δ 6 

λSERCQUAL3.7 
X 2.7 = λSERCQUA3.7 X 

2 + δ 7 

λSERCQUAL3.8 
X 2.8 = λSERCQUA3.8 X 

2 + δ 8 

λSERCQUAL3.9 
X 2.9 = λSERCQUA3.9 X 

2 + δ 9 

K etaatan taxpayer 

 
K epercayaan taxpayer 

The productivity of the 
apparatus 

Examination assignment 
letter 

Tax assessments 

Skill Competence, 
Knowledge, 

Experience Experience. 

High motivation as a public 
servant. 
Integrated Service Place 
(TPT). 

 
 

X3 
Quality of 
Service 

λSERCQUAL3.1 
0 
λSERCQUAL3.1 
1 

λSERCQUAL3.1 
2 

λSERCQUAL3.1 
3 
λSERCQUAL3.1 
4 
λSERCQUAL3.1 
5 
λSERCQUAL3.1 
6 

X 2.10 = λSERCQUA3.10 
X 2 + δ 10 
X 2.11 = λSERCQUA3.11 
X 2 + δ 11 
X 2.12 = 
λSERCQUAP3.12 X 2 + δ 

12 

X 3.13 = λSERCQUA3.13 
X 3 + δ 13 

X 3.14 = λSERCQUA3.14 
X 3 + δ 14 
X 3.15 = λSERCQUA 3 .15 
X 3 + δ 15 
X 3.16 = λSERCQUA3.16 
X 3 + δ 16 

Supervision of the service 
process. 

Excellent service system. 

 
Reliability 

 
Responsiveness 

Assurance (assurance), 

Empathy (empathy) 

Tangible 

 

 
Y 

Taxpayer 
Compliance 

 
 

Z 
T ax Ratio 

λKEPATUH1.1 X 3.17 = λKEPATUH1.1 X 

1 + ξ 1 

λKEPATUH1.2 
X 3.18 = λKEPATUH 1.2 X 

3 + ξ 2 

λKEPATUH1.3 X 3.19 = λKEPATUH1.3 X 

3 + ξ 3 

λKEPATUH1.4 
X 3.20 = λKEPATUH1.4 X 
3 + ξ 4 

λTAXRTIO2.5 X 3.21 = λTAXRTIO2.5 X 3 
+ ξ 5 

Timely submission of SPT 

Do not have tax arrears 

Never been sentenced 

Carry out bookkeeping 

Increase in nominal tax 
revenue 

  λTAXRTIO2.6 X 3.22 = λTAXRTIO2.6 X 3 Increased compliance with 
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+ ξ 6 taxpayers 

λTAXRTIO2.7 
X 3.23  = λTAXRTIO2.7 X 3 Increased tax subject. 

  + ξ 7  
Parameter estimation in PLS is least square methods which includes 3 things 

(Solimun, 2008; Imam , 2008): 

a. Weight estimate is used to calculate latent variable data. 

b. Estimated path ( path estimate ) that connects between latent 

variables and estimated loading between latent variables and indicators. 

c. Means and location parameters (regression constant values, 

intercepts ) for indicators and latent variables 

As the first step, the algorithm iteration is to calculate the outside  

approximation estimate from the latent variable by adding the main indicator in each 

indicator group with equal weight . The weight for each iteration is scaled to get the 

variance unit of the latent variable score for N cases scaled in the sample. By using  

a score for each latent variable that has been estimated, an inside approximation 

estimates the latent variable. 

There are three initial iteration schemes that have been developed to combine 

neighboring latent variables ( neighboring LV) to obtain estimates of certain latent 

variables: centroid , factor and path weighting . Weighting scheme with centroid is 

the original procedure used by Wold. This method only considers the correlation 

between latent variables and neighboring latent variables ( neighboring LV ). The 

value of the correlation strength and direction of the structural model is not taken into 

account. Scheme weighting factors using correlation coefficients between the latent 

variables with latent variables neighbors with weighting ( weight ). The latent variable 

becomes the principal component ( the main component) of the neighboring latent 

variable. The weight scheme with a factor maximizes the variant of the main 

component of the latent variable when the number of latent variables becomes 

infinite. Scheme with path weighing weighs the antecedent or consequent variable of 

the latent variable that you want to estimate. 

Based on the estimation of the latent variable from the inside approximation, a 

new weighting approximation is obtained from the outside approximation . If the 

approximation score inside is fixed ( fxed ), it can be done simple regression or 
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multiple regression depending on whether the latent variable indicator is formative or 
 

reflective. Therefore   ,   , and   reflexive with the direction of causality as   if   from 

the latent variable to the indicator each indicator in each indicator group of the latent 

variable is individually regressed towards the estimation of the latent variable ( inside 

approximation score ). In the case of a formative model in the direction of causality 

as  if  from  an  indicator to  a  latent variable, multiple  regression  was carried out to 

estimate the indicator. Simple regression coefficient and multiple regression are  

then used as new weighting for outside approximation of each latent variable. 

After the latent variable score is estimated at stage one, the path relation is 

estimated by OLS ( Ordinary Least Square ) in stage two. Each dependent variable 

in the model (both endogenous latent variables and indicators in the reflexive model) 

is regressed against the independent variables (other latent variables or indicators in 

formative form). If the estimation results in stage two produce a meaningful value 

(the difference in mean , scale and variance gives significant results), then the 

parameters of the mean and location for indicators and latent variables are estimated 

in stage three. This is done by means of the mean of each indicator calculated first 

by using the original data, then using the weight obtained from step one, the mean 

for each latent variable is calculated. With the mean value for each latent variable 

and path coefficient of stage two, the parameter location for each dependent variable 

is calculated as the difference between the mean just calculated by systematic part 

accounted by the independent latent variables that influence it. 

Testing Goodness of fit is done both on the outer model and inner model.  

Outer model, when the indicator is reflexive, it is necessary to evaluate  the 

instrument calibration with instrument validation and reliability: 

a. Converging validity 

The correlation between the values of reflective indicators with latent variables 

of 0.5 to 0.6 is considered sufficient in the number of indicators per latent 

variable is not large, ranging from 3 to 7 indicators. 

b. Discriminant validity 
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Measurement of reflective indicators based on cross loading with latent 

variables. When the cross loading value on the relevant latent variable is the 

biggest compared to cross loading on other latent variables it is said to  be 

valid. Another method is by comparing the value of the square root of average 

variance extracted (AVE) of each latent variable with the correlation between 

other latent variables in the model, if AVE latent variable is greater than the 

correlation with all other latent variables it is said to have good discriminant 

validity . Recommended measurement values must be greaterthan 0.5 

(Solimun, 2008: 79). 

 
 
 
 
 

c. Composite reliability (PC) 

The group of variables that measure a variable has good composite reliability if 

it has a composite reliability ≥ 0.7, although it is not an absolute standard 

(Solimun, 2008, 79) 

The amount is equivalent to the total determination coefficient in  path  

analysis. 

Validity test 

Validity tests are conducted to ensure that each question is classified 

into each predetermined variable (Malhotra, Naresh K., Mark, Peterson, and 

Susan Bardi Kleiser. 1999). Questionnaires that have been compiled are 

tested by giving questions to a group of respondents with the aim of knowing 

how far the measuring instrument has validity and reliability. Valid and 

reliable instruments are the main requirements for obtaining valid and reliable 

research results (Sugiyono , 2002 ). The validity of a measurement scale can 

be defined "how far the difference between scores from observations 

(observed scale score) shows the actual difference between objects / 

respondents in the measured characteristics and not because of systematic 

or random error". Valid whether or not an item can be known by comparing 
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the product moment correlation index with its probability value (Arikunto , 

2002 ), if these items do not correlate significantly at the 5 percent 

significance level , the instrument is declared invalid. To test the validity, 

Pearson Product Moment is used , where the instrument is said to be valid if 

the correlation coefficient value (r)> r table. 

Reliability / Reliability Test 

The instrument reliability test in this study uses the Cronbach Alpha 

coefficient formula using the SPSS program package, where if the alpha 

value is greater than 0.6, the instrument is reliable (Singarimbun, Masri., And 

Sofian, Effendi.1989) 

Reliability can also be seen based on criteria according to Ferdinand, 

Agusty (2003) which states that the reliability of an instrument can be 

accepted or not is by looking at the number of items / categories used. If the 

number of items used is 5 items, then the item is said to be reliable if the 

standardized item alpha is greater than or equal to 0.20. If the number of 

items is equal to 10, the standardized alpha coefficient must be greater than 

or equal to 0.33. 

D. Data analysis, and discussion 

In this research will be testing the validity and reliab i l itas on each of the latent 

variables namely environmental variables, behavior, health care, and tax ratio with 

the help of software SmartPLS . Individual reflexive size is said to be valid if it has a 

loading value with the latent variable that wants to be measured , 0.5, if one indicator 

has a loading value of <0.5 then the indicator must be discarded because it will 

indicate that the indicator is not good enough to accurately measure the latent 

variable. Following is the output of structural equation path diagram in PLS using 

SmartPLS software . 

Based on the indications in Figure 3, it can be seen that there are four indicator 

variables with a loading value <0.5 that is on the indicator variables X 1 , X2, X 3 , Y 1 , 

and Y 2 . Here are the results of the second output, the structural equation path 

diagram in PLS using SmartPLS software . Eleven indicators on the quality of  

service that must be aborted because it is invalid in forming the latent variable. 
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Based on the results of the bootstrapping test after removing the indicator 

variables X 1 , X2, X 3 , Y 1 , and Y 2 . Then the second output is then seen in Figure 4 

can be concluded that : 

 

 
Variable 

Table.3. Validity test 

Loading   Average Standard 
T-

 

Sub 

 

 
information 

  Sample   

Refor 1 0.994 0.952 0.056 16,948 
Valid and 
significant 

Tax Reform 
Practices 

Refor 2 0.996 1,035 0.105 9,948 
Valid and 
significant 

Refor 3 1,000 1,001 0,000 4,000 
Valid and 
significant 

 

Tax audit 
Intense1 0.941 0.952 0.001 16,948 

Valid and 
significant 

intensity 
Intense2 0.901 1,035 0.002 9,948 

Valid and 
significant 

Servqual4 0.360 0.366 0.161 2,237 
Valid and 
significant 

Servqual5 1,011 1,006 0.013 78,145 
Valid and 
significant 

 
Servqual6 1,011 1,006 0.014 78,145 

Valid and 
significant 

Servqual7 1,011 1,006 0.015 78,145 
Valid and 
significant 

Taxpayer 
compliance 

Compliance5 0.994 0.052 0.001 15,048 
Valid and 
significant 

Raxrt1 0.333 0.333 0,000 4,000 
Valid and 
significant 

Tax Ratio Raxrt2 0.334 0.334 0,000 4,000 
Valid and 
significant 

Raxrt3 0.335 0.335 0,000 4,000 
Valid and 
significant 

Source: Smart PLS Bootstrapping Test Output 

 
 

 
Based on the above table it can be concluded that the value of the loading of 

the relationship indicator variables X1, X2 and X3 with Y1 and Y2 , each has a 

loading value of ≥ 0.5, and has a T-statistic value> 1.64 at the significance level = 

0.1 . The model that can be written is as follows: 

Table 4. indicator variables 
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Refor 1 = 0.994 + 0,056 

Refor 2 = 0.996 + 0.105 

Refor 3 = 1,000 + 0.000 

Intense1 = 0.941 + 0.001 

Intense2 = 0.901 + 0.002 

Servqual4 = 0.360 + 0.161 

Servqual5 = 1,011 + 0.013 

Servqual6 = 1,011 + 0.014 

Servqual7 = 1,011 + 0.015 

Compliance5 = 0.994 + 0.001 

Raxrt1 = 0.333 + 0.000 

Raxrt2 = 0.334 + 0.000 

Raxrt3 = 0.335 + 0.000 
 
 

For Test Reliability and Evaluation of Structural Models (Inner Models) In this 

study a variable is said to be quite reliable if the variable has a construcial value of 

greater than 0.6. Following are the results of reliability testing on each latent variable 

with the help of SmartPLS software . 

Table 5. Reliability Testing 
 

Inner Model Parameter 

Cronbach Coefficient 
 

Alpha 
 

 AVE r Square 
Taxpayer 

   compliance 
Tax Ratio  

Tax Reform Practices 0.990 0.986 0.062 0.053  

Tax audit intensity 1,000 1,000 0.099 0.026  

Service quality 0.909 0.799 0.595 0.126 0.75 

Taxpayer compliance 0.907 0.771  0.789  

Tax Ratio 1,000 1,000 0.789   

Source: Smart PLS Bootstrapping Test Output 

Based on the results of table 3 above , it can be concluded that for exogenous 

latent variables  have  a value  of AVE> 0.5 and ≥ 0.7 as well as the endogenous 
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latent variable tax ratio has a value of AVE> 0.5 and ≥ 0.7 then it can be concluded 

that the indicators used are variables ( X1, X2, X3, Y1 and Y 2 ) have good reliability 

or are able to measure the construct. 

 
E. Conclusion, implication 

Based on data analysis and discussion of research results, it can be concluded 

as follows: 

1. Parameter estimation of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) based on 

variance with Partial Least Squre (PLS) approach 

a. Estimated weights obtained through mode A and mode B , weights in 

mode A are obtained through the first derivative of simple regression 

coefficients of Z j namely , whereas mode B is obtained through the first 

derivative of the vector of multiple egression coefficients Xh, namely, 

b. Path estimation obtained through estimation of inner model and 

estimation of outer model that is obtained through the centroid scheme, 

namely :, the factor scheme is :, and the path scheme which is the 

multiple regression coefficient Y i of Y j , 

c. The average estimates obtained are and the parameter location 

estimates are constants for endogenous latent variables and 

averages for exogenous latent variables. 

2. While the fit model of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is based on 

variance with the Partial Least Squre (PLS) approach to . There is an effect 

of tax reform practices, tax audit intensity, tax service quality and taxpayer 

compliance with tax ratio with r 2 = 75 percent . . 

3. There is an influence of tax reform practices, tax audit intensity , and tax 

service quality on taxpayer compliance . 

4. There is an effect of tax reform practices , the intensity of tax audits, the 

quality of tax services , and taxpayer compliance with the tax ratio . 

5. I the application of research on compliance and obedience of taxpayers 

shows that taxpayer compliance with important rules is maintained, then 

builds taxpayer trust , motivates apparatus productivity improvement , 
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accelerates the issuance of audit assignment letters, examines the 

timeliness of tax assessment . In nature , providing tax services, each tax 

authorities need to motivate higher taxpayers, make it comfortable in 

integrated services, then the presence of supervision at all times in an 

integrated service place is needed to supervise the service process, and 

keep building a prime service system. 

6. The implications for improving the tax ratio can namely by strengthening tax 

compliance through in-depth research on the determination of payable tax 

and the determination of penalties for violations of the tax more equitable , 

directing penyelenggaan bookkeeping appropriately, while based on the tax 

regulations, and maintain financial management to tax it the tax authorities 

continue to strive to make efforts to increase nominal tax revenues, and 

increase taxpayer compliance. 

 
F. Suggestion and limitation 

Based on the results of the study, language, and conclusions then the 

following research suggestions are: 

1. Research compliance can be improved by continuously communicating 

technical and rules in calculating and reporting taxes, 

2. Tax communication should also be used by artist or official models, as well as 

inspirational stories that involve the persistence of small communities to pay 

taxes in order to support the economic growth., 

3. Service quality should be in the form of an individual approach that is finding out 

what difficulties taxpayers have in calculating and reporting tax owing, because 

not all taxpayers want to disclose their weaknesses and wealth so that the public 

can know., 

4. Examination carried out should not impact the law that frightens the taxpayer, 

but persuasively by making corrections and rectifying directly. 

Limitation of this study not all tax violator data can be known, and tax officials 

are also bound in ethics not to reveal taxpayer weaknesses specifically, but only 

taxpayers' weaknesses in general. 
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G. Contrbution 

The contribution of this research is policy that is to all tax authorities in Makassar's 

tax service area, starting from the head of the office, section head, account 

representative, and other tax service staff so as to continuously motivate, make it 

comfortable in the integrated service place, keep building the excellent service 

system , maintaining the financial stability of taxpayers while continuing to make 

efforts to increase nominal tax revenues, and increase compliance with taxpayers. 

Taxpayer compliance and tax ratio can be increased through personal 

communication and a more persuasive audit system between tax authorities and 

taxpayers. 
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This study focuses on two specific objectives. Firstly, to examine manage of productive 

waqf assets in Tosora Village Wajo Regency, South Sulawesi and Secondly, to identify 

how to empower productive waqf assets in Tosora Village, Wajo Regency, South 

Sulawesi. This research applied on qualitative method. The data processed an interviews 

with nadzir, village priests, previous nadzir and the people who helped nadzir. The 

finding of this study which are nadzir give authorities for community to assist the 

management of asset wakaf productive. Furthermore, nadzhir acts as a provider of funds 

as well as a governance while the implementation of management asset is left to the 

community who have been directly appointed by nadzir. Problems and constraints on 

the management of productive assets include social, economic and natural factors, while 

the allocation of the proceeds of productive waqf is donated for the construction of 

mosques in Tosora village, construction of health centers and street lights. 

 

Keywords: Asset, Waqf Productive, Welfare, South Sulawesi, Indonesia. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
1. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

The objectives of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia as 

mandated in the Preamble to the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia 

include advancing public welfare.To achieve this goal, it is necessary to explore 

and develop the potential contained in religious institutions that have economic 

benefits. One of the strategic steps to improve public welfare, it is necessary to 

increase the role of waqf as a religious institution which not only aims to 

provide various religious and social facilities however, also has potential 

economic power, among others, to promote public welfare. Indeed, it is 

necessary to develop its use in accordance with sharia principles. 

The practice of waqf that occurs in people's lives has not been fully 

organized and efficient, so that in various cases the assets of waqf are not 

properly maintained, abandoned or turned into the hands of third parties by 

violating the law. This situation is not only due to the negligence or inability of 

nadzir in managing and developing waqf assets but also because of the attitude 

of the public who do not care about or do not understand the status of waqf 

assets which should be protected for the general welfare in accordance with the 

purpose, function and allotment of waqf. In the interest of the presence of law 

in the framework of developing national law, it is necessary to establish a Law 

on Waqf. Therefore, Indonesian Muslims should be increasingly grateful to 

Allah who has moved the Government to think about the quality of life for the 

fate of the nation, especially with regard to waqf. 

Historical reports state that waqf plays an important role in community 

development efforts both in the social, economic and cultural fields. The dual 

mailto:agusdiwana.suarni@unismuh.ac.id
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role of waqf is very visible in providing stimulant funds for the benefit of 

Islamic education and health. In several countries in the Middle East, the 

development and various facilities and infrastructure for education and health 

are financed from the results of waqf development. The sustainability of the 

benefits of waqf is made possible by the enactment of productive waqf which is 

established to support various social and religious activities. Productive waqf is 

generally in the form of agricultural land or plantations, commercial buildings, 

which are managed in such a way as to generate profits, part of which is used to 

finance these various activities. Even in history, waqf has been developed in the 

form of apartments, shop houses and others. This productive waqf is then 

practiced in various countries until now. As a results of the management of 

waqf are used to solve various socio-economic problems of the society. 

In the history of waqf, it has played a very important role in community 
development, however there are various facts in several places that have not 

succeeded in managing waqf. Not many waqf in Indonesia are managed 

productively. That is why the Waqf Law tries to make a breakthrough by not 

only regulating the representation of property land, but the waqf of all objects, 

both movable and immovable objects. 

Productive waqf has been reviewed by several researchers, Mubarok 

(2014) regarding the Productive Waqf Development Model (Study on Waqf 

Management at the Muslimin Foundation in Pekalongan City) The research 

results show that among the productive waqf models run by the Muslimin 

Foundation as nadzir are renting out hotel rooms, shop houses shops, meeting 

rooms and using some of the rooms in the hotel as a place of business such as 

internet cafes and restaurants (culinary). The strategy of the Muslimin 

Foundation in developing waqf assets is development through istibdal, asset 

development through proposals, asset development through debt to third 

parties, development assets through the purchase of endowments. 

Devi Megawati (2016) on Management and Development of Productive 
Waqf in Pekanbaru City. The research results show that the management and 

development of productive waqf in Pekanbaru City is still simple with 

traditional management. Therefore the role of the government, in this case the 

Ministry of Religion, must be even more active in socializing and fostering 

Nazhir so that existing productive waqf can continue to develop and provide 

broad benefits to the social welfare of Muslims who are the majority 

population.In addition. waqf that is managed properly, it will grow a prosperous 

society. Therefore, a good management strategy needs to be created to achieve 

the goal of holding waqf. On the other hand, the management and utilization of 

productive waqf in the country is still a little behind compared to other 

countries. As same as, the study of waqf in the country is still focused on the 

legal aspect of fiqh (muamalah) and has not touched on the management of 

waqf. Therefore studies on the management of waqf assets need to be carried 

out in order to achieve good management. 

One example of existing waqf practices, namely in Majauleng Village, 

Wajo Regency, is not a strategic place to develop waqf assets in a modern way, 

such as in big cities where apartments or real estate can be built. However, 

waqf management has a strategy therefore that waqf can remain productive. 

Based on the explanation above, this study is interested in conducting the 

Management of Productive Waqf Assets in creating community welfare in 

Tosora Village, Wajo Regency South Sulawesi Indonesia. 
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2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH PROBLEM 

This study has the following research objective which are firstly, to 

examine manage of productive waqf assets in Tosora Village Wajo Regency, 

South Sulawesi and Secondly, to identify how to empower productive waqf 

assets in Tosora Village, Wajo Regency, South Sulawesi . Besed on the research 

objectives, this study is undertaken to answer the research questions of the study, 

which are formulated as follows: (1). How to manage productive waqf assets in 

creating community welfare in Tosora Village, Wajo Regency, South Sulawesi 

and (2). How to empower productive waqf assets in Tosora Village, Wajo 

Regency, and South Sulawesi. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theoretical Framework of Waqf 

Waqf in Arabic means al-habsu, which comes from the verb habasa- 

yahbisu-habsan, to keep people away from something or to imprison them. The 

word waqf itself comes from the word waqafa (fiil madi) - yakifu (fiil mudari) - 

waqfan (isim masdar) which means stopping or standing while waqf according 

to the term syarak is holding property that may be used without consuming or 

damaging the object and being used for good (Alabij, 2012). According to the 

popular dictionary of Islamic terms, waqf is holding property and providing its 

benefits in the way of Allah; transferring personal rights to belong to a body that 

provides benefits to society with the aim of getting the goodness and pleasure of 

Allah SWT. (Astuti, 2012). 

Judging from several definitions, both etymologically and 

terminologically, waqf is shadaqah Jariah, as a benevolent contribution that 

flows the reward after the person dies, and it can be concluded that waqf 

property is not personal property, but property of certain groups in  society. 

(Lutfi M., 2012). According to Jumhur Ulama waqf is to retain property that  

may be taken advantage of by keeping the object intact (ainnya) by deciding the 

right to control the property both for the permissible interest in accordance with 

Islamic conditions in order to get closer to Allah and therefore transfer 

ownership to Allah. (Lutfi M., 2012). In addtion, in the Qur’an and Hadith there 

is no evidence that explains directly to perform waqf but with the command or 

call to do good deeds, by experts is seen as the basis of waqf law. As the verses 

of the Qur'an and Hadith are as follows: 

 

Q.S.Ali Imran : 92 

"By no means shall ye attain righteouness unless ye give (feedly)of 

that ye love; and whatever ye give, Allah knoweth it well" 

 

Q.S.Al-Baqarah : 267 

"O ye who beliave Give of the good things which ye have (honourably) 

earned, and of the fruits of the earth which We have producted for 

you, and do not even aim at anything which bad, out of it ye may  

give away something, when ye yourselves would not receive it expect 

with closed eyes. And know that Allah is free of all watns, and wortly 

of all praise.” 
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Model of Waqf Productive 

One of the strategic efforts made by the government is to develop waqf 

institutions and empower their potential so that they have a positive impact in 

improving the social and economic life of Muslims. As a very appropriate  step, 

for productive waqf it is necessary to develop a system of management and 

development of waqf with various models and managerial in the perspective of 

efforts to advance the people, nation and state of Indonesia. The various models of 

efforts to improve the welfare of the people's economic life, namely; (1) 

productive waqf model for building construction, (2) productive waqf model for 

business development (3) optimal waqf cash management model for the welfare 

of the people. (Lutfi M., 2012). The explanation of the waqf model is as follows: 

a. The productive waqf model for building construction 
The Department of Religion as the government's representative has the 

authority to encourage the activities of Muslims in developing productive waqf, 

while pilot activities in developing waqf productively include: 

1. Shops 

The building of the shop building will be functioned productively 

by leasing / contracting it to various parties who need it. Shopping 

buildings that are managed productively and professionally will 

generate profits which can then be channeled for life 

empowerment, for example by providing educational scholarships 

and micro credit to orphans and the poor. 

2. Waqf building and business center 

It would be better if waqf in Indonesia which has been certified is 

empowered so that it is more productive and beneficial for Muslim 

communities. Among them are the construction of a waqf building 

and a business center building to facilitate various management of 

waqf assets in a professional and responsible manner. By building a 

business center building, various strategic business fields can be 

carried out, such as opening a showroom, internet cafe, photocopy, 

restaurant, Hajj and Umrah service office, travel and tour, and so 

on. 

3. Muslim boarding house 

A boarding house or temporary residence for workers and students 

is something that is common, even one of the basic needs for 

anyone who wants to improve the quality of life and some students 

are often looking for boarding houses that are free and are not 

interfered with by the owner. By utilizing productive waqf 

empowerment funds and good management, income from the 

rented boarding house can be achieved so that it can be channeled 

for community empowerment. 

4. Mini market 

One of the efforts made to cover emptiness is through productive 
waqf by creating a mini market that is more social, not just for 

economic gain. The existence of this mini market is assumed to be 

a means of getting profit which can then be distributed for the 

public benefit. Thus, establishing a mini market will have a positive 

impact on the surrounding community. 
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The productive waqf model for business development 

Indonesia is very well known as a country that has two great natural 

resource potentials, namely the land sector, agribusiness and the marine sector. As 

for some that can be empowered in this model, especially in the agribusiness and 

marine sectors, namely livestock, fisheries, plantations, home industry, 

workshops, etc. The optimal cash waqf management model for the welfare of the 

people. In this case, cash waqf is very appropriate to provide promising answers in 

realizing social welfare and helping to overcome Indonesia's economic crisis. In 

the current development of productive waqf in Indonesia, the discourse of cash 

waqf has manifested itself in the implementation of funding products of Islamic 

financial institutions and amil zakat institutions such as cash waqf for the dhuafa 

republic and waqtumu (cash waqf muamalat) launched by baitul mal muamalat- 

BMI. 

Economic development and development spurred the emergence of the idea 
of waqf, among others, due to the development of the Islamic economic system. In 

the Islamic economic system, waqf has not been explored as much as possible, 

even though waqf is very potential as an instrument for economic empowerment 

of Muslims. The main purpose of investing in waqf funds is to optimize the 

function of waqf assets as infrastructure to improve the quality of life and life of 

human resources. Kahf differentiates the waqf investment model into two models, 

namely the traditional waqf asset financing model and the institutional financing 

model. 

Research Gap 

There are some studies has been done on research of waqf productive which are 

Mubarok (2014), Devi Megawati (2016), Ahmad Furqon (2016) Fahmi Medias (2016), 

and Qurrata et all., (2019). Qurrata et all., (2019) The Implementation and Development 

of Productive Waqf In Indonesia: Case at Malang Islamic Hospital. Their studies which 

applied a qualitative method in order to comprehensively understand the existing 

phenomenon. The qualitative data analysis model used in this research followed the 

process of data reduction, display data, and verification by Miles & Huberman (1984). 

Purposively, the sample of the research was in an Islamic hospital in Malang 

considering various relevant reasons. The data were collected through focus group 

discussion between stakeholders including waqf recipient (Mauquf’Alaih), waqf 

management (Nazhir) and researches. The findings showed that the implementation of 

productive waqf has shown favorable outcomes in attaining local community’s needs 

that lead to the economic welfare of communities. The management model of 

productive a waqf is divided into a certain considered portion for business development, 

Mauquf’Alaih, and Nazhir. 

In addition, Fahmi Medias (2016) with the results of research on Productive Waqf 

from the Perspective of Islamic Economics to manage and develop cash waqf properly, 

trustworthy, professional, economical, diligent and full of strong commitment human 

resources are needed. Therefore, money waqf institutions have a very strategic role for 

the realization of productive waqf in Indonesia, guidance is needed for waqf managers, 

continuous socialization by academics, scholars, and sharia economic practitioners. 
Furthermore, Devi Megawati (2016) has conducted research with the results of this 

study concluding that the management and development of productive waqf in 

Pekanbaru City is still simple with traditional management. Therefore the role of the 

government, in this case the Ministry of Religion, must be even more active in 

socializing and fostering Nazhir so that existing productive waqf can continue to 

develop and provide broad benefits to the social welfare of Muslims who are the 
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majority population. 

Ahmad Furqon (2016) conducted a research entitled Management of productive 

land waqf, Case Study of Nazhir Mosque Welfare Agency (BKM) Semarang City and 

Pekalongan City Muslimin Foundation. The results of the research are First, the 

management of the Semarang City BKM organization does not run effectively in each 

of its functions. Second, the investment and distribution of land waqf results carried out 

by the Semarang City BKM is not productive.. As well as, Mubarok (2014), with the 

research title, Productive Waqf Management in the Form of Gas Station Case Study of 

the Great Mosque of Semarang Gas Station. The results show that the Semarang Grand 

Mosque gas station has succeeded in realizing a productive model of management and 

development of waqf assets. The Great Mosque of Semarang gas station has succeeded 

in making a significant contribution to the Great Mosque of Semarang and is able to 

provide good service to consumers, because it provides the fuel needed by motorists in 

general. Indeed, those some researches have been studies in Indonesia regarding waqf 

productive. 

Conceptual Framework 

Waqf property is given by muwakif to nadzir then nadzir manages waqf property 

productively in agriculture and economy. The endowment property is not exhausted and 

continues to provide benefits. Waqf property belongs to the ummah. Then there is a 

share of the proceeds from the agricultural harvest 10% for nadzir and the rest is given 

to Mauqul Alaih empowerment in the Community Social Program which includes free 

maternity homes, free schools, school facilities and worship. 
 

Figure 2.2 

The Concept of Productive Waqf Asset in Management Concept 
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3. RESEARCH METODOLOGY 

This studyused a qualitative approach and focused research on waqf land which 

had been made productive waqf by Nadzir in Tosora village so that the problem 

formulation that had been set at the beginning became the center of attention, namely 

how to manage productive waqf assets in creating community welfare in the village of 

Tosora, Wajo Regency South Sulawesi Indonesia. Furthermore, the research have been 

conducted in Tosora village to be used as the research location and this Tosora village 

has quite a lot of productive waqf potential, Indeed, tit can make it easier for researchers 

to obtain data and samples. This research site is a place where the researcher captures 

the actual condition of the object under study to obtain the necessary data or 

information. In accordance with the problems stated earlier, the determination of the 

research site is the management of productive waqf assets in creating community 

welfare in the village of Tosora, Wajo Regency South Sulawesi Indonesia. The research 

instrument used by researchers in their activities is to collect data so that the researcher's 

activities are carried out to be systematic. Researchers used research instruments such as 

interview guidelines, observation guidelines, and used media in the form of a recording 

device. 

Table 3.1 

Informant Identity 

 
NO NAME PROFESSION AGE INISIAL 

1 H. Abdul Rahim Imam Village /Nadzir 78 AR 

2 
Asri Prasak Mas’ud, 

S.Sos 
Government civil servants 45 APM 

3 H.Dina Farmer 85 D 

4 H.Idris 
Custom Acting /Pemangku 

Adat 
68 I 

5 Agus Farmer 28 A 

6 Sitti Hawang Treasurer Nadzir 54 SH 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Productive Waqf Property Management in Tosora Village 
Government Regulation Number 42 of 2006 on the implementation of Law 

Number 41 of 2001 on waqf is affirmed that nadzir includes 3 types, namely: nadzir 

individuals, nadzir organizations and nadzir legal entities. The majority of the 

management of wakaf land in Tosora Village is done by nadzir in the form of an 

organization or together. As stated by the informant AR (14/08/2019). In the 

management of productive endowment nadzir asked for help to the community that he 

has directly appointed to help himself, this community is then served as executor of 

nadzir, nadzir only prepare funds and for the use of funds trusted to the society that has 

been directly represented by nadzir (Rahim, 2019). The author also conducted an 

interview with Brother A (19/08/2019) as the community entrusted by Nadzir to help 

manage the waqf land that the one who manages and cares for the rice plants on 

productive waqf land is himself a nadzir, only preparing funds then he is the one who 

carry out the execution (Agus, 2019). 

Productive waqf land management in Tosora Village. Nadzir is assisted by the 
community he has appointed directly. Because this waqf land is too large for nadzir to 

manage alone, the area of waqf land managed by Nadzir is 4 hectares. So it is only 

natural that the nadzir is overwhelmed in managing the waqf land. The process of 

planting rice until rice is ready for harvesting takes months. During the process there is 

a lot that needs to be done, starting from the process of invading the soil using a tractor 
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machine, the process of irrigating the fields, the planting process, the process of treating 

rice and finally the harvesting process. As a farmer, hard work and persistence are 

needed in managing the fields. 

There are many waqf lands in Tosora Village that have been used as productive 

waqf. All productive waqf in Tosora Village is only in the form of rice fields and each 

waqf land has its own nadzir. However, the productive waqf which is the focus of the 

author's research is productive waqf which is managed by Mr. AR. The location of the 

waqf land is in Amessangen Hamlet, precisely in the rice fields which the people of 

Tosora Village call it "Latamarunrung" according to the informant AR (14/08/2019) 

there are a lot of donated land in Tosora village but what he manages is only in 

Latamarunrung. the rest of the waqf land is managed by the family and the person who 

entrusts the muwakif even though the rules are not like that, the village priest should be 

the one who has the right to manage all the waqf land in Tosora village. (Rahim, 2019). 

In addition, many people do not pay much attention to the rules applied by the Tosora 

Village government, especially in the rules for managing waqf land. Waqf land which 

should be managed by the village priest as nadzir which is officially managed by 

someone else. As a rule, in Tosora Village, those who serve as village priests will also 

serve as nadzir. 

In the case of the endowment process in Tosora Village, it has met the 
endowment provisions such as the pillars and conditions, among others: 

1. Wakif, is the endowment party, namely Datu Andi Peppang. 

According to the provisions of article 7 of Law No. 41 of 2004 the 

individual wakif must meet the requirements of adult, sane, 

unobstructed to do legal acts and the legal owner of waqf property 

2. Mauquf alaih is interpreted as the purpose of allocating wakaf, the 

result of the wakaf is given to the Mosque, health center and the 

development of street lights. 

3. Mauquf (waqf property). Property handed over by wakif to nadzir 
which is in the form of a 4 hectare paddy field. 

4. Shigat is a statement of waqf. The handover of the endowment has 

been stated in the wakaf pledge documented by the office maker of 

wakaf pledge deed in Tosora Village. 

The results of the waqf that are processed by Nadzir are allocated for 

development. As stated by the informant AR (14/08/2019) The results obtained from 

productive waqf land are allocated for the construction of mosques in Tosora village, 

even Nadzir has allocated the results from this waqf to help build social facilities such 

as the construction of street lights and community health centers. (Rahim, 2019). Nadzir 

always distributes the proceeds from the waqf to help develop existing facilities and 

infrastructure in Tosora Village. Nadzir's main focus in distributing the proceeds from 

this productive waqf is intended to help mosques that need funds for mosque 

construction as long as the mosque is still in the Tosora Village area. Apart from the 

mosque, Nadzir also distributes the proceeds from the productive waqf land for the 

construction of street lights and health centers. In the event that the waqf land Shigat 
managed by AR already has a waqf pledge deed, as a waqf land whose owner has died 

for a long time, of course this waqf land must have a waqf pledge deed in order to 

prevent someone from claiming the waqf land and to anticipate things that are not 

desired to happen. The following is the procedure for waqf services that the author got 

from the KUA office, Majauleng District, Wajo Regency. 

Waqf Service Procedure 

1. Wakif or his Power to prepare the requirements of waqf in the form of 
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a. Certificate of ownership (verified by BPN) 

b. Photocopy of party ID card: 

1) Wakif 

2) Nadzir (consisting of 5 - 10 people) 

3) Witness 2 people 

c. Materai Rp. 6000, - as many as 6 pieces 

d. Location map 

2. Wakif informs his wakaf requirements to PPAIW / Head of KUA 

3.  PPAIW conducts research on the requirements of waqf and nadzir 

candidates 

4. Issuance of nadzir confirmation letter for making wakaf pledge script and 

wakaf pledge act 

5. Wakif pledged wakaf to nadzir in front of PPAIW and two witnesses 
6. Signing of the script of the wakaf pledge and the wakaf pledge deed each in 

triplicate 

7. Submission of files to BPN for the process of issuing waqf certificates 

The donated land which was the object of the author's research was formerly 

owned by Datu Andi Peppang (the late), he has long since died, even the current Nadzir 

who manages his waqf land has never met the deceased. The family of the late Datu 

Andi Peppang, especially his children and grandchildren, no longer live in Tosora 

Village, so it is difficult for the author to interview the muwakif family. The author only 

conducts interviews with Informant I as customary stakeholders in Amessangen Hamlet 

that for productive waqf management the family has hope which is great to Nadzir who 

is responsible for empowering productive waqf land as it should be (Idris, 2019). The 

sentence above is a firm answer from the muwakif family which was expressed by the 

customary leaders of Amessangen Hamlet, that the family of the muwakif has accepted 

the decision from the muwakif to make the land as waqf land and if there is later the 

family who wants to take the waqf land then it will be a disgrace for the family who 

wants to claim it, the family fully surrenders the waqf land to Nadzir to be managed as 

where it is allocated. 

When we have entrusted our property to be managed by others. We can only 
leave the reply to Allah SWT. If we do good deeds then the results will definitely be 

good but when we do bad deeds be prepared to get a reward whether it is the reward in 

this world or the reward in the hereafter. Management of the productive waqf land in 

Tosora Village is completely left to Nadzir in relation to its allocation. Assets that have 

become waqf will become sacred assets depending on the creativity of the nadzir in 

managing the waqf land, if the intention is good then the results will also be good and if 

the intention is bad then it is certain. The result will also be bad. So to become a nadzir, 

it is not young that you need a strong mentality and also a responsibility because even a 

few mistakes can have a negative impact on the management of productive waqf assets 

in Tosora Village. 

Nadzir's Strategy in Managing Productive Waqf in Tosora Village 

In its management, of course, nadzir creativity is needed so that the productive 

waqf can function as it should. The following is the strategy used by Nadzir AR. 

1. Asking the community to help manage the waqf land. 

The first strategy undertaken by Nadzir is to ask for help from the community to 

assist them in managing the waqf. The person appointed nadzir in this case is only one 

person, namely brother A. Brother A is then responsible for helping Nadzir in terms of 

fertilization, spraying pests and drugs, and maintaining the oil of the water pump 

machine so that it can continue to flow water to the donated land. Almost all of the 
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activities in the agricultural process are carried out by Agus. Nadzir only provides funds 

for the purchase of agricultural needs. 

2. Making a Drilling Well or Water Hole 

The second strategy is to make a bore well or a water hole, the people in 

Tosora Village call it Goro, the bore well made by Nadzir has two wells with each 

well having two eyes to remove water from the well. This is what is then used to 

help nadzir in irrigating the waqf rice fields. However, in the dry season, the water 

capacity that can be produced by these wells will shrink or decrease so that the 

irrigation process in the fields is reduced or insufficient. Brother A only used the 

well when it was difficult to get water because the majority of the water used for 

irrigation came from rainwater and lake water. 

3. Making excavations on the shore of Lake Latamperu 
This third strategy aims to collect water from Lake Latamperu in one place to 

make it easier for nadzir to pump lake water into the waqf rice field. The lake water 

that has gathered in the excavation is then pumped by Nadzir using a water pump 

machine to be used to irrigate the four-hectare waqf land. It should be noted that the 

distance between Lake Latamperu and this waqf land is 700 meters. This is 

evidenced by the hose that is used to carry water from Lake Latamperu to the waqf 

land which is also 700 meters long. And in the process of making this excavation, 

Nadzir AR himself descended directly to the location. 

4. Buying Water Pumps and Hoses 

The most important thing that Mr. AR did when he was first appointed to be a 

nadzir was to buy a water pump and hose using his personal funds because Nadzir 

did not want to just work without spending money. This is done nadzir so that the 

waqf land that he manages will always become productive waqf land. This water 

pumping machine was then relied on by Mr. AR and brother A to irrigate the 

donated land, of course this water pump machine does not just use it, it requires 

regular maintenance so that the machine is durable and long lasting, it is the job of 

brother Agus to check and care for it. 

After buying a nadzir water pump machine then buying a 700 meter long hose. 
To carry water from the Latamperu lake to the waqf land in Latamarunrung. 

Because for rice farmers water is the most important and most important element in 

the management of rice fields from the process of planting rice to rice. It's ready to 

be harvested. 

Constraints and Problems in Productive Waqf Asset Management 

AR has served as nadzir for approximately 19 years. During the management of 

the waqf land, there are many obstacles or problems faced by Nadzir, ranging from 

social, economic to natural factors. The following are the constraints and problems in 

the process of managing productive waqf assets in Tosora Village that the author 

received during the research period. 

a) Lack of community sensitivity to assist nadzir in the management of productive 

waqf assets in Tosora Village, this often occurs when the planting season has 

arrived. Nadzir has prepared funds to be given to anyone who helps him plant 

rice. However, people prefer to be busy with their respective fields. 

b) There was little interference from the village government in the management of 

productive waqf. This was discovered by the author when conducting a survey 

on the location of the donated land at the Tosora Village office. Village officials 

do not have data on the donated land in Tosora Village. The author is only asked 

to find data from the Village Imam. 
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c) There are many waqf lands that are managed by other people and they never 

report to the village imam or official nadzir. 

d) The amount of funds spent by Nadzir starting from the planting process to the 

harvesting process is not small. It is noted that for this year's harvest preparation 

Nadzir has spent approximately 20 million rupiah to buy oil, fertilizers, 

medicines and pesticides. 

e) The risk of crop failure is very high during the dry season 

f) Many pests attack rice in the waqf area. The community in Tosora Village calls 

it “Mabbulu Manuken”. This disease is caused by a caterpillar pest that eats the 

contents of the rice fruit, causing the rice fruit to only have its skin left and 

causing the rice to dry out. 

g) Many rats attack the rice at night. These rats eat very large amounts of rice, 
causing the remaining amount of rice to be small. This has happened to the waqf 

land that the author studied, which usually yields 170-200 sacks to only 40 

sacks. It was all caused by attacks by rats who ate rice. 

h) And the most important problem faced by Nadzir in its management is the 

problem of water. All of the strategies implemented by Nadzir only focus on 

how to obtain water so that it can irrigate the waqf land. Starting from 

excavating on the edge of the lake, drilling wells, buying water pumps and 

hoses. All that is done with only one goal, namely to obtain water. Because the 

distance between Lake Latamperu which is the main source of getting water and 

the distance to the waqf land is very far. And the amount of water in Latamperu 

lake is never enough to cover all the rice fields around the lake. 

i) Too little water can cause rice to die from drought and too much water in the 

rainy season can cause rice to die from being submerged continuously 

Empowerment of Productive Waqf Assets in Tosora Village 

In principle, waqf assets belong to the community, therefore the benefits must also 

be felt by the community and therefore at an ideal level, waqf assets are a shared 

responsibility to create community welfare. Productive waqf is an alternative to create 

social welfare. Waqf institutions are a source of assets that provide their use throughout 

the ages. The empowerment of waqf assets is very important to realize social justice and 

community welfare. Waqf seems to perpetuate itself in the benefit of Muslims in the 

form of poverty, ignorance and backwardness. This productive waqf is not directly used 

for the benefit of the people but waqf is used for production activities, where the results 

of the production are then used as a source of funding in achieving the objectives of the 

waqf. 

In Tosora Village, most of the waqf is in a stagnant level of utilization, this can be 

seen from the number of waqf according to its use, mostly for mosques, while 

productive empowerment of waqf is still minimal, this can be seen from the existence of 

productive waqf in Tosora Village, only in the form of rice fields and that. also 

managed by Nadzir as well as the village priest. Empowerment from the results of 

productive waqf is used for the needs of building mosques in Tosora Village as said by 

the informant AR (14/08/2019) The results obtained from productive waqf that are 

managed by nadzir AR are mostly intended for mosque construction which is in Tosora 

Village. With a mosque that is built and equipped with facilities and infrastructure in the 

mosque, it makes people who perform worship in the mosque comfortable and peaceful. 

Muslim communities who perform worship in the mosque get comfort in worship. 

In addition to the mosque, Nadzir also distributes the results of the productive 

waqf for the construction of street lights in Tosora Village. The existence of street lights 

can help people in street lighting, especially at night. People no longer need to be afraid 
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to do activities at night because the streets are already equipped with street lights. 

Nadzir has also distributed the proceeds of the waqf for the construction of the Tosora 

Community Health Center. Puskesmas is the most important social facility in Tosora 

Village. Its existence is very helpful for people who are sick and want to be treated in 

order to recover. With the construction of this puskesmas, it will greatly help the 

community and employees in the process of health services in Tosora Village. 

People who benefit directly from productive waqf are those who are directly 

involved in the management of productive waqf land so that the productive waqf land 

can function properly in an effort to create community welfare. The people who feel the 

most benefit from productive waqf are of course their nadzir as people who are given 

the trust to manage the productive waqf land from muwakif. The result obtained by 

nadzir from productive waqf is 10% of the net profit after the lack of funds that nadzir 

throws in the management of productive waqf. However, if the harvest is low, 

sometimes Nadzir does not count the funds that have been spent, Nadzir only directly 

takes 10% of the share. 

Furthermore, the results of interviews with informant D (17/08/2019) as people 
who have been nadzir or managers of productive waqf land. Assets that have been made 

as waqf land will have many blessings in them which are then managed productively so 

the blessings will increase, when it is managed for a good purpose it will certainly give 

blessings to the manager. As with the blessings that Mr. D received when managing the 

waqf land, he was used to buy rice fields, then this rice field was sold. The proceeds 

from the sale of these fields were used to carry out the fifth pillar of Islam, namely the 

pilgrimage for those who could afford it. 

Regarding the benefits that are obtained directly from the management of 

productive waqf assets, brother A as the community entrusted by Nadzir to help him 

manage the waqf land also benefits from productive waqf. People who are entrusted 

with Nadzir in the management of productive waqf land take a very important role in 

the management of productive waqf land, how not all the work that requires energy 

during the agricultural process is almost all done by brother A. There is no percentage in 

the profit sharing that you get A everything depends on the harvest according to the 

statement for the results obtained as much as 10 million rupiah, sometimes more. 

Getting 10 million rupiah per harvest is certainly very helpful in meeting the needs of 

life, and when the necessities of life have been met, productive waqf assets have 

succeeded in creating social welfare. 

Nadzir has managed to manage productive waqf assets properly so that the results 

of productive waqf can be felt and enjoyed by the community in Tosora Village. The 

benefits that are received by the community are divided into two, namely direct benefits 

and indirect benefits, benefits directly obtained by the community. people who are 

directly involved in the management of productive waqf, namely nadzir and people who 

help nadzir, nadzir and the community get benefits in the form of money from the profit 

sharing that is obtained in accordance with the rules for the production of productive 

waqf while the benefits are indirectly obtained by people who only enjoy Facilities in 

the form of mosques, health centers and street lights were built using funds from 
productive waqf results. 

The management of productive waqf assets in creating community welfare in 

Tosora Village has been well realized, this is evidenced by the benefits obtained by the 

community, all benefits are obtained thanks to the efforts and hard work of Nadzir in 

managing productive waqf assets. The nadzir strategy in managing productive waqf is 

proven to be able to make the waqf land truly productive regardless of the problems that 

nadzir is facing. All the benefits that the community gets from productive waqf will 
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have a good impact on the community so that the management of productive waqf 

assets in creating community welfare in Tosora Village can be realized. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of the research in Tosora Village, Wajo Regency, regarding 

the management of productive waqf assets in creating community welfare in Tosora 

Village, Wajo Regency, the following conclusions as a follows: 

1. In the management of productive waqf assets, nadzir is assisted by a 

community member who has been appointed directly by nadzir. This 

community is then the executor of success in the management of productive 

waqf assets. 

2. There are 4 nadzir strategies in managing productive waqf in Tosora Village, 

namely: 

a) Asking the community to help manage the waqf land 

b) Make a bora well or a water hole 

c) Making excavations on the edge of the lake 

d) Buy a water pump and hose 

3. The most important obstacle faced by Nadzir in the management of 

productive waqf is the problem of water, especially during the dry season. 

4. The empowerment of productive waqf assets in Tosora Village has been well 

realized, such as for the construction of mosques, health centers and street 

lamps. 

 

6. RECOMMENDATION 

There are some recommendations which are firstly, the central government 

should pay attention to the management of waqf assets in Tosora Village therefore 

Nadzir can optimize the existing waqf assets in Tosora Village. Secondly, government 

of Tosora Village to help nadzir in managing productive waqf assets. Thirdly,  the 

priest of Tosora Village to be more assertive in addressing the problem of the waqf 

asset productive land in Tosora Village so that all the donated land in Tosora Village 

can be functioned accordingly. Fourthly, Nadzir should be even more creative in 

managing productive waqf such as the use of waqf land not only for planting rice. 

Fifthly. the society of Tosora Village to pay more attention to the existing rules of 

marriage as to increase the potential of the donated land in Tosora Village in creating 

community welfare. 
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APPENDIX 
INTERVIEW GUIDELINES 

 

I NO PROBLEM STATEMENT CODING 

 

 

 

Q.S Al – Imran 92, 

Q.S Al – Baqarah 

267, H.R Muslim 

1631 

1.1 How do you manage the waqf land AR, A 

1.2 What are the results of productive waqf intended for? AR, APM,SH 

1.3 
How much have you spent on productive waqf 
management? 

AR,SH 

1.4 How does the family respond AR, I, SH 

1.5 The benefits you get from productive waqf AR, A, D, SH 

1.6 Who owns the waqf land AR, D 

1.7 What is the area of productive waqf land AR, D 

1.8 How long do you manage productive waqf AR, A, D 

1.9 How much is the donated land in Tosora Village AR, I 

II NO PROBLEM STATEMENT CODING 

 

 

Q.S Al – Imran 92, 
Q.S Al – Baqarah 

267, H.R Muslim 

1631 

2.1 
How is community participation in assisting the 
management of productive waqf 

AR, SH 

2.2 
How do the village governments guard the productive 

waqf land? 
APM 

2.3 
Are there any other organizations that help manage 
productive waqf 

APM 

2.4 
Have there ever been problems in managing productive 

waqf 
AR, A, SH 

2.5 
Obstacles faced by Nadzir in the management of 
productive waqf 

AR, SH 

2.6 What are the types of plants in productive waqf AR, A 

2.7 Are there any optimization efforts made by the village APM 

2.8 What is the shape of the LPJ APM 

2.9 
To what extent is the empowerment of the donated 

land in Tosora village 
APM 
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TRANSCRIPT 

 

NO CODING TRANSKIP 

1.1 AR 
Engka anana wala ufake bantuka melli minyak sibawa pufuk,alena tona bantuka 

komproki sibawa fufukna,alena aga bantuka jagai masina waena 

 
A 

Iyya irekeng mumai maneng ih,mappamula attanengen lettu fanengna,maderi meto 
engka anrikku mabbantu ko wettu attanengeng ih ko fura ero na salaina” 

1.2 AR 
Biasa utiwi ko masigi eh tega tega masigi farellu akkoro utiwi,fura to wabberang 

wettungna ibangun lampu jalan eh,furato utiwi ko puskesmas e 

  

APM 

Kalau ada yang mendesak dan dana desa tidak bisa di jangkau di karenakan 

penyusunan APBD,bisa kita pakai untuk bantuan fakir miskin,tapi selama ini kita 

pakai untuk masjid saja 

 
SH 

Natiwi ko masigi e, ero mi alena nala bagena,nasaba engka metto bagena alena 
seppulo fersen 

 

1.3 

 

AR 

Maega nih, wassolla solla mi duiku,ufake mebbu goro taddua mata,wellingen mesina 

wai sibawa sellang arua ratuna metere,fegani aga farongkosanna ko yappagajian 
mattaneng sibawa sisi ih 

 
SH 

Biasa yonkosoki,macaweni dua pulo juta,macaweni tellu ratu litere minnya na 

cappu,fegani olie,lain lain nge aga 

1.4 AR 
Demaneng ni gaga ane na datue kue,fura maneng nih macciuang 

  
I 

Akko fura iyya wangkalinga nak,yanu nah Fung Manda.kan fura urampe ero yaseng 

ee akkafe makkedai afo idi naseng ko furani yamiccuang dena na wedding idi 

bettuanna fuangna meni bawang dena na wedding idi icampuri bettuana ada ko 
furani yammiccuang agagae dena na wedding ilefe femeng 

 
SH 

Degaga maneng ni ko messangeng.foko na denagag reppesena ko messangeng 

 

1.5 
 

AR 

Manessa engkana, na tuli engka wasselena, cabana nafarogika na dessa laujama ih. 

Bettuanna ero ase taroni tokkong pong uafajai, aga yala panrasa rasa alewe ko dega 
iruntu 

  

D 

Mabbarakka laddesa itu akkafe e. iyya wangellian galung wasselena latamarunrung, 

nakia yenaro wangellian galung ero meto galung ee ubalu wenrekeng mekka, 
wasselena 

  

A 

fole ko meni anungna irekeng yakko mega megai manu to anukku rekeng yakko manui 

irekeng mariawa riawa toi.mappakomiro irekeng ta seppulo juta kadang lebih, 
mabbantu ladde sa 

 
SH 

Fole komeni kessingna asewe,ka makessing kessing ih makessing to iruntu,ko masalai 
,cede tomi bageta 

1.6 AR 
Anunna datue, datue andi peppang 

 
D 

Datue riolo funna, Datu Andi Peppang 

1.7 AR 
Eppa hetto 

 
D 

Eppa hetto 

1.8 AR 
Fua mettani,defa wantaji imam desa ujama mettoni,mappamula taun dua ribu 

 
D 

Eppa taun ujama itu latamarunrung,fura ero imam desae meni parekkeng ih 

 
A 

Macaweni asera taung 

 
 

1.9 

 
 

AR 

Maega tana akkafe koe, Tania mi iyya jama maneng ih etomiro takkala ujamae ko 

latamarunrung. Engkato aga kotu wajo wajo supriadi mato tenre ih, maega koe. 

Aiyya de wanui nasaba masirika makkedai ammai melo yaseng, dessaro wanui 

masirika iyya fadang ih padahal ero aturanna iyya parekkeng maneng ih nasaba iyya 

sebagai imam desa. 
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NO CODING TRANSKIP 

 
I 

Maega akkafe koe.cuma dee mi ni risseng maneng nasaba mega de fadang ki fada 
alena mi jamai 

2.1 AR 
Ko masyarakat e kue dessa na perhatikan laddeih ye akkafe,narekko mangobbika 
mappataneng dessa gaga lokka nelibbireng mato murusu galung na 

 
SH 

Maderi ladde meli ki mappagaji na dega lo fabantu,jadi to fole saliweng nge mani 

yobbi nappa ifagaji 

 

2.2 

 

APM 

Kami dari pihak desa selalu meninjau tanah wakaf ini kalau ada dari panitia masjid 

yang meminta dana untuk pembangunan maka kami akan mengalokasikan dananya ke 

situ 

2.3 APM 
Kalau dari organisasi pemerintah itu tidak ada tanah wakaf di sini hanya di kelolah 
oleh nadzir yang sekaligus sebagai imam desa 

 
2.4 

 
AR 

Ero biasa panitia na masigie tappa lomi bage duai ko engka wasselena akkafe eh, 

furatu mela nappa fejjekeng nafake mabbangun masigi, furato engka lapor ko ane 

eppona datue naseng tuli ceddemi je wasselena akkafe,padahal d naissengi makkeda 

mega to farongkosa ifessu. 

 
SH 

Maega naelo mala nappa de narekang ongkosona,tappa lomi bage dua i 

 
A 

Fura bermasalah asena n alai tikka,nanre to balawo 

2.5 AR 
Yemi je ressana ko latamanrunrung maressaki runtu wai apalagi ko wettu tikkai,engka 
meto goro tapi de nagenne waina ko ero mi ifake 

 
SH 

Mega ladde farongkosanna yemiro nala cede ta dua puloh juta,fegani ko masolang 

asewe tokkong pong meni 

2.6 AR 
Ase bawang furan a tanengi lagu bue na wedding yabbilangi 

 
A 

Asemi, fura tokka taro bue ai nafaccapumi safi, safi e mi manrei 

 

2.7 
 

APM 

Usahanya seperti ikut membantu dalam meninjau tanah wakaf,saat ada panitia masjid 

yang datang ke kantor membawa proposal untuk pembangunan kami akan membantu 
nadzir dalam menyalurkan dana wakaf 

2.8 APM 
Kalau laporan pertanggung jawaban tetap nadzir melapor ke kantor desa,seperti 
banyaknya dari hasil wakaf produktif yang telah di timbang 

 

2.9 
 

APM 

Pemberdayaan dari hasil wakaf produkitf sebenarnya bisa di manfaatkan untuk 

membantu masyarakat yang kurang mampu di desa tosora namun saat ini hasil dari 
wakaf produktif di gunakan untuk pembangunan masjid yang ada di desa tosora saja 

 

REDUCTION 

 

NO CODING Reduction 

1.1 AR In the management of nadzir productive endowment property ask the community to 

help nadzir management only act as a conceptor while for the executor is left entirely 

to the community that has been tagged responsible 
 A 

1.2 AR As entrusted by the muwakif of productive wakaf that the proceeds of this wakaf land 

are allocated for the construction of the tosora mosque. However, from the creativity 

of nadzir in cultivating this endowment land is allocated for the construction of 

mosques and also social facilities. 

 AP 

 SH 

1.3 AR The costs incurred by nadzir in the management of productive waqf are innumerable 

because all the strategies implemented by nadzir require almost all of the funds 
 SH 

1.4 AR If the muwakif family has completely handed over the management of productive 

waqf to nadzir for further use as provided to be able to produce acts of worship for 

muwakif 
 I 

 SH 

1.5 AR Land that is used as productive endowment land will have abundant benefits because 

the main property will not be reduced but will continue to generate profits 
 A 

 D 
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NO CODING Reduction 

 SH  

1.6 AR  

 D The owner of the productive waqf land is Datu Andi Peppang 

1.7 AR The area of the productive waqf assets managed by nadzir 

 D  

1.8 AR In the management of productive waqf, a work contract is not enforced as long as the 

appointed community is still able to manage productive waqf so that it is okay and 

the rules that apply in Tosora village are whoever serves as the village priest then 

automatically he will serve as nadzir. 

 A 

 D 

1.9 AR Tosora village, there are a lot of waqf land, but due to the lack of community 
knowledge about the regulations of the donated land, it causes many productive waqf 
assets to be neglected and neglected. 

 I 

2.1 AR The community is still less sensitive to productive waqf, many people do not pay 

attention to nadzir when asking for help for productive waqf management 
 SH 

2.2 APM Government escort, and the Tosora village government, only provides escort in the 

form of assistance in observing the location of productive waqf 

2.3 APM Currently, only nadzir manages productive waqf, there is no government organization 
that participates in the management of productive waqf in Tosora village. 

2.4 AR The problem that often occurs in the management of productive waqf is that when 

realizing the results of this waqf land, many people only see the results without 

wanting to know the costs that have been used nadzir during productive waqf 

management. 

 A 

 SH 

2.5 AR The most important obstacle faced by Nadzir is the obstacle in obtaining water. This 

is because the distance between the water source and the productive waqf land is very 

far so that all the strategies carried out by Nadzir only focus on obtaining water. 
 SH 

2.6 AR The type of plant planted in Nadzir on productive waqf land is only rice 

 A 

2.7 APM The efforts to optimize productive waqf assets carried out by Tosora Village are only 
in the form of reviews and escorts in the distribution of productive waqf results. 

2.8 APM Nadzir's accountability report to Tosora village is still a direct report 

2.9 APM Empowerment from the results of productive waqf is used to help build mosques in 
Tosora village 
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